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Zusammenfassung
Der magnetische Formgeda¨chtnis-Effekt ist eine funktionale Eigenschaft die von wissenschaft-
licher, aber auch industrieller Bedeutung ist. In magnetischen Formgeda¨chtnis-Legierungen
lassen sich durch das Anlegen moderater magnetischer Felder makroskopisch messbare Verzer-
rungen erzielen. Die Physik magnetischer Formgeda¨chtnis-Materialien wird durch die Wechsel-
wirkung magnetischer und struktureller Phasen bestimmt, da die Materialien sowohl einen fer-
romagnetischen als auch einen martensitischen Phasenu¨bergang zeigen. Die Heusler-Legierung
Ni2MnGa ist ein vielversprechendes magnetisches Formgeda¨chtnis-Material, dass allerdings
eine fu¨r industrielle Anwendungen zu niedrige martensitische U¨bergangstemperatur aufweist
und vergleichsweise spro¨de ist.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden die bisherigen in der Literatur erwa¨hnten Untersuchungen
an Ni2MnGa durch Ab Initio Untersuchungen zum Einfluss der Beitra¨ge von Gitterschwingun-
gen, magnetischen Anregungen, elektronischen Korrelationen und Fermifla¨chennesting auf den
Martensit-U¨bergang erweitert. Es wird gezeigt, dass der martensitische Phasenu¨bergang von
mehreren Beitra¨gen getrieben wird.
In einem na¨chsten Schritt wurden Mangan-reiche Zusammensetzungen der Legierungssyste-
me Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) untersucht, die hohe martensitische U¨bergangstemperaturen
aufweisen. Es zeigt sich, dass ein direkter Ansatz, der die Energiedifferenzen zwischen Austenit
und Martensit, die in den Dichtefunktionalrechnungen auftreten, mit der U¨bergangstemperatur
identifiziert zu qualitativen und teilweise sogar quantitativen U¨bereinstimmungen mit expe-
rimentellen Ergebnissen fu¨hrt. Der Ansatz, der nicht-sto¨chiometrische Zusammensetzungen
u¨ber Superzellen beru¨cksichtigt, ermo¨glicht die Berechnung vollsta¨ndiger Phasendiagramme
mittels Ab Initio Methoden. Die dazu erforderliche Rechenleistung steht in einem angemesse-
nen Verha¨ltnis zu den erzielbaren Resultaten.
In einem weiteren Schritt wurden die vorgestellten Methoden auf die Legierungssysteme
Ni-Pt-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, Sn) angewandt, die noch nicht ausfu¨hrlich in der Literatur behandelt
wurden. Die partielle Substitution von Nickel durch Platin ist von besonderem Interesse, da
diese die Valenzelektronenkonzentration nicht vera¨ndert. Es zeigt sich, dass durch das Hin-
zufu¨gen von Platin ho¨here U¨bergangstemperaturen erwartet werden. Ku¨rzlich vero¨ffentlichte
experimentelle Arbeiten besta¨tigen die vielversprechenden Eigenschaften dieser Legierungssys-
teme.
Eine weitere magnetische Formgeda¨chtnis-Legierung die im Rahmen dieser Arbeit unter-
sucht wurde ist Co-Ni-Ga. Dieses System zeichnet sich durch die Abwesenheit weicher Pho-
nonen und antiferromagnetischer Wechselwirkungen aus, die in Ni-Mn-Ga beobachtet werden.
Die Tendenz, dass die erwarteten martensitischen U¨bergangstemperaturen bei Erho¨hung der
Valenzelektronenkonzentration ansteigen, la¨sst sich hingegen auch in Co-Ni-Ga beobachten.

Abstract
The magnetic shape memory effect (MSME) is a functional property which is of outmost
interest from a scientific point of view but also regarding industrial applications. Magnetic
shape memory alloys (MSMA) allow to obtain large magnetic field induced strains (MFIS) in
moderate magnetic fields and hence qualify for actuator and sensor devices. The underlying
physics of MSMAs is governed by an interplay between different structural and magnetic phases
as a ferromagnetic and a martensitic transition are required for the appearance of the MSME.
Several alloys are known to show the MSME. From these Ni2MnGa is promising with regard to
industrial applications but still shows too low operating temperatures and is rather brittle.
In this thesis the comprehensive investigation of Ni2MnGa which was undertaken by a lot of
scientific groups in the past is expanded by an investigation of the different contributions to the
martensitic transformation (MT) using first-principles calculations. In particular the influence
of lattice vibrations, magnetic excitations, correlation effects and Fermi surface nesting on the
MT are investigated. It is shown that the structural phase transition that appears in Ni2MnGa
is driven by several martensitic driving forces.
In a further step the Mn-rich compositions of the alloys systems Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn,
Sb) have been investigated. The Mn-rich compositions are of particular interest as they show
increased MT temperatures. It turns out that a simple approach which relates the transforma-
tion temperature to the energy difference between the austenite and martensite structure which
appears in first-principles calculations yields good qualitative and in some cases even quan-
titative agreement with experimental results. The approach which models off-stoichiometric
compositions by using supercells makes it possible to calculate the transformation tempera-
tures of off-stoichiometric compositions within feasible computational demand. This gives rise
to the calculation of complete phase diagrams by ab initio methods.
In the next step, the established methods which have been applied to phase diagrams which
are already known experimentally have been applied to the alloy systems Ni-Pt-Mn-Z (Z =Ga,
Sn) which has not been discussed extensively in the literature before. The (partial) substitution
of Ni by Pt is interesting as it is an isoelectronic substitution which sustains the valence
electron concentration e/a. It turns out that higher martensitic transformation temperatures
are expected when adding platinum to the alloys. The promising properties of such alloys have
recently been confirmed experimentally.
Another magnetic shape memory alloy which has been studied within this thesis is Co-Ni-
Ga. This system is of special interest as the phonon softening that is present in Ni2MnGa as
well as antiferromagnetic interactions which are found in Mn-rich compositions of the latter
alloy are absent in Co-Ni-Ga. Nevertheless, the basic trend that the martensitic transformation
temperature increases with e/a is also observed in this alloy system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ferromagnetic shape memory alloys are of industrial relevance as they may reveal large mag-
netic field induced strains (MFIS) which qualify these materials for actuator or sensor appli-
cations. So far, the largest strains have been achieved for the Heusler compound Ni2MnGa.
However, due to its brittleness and the limited operating temperatures of devices based on this
material it is of industrial but also scientific interest to search for new ferromagnetic shape
memory alloys which are less brittle and reveal higher martensitic transformation tempera-
tures.
The aim of this work is the first-principles investigation of ferromagnetic shape memory
alloys which have not been studied extensively by other research groups in the past and to
predict specific compositions which reveal promising material properties with regard to the
magnetic shape memory effect. The methods that are used, in particular the methods of
density functional theory which are applied in the calculations and the theoretical description
of lattice vibrations and spin waves is introduced in chapter 2 of this thesis. Chapter 3 contains
a short introduction on the shape memory effect and the magnetic shape memory effect and
also includes a summary of the properties of Ni2MnGa.
As the martensitic transformation is a requirement for the appearance of the magnetic
shape memory effect its origin and the different driving forces of the transition are investigated
in detail for the magnetic shape memory reference compound Ni2MnGa in chapter 4 which
actually is the first chapter which contains results.
In chapter 5 the methods that have been used to study the martensitic transformation in
Ni2MnGa are applied to the four alloy series Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb), in particular
the Mn-rich sites of the phase diagrams of these systems which reveal increased martensitic
transformation temperatures. It is shown that ab initio calculations are able to model the
phase diagrams of the investigated alloys and to obtain a qualitative and in some cases even
quantitative agreement between theory and experiment. Moreover the calculations based on
density functional theory allow to investigate the origin of the phase transformation by studying
the changes of the magnetic and electronic properties that arise when changing the atomic
composition in detail.
Chapter 6 contains the results of the ab initio investigation of Ni-Pt-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, Sn).
It turns out that the substitution of Ni by Pt which keeps the valence electron concentration
constant (e/a = 7.5) increases the predicted transformation temperatures.
Finally in chapter 7 the ferromagnetic shape memory system Co-Ni-Ga will be discussed.
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This alloy is remarkable as neutron scattering measurements suggest that the martensitic
transformation is not driven by phonon softening as is the case in Ni2MnGa. In agreement
with experimental results the ab initio calculations suggest that there exists a competition
between different types of structures in Co-Ni-Ga which results in disordered structures.
Chapter 8 contains a short conclusion. In particular, all obtained results are once again
briefly summarized in this chapter.
Very recently it has been discovered that several of the Heusler compounds which have been
studied here are able to lower their energy not only by a tetragonal transformation of their
cubic structure but also by transforming from the bcc- to a nearly hcp-structure. This issue
as well as the importance of magnetic excitations will be briefly discussed in the outlook given
in chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical background
2.1 Density functional theory
When trying to calculate the electronic structure of a solid, problems arise due to the large
number of interacting particles. Density functional theory provides an approach to overcome
this problem by making some assumptions that have proven to correctly describe many prop-
erties of solid state physics in the past.
This section describes the basic ideas and steps towards the application of density functional
theory. It is mainly based on the lecture about density functional theory and molecular
dynamics given by R. Meyer in the years 2006 and 2007 at the University of Duisburg-Essen
[1], the book Electronic structure by Richard M. Martin [2], and the German summary in Ref.
[3].
A quantum-mechanic many body problem is described by the solution of Schro¨dinger’s
equation containing the Hamilton-Operator
H = − ~
2me
∑
i
∇2i −
1
4πǫ0
∑
i,I
ZIe
2
|ri −RI | +
1
8πǫ0
∑
i 6=j
e2
|ri − rj |
−
∑
I
~
2
2MI
∇2I +
1
8πǫ0
∑
I 6=J
ZIZJe
2
|RI −RJ |
(2.1)
where i denotes an indice that is related to the electrons and I denotes an indice that is related
to the atomic cores. Thus ri gives the position of an electron and MI , ZI , and RI are related
to the mass, the proton number and the position of an atomic core.
It is clear that due to the large number of interacting particles in a solid a numerical
solution of this problem becomes nearly impossible. Therefore, further assumptions are needed
to simplify the model while at the same time taking care that the model still describes the
physical properties of the system.
2.1.1 The Hartree-Fock method
A first approach to find a wave function which minimizes the energy of Schro¨dinger’s equation
for the Hamilton operator introduced in equation (2.1) makes use of the Pauli-principle. This
states that the ground state many body wavefunction Ψ0 of a many body system is anti-
symmetric in the case of electrons (Fermions). The basic idea of the Hartree-Fock method is
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therefore to construct a many body wave function Ψ that is built up from several one electron
wavefunctions χi and is antisymmetric by definition using a Slater determinant
Ψ =
1√
N !
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χ1(x1) χ2(x1) ... χN (x1)
χ1(x2) χ2(x2) χN (x2)
... ...
χ1(xN ) ... ... χN (xN )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.2)
where N denotes the number of electrons in the system.
The many body wavefunction Ψ can now be varied by separate variation of the one electron
wavefunctions χi. As the variational principle
HΨ0 ≤ HΨ (2.3)
states that the wave function of the ground state always has the lowest energy, Ψ0 can be
approximated by minimizing Ψ.
Although the Hartree-Fock method describes a simple approach to find the ground state of
a many body system the results are not very accurate in many cases. This is due to the fact
that the method completely neglects the correlations between the seperate electrons in the
system.
2.1.2 Born-Oppenheimer approximation
As the time scale of changes in the electronic structure is much smaller than the time scale
which describes the movement of the ions, the atomic cores can be assumed to be stationary.
This means that the kinetic energy of the atomic cores can be neglected. As the ground state
energy does not depend on the positions of the atomic cores anymore in this case, the term
that describes the Coulomb interaction between the atomic cores ( 18πǫ0
∑
I 6=J
ZIZJe
2
|RI−RJ |) is also
reduced to a constant value.
The assumption of static atomic cores yields the following Hamilton operator:
HBO = − ~
2
2me
∑
i
∇2i −
1
4πǫ0
∑
i,I
ZIe
2
|ri −RI | +
1
8πǫ0
∑
i 6=j
e2
|ri − rj | + const. (2.4)
2.1.3 The theorems of Hohenberg and Kohn
Density functional theory (DFT) is based on the idea to use the electron density n(r) instead
of the many body wavefunction Ψ as the basic variable that describes all physical properties
of the system. A first application of this idea was the Thomas-Fermi model proposed in 1927
[4] which assumed that electrons in a solid can be described in a similar manner as electrons
in a free electron gas.
Although the Thomas-Fermi model already yielded feasible results the assumptions made
within the model could not be justified coherently. In 1964 Hohenberg and Kohn provided a
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justification of the idea to use the electron density as the basic variable [5]. This justification
is based upon these two theorems:
• The external potential of a system of interacting particles is uniquely defined (expect for
a constant value) by the electron density n0(r) of the ground state
• The ground state energy is the minimum of the energy functional E[n] that can be
defined for any external potential
The proof of the first theorem is done by assuming the existence of two different external
potentials V1 and V2 which both give the same electron density n0. In this case the respective
Hamilton operators H1 and H2 that belong to V1 and V2 only differ regarding the contribution
of the external potential. The variational principle says that
E1 = 〈Ψ1|H1|Ψ1〉 < 〈Ψ2|H1|Ψ2〉 (2.5)
E2 = 〈Ψ2|H2|Ψ2〉 < 〈Ψ1|H2|Ψ1〉 (2.6)
while at the same time
〈Ψ2|H1|Ψ2〉 = 〈Ψ2|H2|Ψ2〉+ 〈Ψ2|H1 −H2|Ψ2〉 = E2 +
∫
dr[V1 − V2]n0(r) (2.7)
〈Ψ1|H2|Ψ1〉 = 〈Ψ1|H1|Ψ1〉+ 〈Ψ1|H2 −H1|Ψ1〉 = E1 +
∫
dr[V2 − V1]n0(r) (2.8)
is valid. If one inserts equation (2.7) in equation (2.5) and equation (2.8) in equation (2.6)
and then adds up the two equations one ends up with
E1 + E2 < E2 + E1 (2.9)
This contradiction shows that the assumption made in the first theorem always is true which
means that all properties of the system are determined by the electron density. This means
that the total energy of the system can be described as a functional of the electron density.
Due to the variational principle the electron density that minimizes this functional E[n] is the
ground state electron density. Thus, the ground state energy can be obtained by a variation
of the electron density which is exactly the statement of the second theorem.
The interaction of the electrons with the nuclei can be described in terms of an external po-
tential Vext. Thus, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems in combination with the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation allow to modify the Hamilton operator introduced in equation (2.1) in the
following way
H = − ~
2
2me
∑
i
∇2i +
1
8πǫ0
∑
i 6=j
e2
|ri − rj | +
∫
Vext(r)n(r)dr+ const. (2.10)
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2.1.4 The Kohn-Sham Ansatz
The Hamilton operator given in equation (2.10) still contains the electron-electron interaction
and the momentum operator of single electrons that are interacting with each other. The
idea behind the Kohn-Sham Ansatz is to replace the electron density of the interacting system
by the electron density of a non-interacting reference system [6]. The eigenstates φi of this
auxiliary system are called Kohn-Sham orbitals and the electron density is defined by
n(r) =
∑
i
|φi(r)|2 (2.11)
which allows to set up the energy functional based on the Hamilton operator proposed in
equation (2.10). The so-called Hartree term describes the Coulomb interaction between the
electrons:
EHartree =
1
8πǫ0
∑
i
∑
j
∫
|φi(r)|2 1|r− r′| |φj(r
′)|2drdr′ (2.12)
The complete energy functional can be written as
E[n] = − ~
2
2me
∑
i
〈φi|∇2|φi〉+ EHartree + Exc[n] +
∫
Vext(r)n(r)dr (2.13)
where Exc[n] denotes the exchange-correlation functional. The exchange-correlation functional
compensates the error that is introduced by neglecting the exchange term and the correlation
between the electrons (i.e. the difference between the original many particle system and the
auxiliary system). Thus, a feasible description of the exchange-correlation functional is needed
to obtain proper results in practice.
From the energy functional E[n] the Kohn-Sham equations can be constructed
[
− ~
2
2me
∇2 + 1
8πǫ0
∫
n(r′)
|r− r′|dr
′ + Vxc(r) + Vext(r)
]
φi = ǫiφi (2.14)
where Vxc(r) is given by
Vxc(r) =
δExc[n]
δn(r)
(2.15)
and ǫi is the eigenenergy of the Kohn-Sham orbital φi.
In practice, a density functional theory calculation is performed by solving the Kohn-Sham
equations for a particular starting value for the electron density n(r). Once the eigensystem for
this electron density has been calculated the eigenstates φi give rise to a new electron density
which is generated according to equation (2.11). In the next step the Kohn-Sham equations
which now contain the new electron density have to be solved again. The solution then gives rise
to a further electron density. In most types of calculations this iterative procedure is repeated
until a self-consistent solution is obtained. This means that the change of the electron density
between two iterative steps is smaller than a particular convergence criterion.
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2.1.5 The local density approximation (LDA)
Expect for the exchange-correlation functional the Kohn-Sham Ansatz is in principle exact.
Therefore, the choice of the exchange-correlation functional is of utmost importance (as it has
already been pointed out before).
A simple approach to defince Exc is the local density approximation (LDA). This approxi-
mation assumes that the electrons in a solid behave just like electrons in a homogenous electron
gas. This means that Exc in a specific region only depends on the local electron density in
that region:
Exc,LDA[n] =
∫
n(r)εxc,hom(n(r))dr (2.16)
Here εxc,hom(n(r)) denotes the exchange-correlation energy per particle in an unpolarized ho-
mogenous electron gas with electron density n(r). As there is no analytic description of
εxc,hom(n(r)), approximations have to be used in practice. Parameterized descriptions for
example can be obtained by quantum Monte Carlo simulations [7, 8].
2.1.6 Spin-dependent density functional theory
So far, the degree of freedom introduced by the spin of the electron was not considered in the
calculation of the electron density. Spindependent calculations allow to investigate magnetic
systems and can be achieved by splitting up the electron density in a spin-up density n↑ and
a spin-down density n↓. In this case, the Kohn-Sham equations introduced in equation (2.14)
are solved seperately for each spin channel. While the charge density is obtained by adding up
the densities of the two spin channels (n↑ + n↓), the so-called spin density is obtained as the
difference of the electron densities between the two spin channels (n↑ − n↓). Spindependent
calculations require that the exchange-correlation functionals are modified appropriately. This
leads to modifications like the local spin density approximation (LSDA) which is obtained
when considering the spin of the electron in the LDA.
2.1.7 The generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
The LDA and LSDA already yield feasible results in many cases. However, the question
arises whether there are other approximations for the exchange-correlation functional which
qualitatively improve the results. One approach to extend the LDA is the so-called generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) [9, 10, 11, 12]. The GGA is a modification of the gradient
expansion approximation (GEA) which assumes that the exchange-correlation functional can
be improved by not only considering the local electron density as in the LDA but also the
gradient of the electron density. In fact, the GEA can be regarded as a Taylor expansion of the
LDA taking into account the first order term. It turns out that the GEA itself does not improve
the results that have been obtained with LDA. A modification of the exchange-correlation
functional in case of large electron densities finally results in the GGA which significantly
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outperforms the results obtained with LDA in some cases. In general the exchange-correlation
functional of the GGA can be written as
Exc,GGA[n
↑, n↓] =
∫
n(r)ǫxc,GGA(n
↑, n↓, |∇n↑|, |∇n↓|, ...)dr (2.17)
=
∫
n(r)ǫx,hom(n
↑ + n↓)FGGA(n↑, n↓, |∇n↑|, |∇n↓|, ...)dr (2.18)
where ǫx,hom is the exchange energy of the unpolarized homogeneous electron gas [2]. In
practice, there exist several realizations of the GGA [13, 14].
2.1.8 Correlation effects
For strongly correlated systems the LDA as well as the GGA fail which for example is expressed
in the underestimation of band gaps of semiconductors [15, 16]. The reason for this behaviour
is found in the mean-field treatment of the Coulomb repulsion between the electrons which
does not take into account strong electronic correlations [17]. In particular, when making use
of the LDA exchange-correlation functional the potential of the Kohn-Sham orbitals does not
depend on the occupancy of the orbitals [16]. However, in case of strong on-site correlations
the addition of an electron to a localized site which already contains an electron requires an
additional energy U [18]. This term which is called ”Hubbard U” stems from the Hubbard
model which was introduced by J. Hubbard in 1963 and takes into account the on-site Coulomb
repulsion by an additional term in the Hamiltonian [19]. The introduction of the ”Hubbard
U” in the energy functional of LDA gives rise to the so-called LDA+U method [20, 21, 22].
The basic idea behind this method will be described in the following based on the explanation
in the comprehensive review by Anisimov et al. [23]. In the LDA+U method the on-site
Coulomb interaction of localized electrons, i.e. d- or f -electrons, is considered in a mean-field
like manner by the term
1
2U
∑
i 6=j
ninj (2.19)
which is added to the energy functional of the local density approximation (LDA). Here,
ni denotes the occupation of the d-orbital i. The total number of localized d electrons is
therefore defined as N =
∑
i ni. As however, the localized electrons are already contained in
the LDA functional the problem of this so-called double counting is solved by subtracting the
term UN(N − 1)/2 from the LDA functional. The energy functional of the LDA+U method
therefore becomes
ELDA+U = ELDA − UN(N − 1)/2 + 12U
∑
i 6=j ninj . (2.20)
The orbital energies ǫi are derived by the derivation of equation (2.20) with respect to ni which
makes
ǫi =
∂E
∂ni
= ǫLDA + U
(
1
2
− ni
)
. (2.21)
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It follows from equation (2.21) that depending on the orbital occupation ni the orbital energy
is shifted with respect to the energy that is obtained within the LDA. In particular, occupied
orbitals are shifted by -U/2 while unoccupied orbitals are shifted by U/2.
A problem which remains is the identification of the orbital occupancies. Liechtenstein et
al. proposed to solve this problem by expanding the wave functions around the atoms in a
localized orthonormal basis |ilnmσ > [22]. Here, i corresponds to the site, n refers to the main
quantum number, l to the orbital quantum number, m to the magnetic quantum number,
and σ to the spin. As both spin-channels are considered seperately the uncorrelated energy
functional now refers to the LSDA. If one restricts to the situation of only one nl shell which
is partly filled one can define the density matrix by
nσmm′ = −
1
π
∫ EF
ImGσinlm,inlm′(E)dE (2.22)
with Gσinlm,inlm′(E) =< inlmσ|(E −H)−1|inlm′σ > being the matrix elements of the Green-
function within the localized representation whereas the effective single-electron Hamiltonian
is denoted as H [22]. The generalized LDA+U functional after Liechtenstein et al. is defined
as
ELDA+U = ELSDA[ρ
σ(r)] + EU[{nσ}]− Edc[{nσ}] (2.23)
where the effects due to orbital polarizations are included by the term
EU[{n}] = 1
2
∑
m,σ
{< m,m′′|Vee|m′,m′′′ > nσmm′n−σm′′m′′′ − (< m,m′′|Vee|m′,m′′′ >
− < m,m′′|Vee|m′′′,m′ >)nσmm′nσm′′m′′′}
(2.24)
and the double counting is corrected by the term
Edc[{nσ}] = 1
2
UN(N − 1)− 1
2
J [N↑(N↑ − 1) +N↓(N↓ − 1)] (2.25)
where the different occupation numbers are defined as Nσ = Tr(nσmm′) and N = N
↑+N↓ and
Vee corresponds to the screened Coulomb interactions between the nl electrons [22] (see also
Ref. [23]). Here, U and J refer to screened Coulomb and exchange parameters [24].
The calculations that will be presented within this thesis have been obtained using the
implementation of the LSDA+U method by Dudarev et al. [25]. In this implementation the
energy is defined as
ELSDA+U = ELSDA +
U − J
2
∑
σ

∑
m
nσmm −
∑
m,m′
nσmm′n
σ
m′m

 . (2.26)
In a similar manner as it is done in the LDA+U method, a term which takes into account
correlation effects can also be added to GGA exchange-correlation functional which gives rise
to the GGA+U method. In fact, the GGA+U method is derived by replacing the energy
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functional of the LSDA (ELSDA) with the particular GGA energy functional that is used
(EGGA) in the equations that are listed above.
The introduction of the Hubbard term raises however the question about the absolute value
of the U . While this value can either be estimated from experimental observations (see for
example Ref. [26]) there also exist different computational approaches to estimate the value
of the Hubbard term [27, 28, 29, 30].
2.1.9 Pseudopotentials
The application of the previously discussed techniques still faces problems regarding its prac-
ticability. In particular, the computational effort that is needed exceeds the available com-
putational power for many known problems. This is due the large number of electrons (and
thus, the number of orbitals for which the Kohn-Sham equations have to be solved) in a solid.
However, while only a few electrons, in particular the valence electrons, play a role in the
binding processes of the solid, the so-called core electrons that belong to the inner shells of the
atoms do not take part in the binding processes in general. As the Kohn-Sham orbitals have
to be orthogonal to each other, the presence of the core electrons also increases the size of the
basis set that is needed for a proper description of the wavefunction.
The pseudopotential method accounts for the problems mentioned above by neglecting the
core electrons and instead replacing the Coulumb potential of the core by some artifical po-
tential such that the spectrum of the original Hamilton operator with the Coulomb potential
is nearly exactly reproduced by the Hamilton operator with the artificial potential [31]. As a
main criterion the wavefunctions that are obtained using the pseudopotential method should
mostly agree with wavefunctions that are obtained withouth the use of pseudopotentials in
regions with a certain distance to the atomic cores. This distance is the so-called core radius.
In the following the theory of pseudopotentials based on orthogonalized plane waves (OPW)
will be introduced [32, 33]. Although this method is not state of the art it already demonstrates
how to deal with the problems that are arising from the presence of the core electrons. If one
assumes that the wavefunction can be described by plane waves the valence states are described
as
χk(r) = e
ikr −
∑
j
〈cj |k〉cj(r) (2.27)
where
〈cj |k〉 =
∫
drcj(r)e
ikr (2.28)
is the projection of the function cj(r) on the plane wave e
ikr. By construction, χk(r) and
cj(r) are orthogonal. If additionally the cj(r) are localized around the atomic cores and vanish
in the interstitial regions between the cores the χk(r) are equivalent to e
ikr in these regions.
A proper choice of the cj(r) function allows to reproduce the scattering properties of atoms
using a smaller number of wave vectors k than the number of wave vectors that is needed
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when taking into account all electrons as valence electrons.
Another class of pseudopotentials are the so-called norm-conserving pseudopotentials. Norm-
conserving pseudopotentials are generated using the effective potential of all-electron calcula-
tions (also referred to as full potential calculations) such that the pseudo wavefunctions which
are satisfying the Kohn-Sham equations are normalized. As a consequence there is no connec-
tion between the all-electron wavefunctions and the pseudo wavefunctions in the core region.
This is in contrast to the orthogonalized plane wave method where the discussed functions
cj(r) which are localized around the core, can be related to actual electronic core states.
A common problem related to norm-conserving pseudopotentials is the fact that the effective
potential of an all-electron calculation contains contributions from the Hartree potential and
contributions from the exchange-correlation potential. While in principle the Hartree potential
can be substracted from the effective potential, this is not possible for the exchange-correlation
potential as it cannot be separated into a core and a valence part.
Norm-conserving pseudopotentials still may face problems in specific systems. Such systems
are, for example, atoms from the first period of the periodic table of the chemical elements
or atoms containing d- or f -electrons where it is not possible to find pseudo wavefunctions
that are softer than wavefunctions which have been obtained using all-electron calculations
(which means both wavefunctions show approximately the same number of oscillations in the
region around the core). Ultrasoft pseudopotentials provide a solution to this problem by
abandoning the criterion of norm-conservation. This means that the pseudo wavefunctions are
not normalized anymore which leads to softer wavefunctions and reduces the size of the basis
set needed for a proper description of the wavefunction.
Ultrasoft pseudopotentials are generated from the electronic density of the system. As the
density changes with every iteration, the pseudopotentials also have to be generated iterative
during the calculation. Although this seems to introduce additional computational effort
needed for the solution of the problem ultrasoft pseudopotential still are able to give reasonable
results in acceptable computational time when studying systems where the effort to generate
the pseudopotential is small compared to the calculation of the electronic structure itself [34].
Although pseudopotentials allow the calculation of very complex systems their use disables
the possibility to get information about the behaviour of the wavefunction near the atomic
cores. One approach to overcome this problem is the projector augmented wave (PAW) method
[35].
The PAW method is a full-potential calculation which keeps the all-electron wavefunction.
However, at the same time it also makes use of pseudopotential methods. In particular, many
parts of the main idea behind the OPW method which was previously introduced are also used
in the PAW method. The pseudo wavefunction and the all-electron wavefunction disagree in
the so-called augmentation regions that are centered around the atomic core but are equal
outside these regions. It is assumed that the all-electron wavefunction can be generated from
the pseudo wavefunction using a linear transformation. In this case the expectation values of
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operators that are applied to the all-electron wavefunction agree with the expectation values
that are obtained when applying this linear transformation on the operators and applying the
result on the pseudo wavefunction.
2.1.10 Density functional theory codes
Several software packages which make use of the previously discussed methods and techniques
are available. In addition to programs which are published under public licences like the
PWSCF code [36] commercial codes are also available. Unless noted otherwise all results
presented in this thesis have been obtained using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package
(VASP) [37, 38] using PAW pseudopotentials [35] and the generalized gradient approximation
in the forumulation of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof as the exchange-correlation functional
[14].
2.2 Lattice dynamics
Lattice vibrations play an important role in the description of finite temperature effects in the
solid state. Therefore the fundamental aspects related to the dynamics of atoms in a crystal
and the physical properties that can be derived by an analysis of the dynamical properties will
be introduced in the following. The description is based on the introductions to this topic by
J. R. Christman, H. Ibach, K.-H. Hellwege, and H. Lu¨th [39, 40, 41].
2.2.1 The harmonic approximation
The periodically arranged atoms in a crystal are exposed to a potential U that is generated by
their surrounding neighbours. Assuming that the system is in the ground state, all atoms are
sitting on their ideal lattice positions and no forces act upon the atoms in equilibrium. It is
clear that a displacement of any atom away from its equilibrium position introduces forces that
act on the displaced atom or any other atom in the lattice. In the harmonic approximation
the displacements are assumed to be small so that the forces that appear depend linearly on
the displacement size. This means that the component α of the force that acts on atom i can
be written as
Fαi = −
∑
β
∑
j
Φαβ(i, j)uβj (2.29)
where the first sum is a sum over all components β (in three dimensions these components are
x, y, and z), the second sum is a sum over all atoms j, and uβj denotes the component β of the
displacement of atom j. Φαβ(i, j) is the so-called force constant that relates the displacements
and forces in exactly the same way as the spring constant in Hooke’s law that is known from
classical mechanics. Making use of Newton’s second law results in
Mi
d2uαi
dt2
= −
∑
β
∑
j
Φαβ(i, j)uβj (2.30)
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where mi is the mass of atom i. The displacements u
β
j are assumed to be plane waves
uαi =
1√
Mi
Aαi e
i(q·ri−ωt) (2.31)
with the wave vector q. If one inserts this approach for the displacements in equation (2.30)
one obtains
− ω2Miuαi = −
∑
β
∑
j
Φαβ(i, j)uβj (2.32)
which leads to
0 =
∑
β
∑
j
Φαβ(i, j)uβj − ω2Miuαi (2.33)
Multiplying this equation with 1√
Mi
e−i(qri−ωt) gives

∑
β
∑
j
Φαβ(i, j)uβj − ω2Miuαi

 1√
Mi
e−i(qri−ωt) = 0 (2.34)
Replacing uβj and u
α
i by the definition given in (2.31) results in
∑
β
∑
j
Φαβ(i, j)
1√
MiMj
Aβj e
iq(rj−ri) − ω2Aαi = 0 (2.35)
In the next step the sum over all atoms j is split into a sum over all unit cells n and a sum
over the different atoms v of the basis. As the plane waves considered in equation (2.31) are
assumed to travel through the whole crystal, it is clear that the amplitudes of atoms of the
same type in different unit cells will be the same. Therefore, Aβj can be replaced by A
β
v when
splitting up the summation over all atoms j as described above. Becasue of the translational
invariance of the crystal the atom i may be considered to be in the 0-th unit cell and therefore
can be replaced by w being one atom of the basis. The force constant therefore just depends
on v and w:
Φαβ(i, j) = Φαβw0,vn (2.36)
where the index w0 denotes the atom of type w in the 0-th unit cell and in analogy vn denotes
the atom of type v in the n-th unit cell. This makes
∑
β
∑
v
∑
n
1√
MvMw
Φαβw0,vne
iq·(rvn−rw0)Aβv − ω2Aαw = 0 (2.37)
If one defines the so-called dynamical matrix element Dαβwv(q) as
Dαβwv(q) =
∑
n
1√
MvMw
Φαβw0,vne
iq·(rvn−rw0) (2.38)
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it finally follows ∑
β
∑
v
Dαβwv(q)A
β
v − ω2Aαw = 0 (2.39)
which is a homogeneous linear algebra problem that has non-vanishing solutions in the case
of
Det
[
Dαβwv(q)− ω2δαβδwv
]
= 0 (2.40)
These solutions allow to obtain the dispersion ω(q) which relates the frequencies of the lattice
vibration modes to their wave vectors. As the lattice vibrations are also called phonons, ω(q)
is also called phonon dispersion relation. In the case of 3 dimensions and a basis consisting of
N different atoms the dynamical matrix is a 3N × 3N matrix and equation (2.40) has exactly
3N solutions.
Calculation of phonon dispersion curves
As the force Fi that acts on atom i is defined as the negative gradient of the potential U ,
equation (2.29) can also be written as
Φαβ(i, j) =
∂2U
∂uαi ∂u
β
j
(2.41)
Equation (2.41) basically contains all necessary information that is needed to compute the force
constants of a system in practice (which then give rise to the phonon dispersion according to
equation (2.40)). In particular the second derivative of the potential with respect to small
atomic displacements from their equilibrium positions has to be calculated. Making use of the
Hellmann-Feynman theorem [42, 43], state of the art density functional theory codes allow to
calculate the forces, which are acting on individual atoms, which may then be inserted into
additional tools to calculate the force constants and phonon dispersion curves [44, 45]. As an
example Fig. 2.1 contains the phonon dispersion of the Mn3Fe alloy.
Determination of thermodynamic properties
As it has been pointed out in the previous paragraphs the lattice vibrations in a periodic
crystal can be described using a plane wave approach which decouples the atomic equations
of motion into a linear algebra problem that has 3N solutions in the case of 3 dimensions and
an atomic basis consisting of N atoms. As the waves are not interacting the energies of each
solution can be considered as the energies of a quantum mechanical oscillator
En = ~ω(
1
2 + n) (2.42)
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Figure 2.1: Phonon dispersion of Mn3Fe calculated in a 3 × 3 × 3 supercell using VASP and
the PHON code [44]. Figure adapted from Ref. [46]
At finite temperature T the partition function Z(ω, T ) can therefore be written as
Z(ω, T ) =
∞∑
n=0
e
− En
kBT =
∞∑
n=0
e
−( 1
2
+n) ~ω
kBT = e
− ~ω
2kBT
∞∑
n=0
e
−n ~ω
kBT
= e
− ~ω
2kBT
1
1− e−
~ω
kBT
=
e
− ~ω
2kBT
1− e−
~ω
kBT
If the partition function is known, the energy ǫ(ω, T ) for a given frequency ω can be calcu-
lated
ǫ(ω, T ) =
1
Z
∞∑
n=0
Ene
− En
kBT =
1
Z
( ∞∑
n=0
1
2~ωe
− En
kBT +
∞∑
n=0
n~ωe
− En
kBT
)
= 12~ω + ~ω
1
Z
e
− ~ω
2kBT
∞∑
n=0
ne
−n ~ω
kBT = 12~ω + ~ω
1
Z
e
− ~ω
2kBT
e
− ~ω
kBT
(e
− ~ω
kBT − 1)2
= 12~ω + ~ωe
− ~ω
kBT
1− e−
~ω
kBT
(e
− ~ω
kBT − 1)2
= ~ω
(
1
2
− e−
~ω
kBT
1
e
− ~ω
kBT − 1
)
= ~ω

1
2
− e−
~ω
kBT
e
~ω
kBT
1− e
~ω
kBT

 = ~ω
(
1
2
+
1
e
~ω
kBT − 1
)
The total energy E of the crystal is derived by adding up the energies of all different frequen-
cies multiplied with the number of states that exist in the frequency interval dω around the
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respective frequency. If one defines g(ω) as the phonon density of states (often also referred
to as the vibrational density of states), the sum can be replaced by the integral
E(T ) =
∫ ∞
0
ǫ(ω, T )g(ω)dω =
∫ ∞
0
g(ω)dω~ω
(
1
2
+
1
e
~ω
kBT − 1
)
(2.43)
If the phonon dispersion curve is known, this term can easily be evaluated for different tem-
perature values. Beneath the total energy E, the free energy F is also an important quantity
when studying the phase stability of different type of crystal structures. The free energy is
defined as
f(ω, T ) = −kBT log(Z) (2.44)
Inserting the expression for Z that has been derived above into this equation yields
f(ω, T ) = −kBT log

 e− ~ω2kBT
1− e−
~ω
kBT


= −kBT log
(
e
− ~ω
2kBT
)
+ kBT log
(
1− e−
~ω
kBT
)
=
~ω
2
+ kBT log
(
1− e−
~ω
kBT
)
using this expression the total free energy of the crystal F can be derived in a similar manner
as in the case of the total energy E
F (T ) =
∫ ∞
0
f(ω, T )g(ω)dω =
∫ ∞
0
g(ω)dω
(
~ω
2
+ kBT log
(
1− e−
~ω
kBT
))
(2.45)
2.2.2 Anharmonic effects
As it was already stated the harmonic approximation that is used here is an approximation
for small displacements of the atoms from their ideal lattice positions. If the displacements
become larger (for example at elevated temperatures) the harmonic approximation fails as
in this case also anharmonic terms become important. This means that the forces do not
just depend linearly on the displacement sizes anymore but also on higher order terms of the
displacements sizes like quadratic terms.
2.3 Spin Dynamics
In a magnetic system, not only lattice vibrations, but also fluctuations of the alignments of
the magnetic spins of the atoms may be important. While displaced atoms interact with
the potential U the different spins of a magnetic system interact directly with each other
via so-called magnetic exchange constants that can be viewed as an analogon of the force
constant matrices. The short introduction to spin dynamics that is presented in the following
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is an extension to three dimensions and multiple types of atoms of the solution for a one-
dimensional spin-chain that can be found in many textbooks, see for example Ref. [47]. A
more detailed derivation of spin wave properties in ferromagnets and antiferromagnets is given
by Anderson [48].
In the Heisenberg model the Hamiltonian of interacting atoms is defined as
H = −1
2
∑
i,j
JijSi · Sj (2.46)
where the spin Si of atom i is defined as
Si =


Sxi
Syi
Szi


and Jij is the magnetic exchange constant between the atom i and the atom j. If one considers
the system to be in the ferromagnetic case so that the magnetic moments are aligned along
the z-direction (Sxi ≪ Szi , Syi ≪ Szi , Szi ≈ µi) one may write
Si =


Sxi
Syi
µi


where µi is the magnetic moment of atom i. Each atom i is exposed to a magnetic field Hi
which is generated by the surrounding atoms
Hi =


Hxi
Hyi
Hzi

 =


∑
j JijS
x
j∑
j JijS
y
j∑
j JijS
z
j

 =


∑
j JijS
x
j∑
j JijS
y
j∑
j Jijµj

 (2.47)
Once the magnetic field is known the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation can be used to retrieve
an expression for the derivative of the spin with respect to the time t (the damping term is
neglected here) [49, 50].
1
γ
dSi
dt
= Hi × Si =


µi
∑
j JijS
y
j − Syi
∑
j Jijµj
Sxi
∑
j Jijµj − µi
∑
j JijS
x
j
Syi
∑
j JijS
x
j − Sxi
∑
j JijS
y
j

 (2.48)
Here, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. In the next step all products containing x- and y-components
of the spin may be neglected (Sxi S
y
j ≈ 0, Syi Sxj ≈ 0) as Sxi and Syi are assumed to be significantly
smaller than µi
1
γ
dSi
dt
= Hi × Si =


µi
∑
j JijS
y
j − Syi
∑
j Jijµj
Sxi
∑
j Jijµj − µi
∑
j JijS
x
j
0

 (2.49)
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The vector equation (2.49) yields two scalar equations which can be written as one complex
equation. If one assumes plane waves as solutions for Sxi and S
y
i one may write
Sxi = ui e
i(q·ri−ωt)
Syi = vi e
i(q·ri−ωt)
which, in a complex notation yields
σi = S
x
i + i S
y
i = ci e
i(q·ri−ωt) (2.50)
where ci = ui + i vi is the complex amplitude. Using the definition of σi, equation (2.49) can
be written as
1
γ
dσi
dt
=

µi∑
j
JijS
y
j − Syi
∑
j
Jijµj

+ i

Sxi ∑
j
Jijµj − µi
∑
j
JijS
x
j

 (2.51)
which results in
1
γ
iωci e
i(q·ri−ωt) =

µi∑
j
Jijvj e
i(q·rj−ωt) − vi ei(q·ri−ωt)
∑
j
Jijµj


+i

ui ei(q·ri−ωt)∑
j
Jijµj − µi
∑
j
Jijuj e
i(q·rj−ωt)


when inserting the plane wave approach. Dividing both sides of this equation by i ei(q·ri−ωt)
yields
1
γ
ωci =

ui∑
j
Jijµj − µi
∑
j
Jijuj e
iq·(rj−ri)


−i

µi∑
j
Jijvj e
iq·(rj−ri) − vi
∑
j
Jijµj


= ci
∑
j
Jijµj − µi
∑
j
Jijcj e
iq(rj−ri)
In the next step the periodicity of the crystal and the translational invariance are used in a
very similar way as described in the section about lattice dynamics. In particular, the sum
over all atoms j is replaced by a sum over all unit cells n and a sum over all basis atoms v. At
the same time the atom i, which is any atom of the crystal is chosen to be contained in the
0-th unit cell and therefore is replaced by w which denotes one atom of the basis.
1
γ
ωcw = cw
∑
v
∑
n
Jvnw0µv − µw
∑
v
∑
n
Jvnw0cv e
iq(rvn−rw0) (2.52)
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If one defines
Hw =
∑
v
∑
n
Jvnw0µv (2.53)
and, in analogy to the dynamical matrix in the case of the phonons,
Dwv(q) =
∑
n
Jvnw0 e
iq(rvn−rw0) (2.54)
one obtains the homogeneous linear algebra problem
ω
γ
cw = Hwcw −
∑
v
µwDwv(q)cv (2.55)
which has non-vanishing solutions in the case of
Det
[
µwDwv(q)−
(
Hw − ω
γ
)
δwv
]
= 0 (2.56)
Equation (2.56) allows to derive the magnon dispersion ω(q) of spin waves, that are traveling
through the crystal. In analogy to the phonons, these spin waves are called magnons. The
magnon dispersion of a crystal with N basis atoms consists of N branches.
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Chapter 3
Experimental background
3.1 The shape memory effect
The shape memory effect (SME) is named after the characteristic property of certain materials
which are able to recover their original shape after a plastic deformation. Alloys exhibiting
the SME are called shape memory alloys (SMA).
The SME originates from microscopic changes of the crystal structures in the material.
These changes are related to a so-called martensitic transformation which is a necessary con-
dition for the SME. A martensitic transformation is a displacive, difussionless first-order phase
transformation [51]. The transformation is often governed by a shear-like transformation of
the crystal structure and is characterized by a cooperative movement of atoms [52]. The coop-
erative movement of atoms results in macroscopic shape changes caused by the transformation
although the displacements of the individual atoms of the crystal are small compared to the
inter-atomic distances.
In certain cases a martensitic transformation is accompanied by a dynamical instability of
the parent phase that appears when approaching the transition temperature. In other words,
the restoring forces that act on the atoms of the crystal as they are displaced from their ideal
lattice sites start to vanish. The phonon mode that corresponds to the atomic displacements
where the instability appears is called ”soft mode”. The name originates from the fact that
phonon frequency of a soft mode is decreasing as the transition temperature is approached
(see Fig. 3.1) while for materials showing no softening the frequencies should increase with
decreasing temperature. The decrease of the frequencies is directly related to the amount
of energy that is connected with the displacement. The system becomes thermodynamical
unstable, if it gains energy by transforming into another phase. As ab initio calculations
of phonons are usually carried out at T = 0K, the resulting frequencies of a structure that
is unstable at low temperatures can even become imaginary. The origin of the softening of
phonon modes is related to the electronic structure. In particular, for certain shapes of the
Fermi surface the derivative |gradq ω(q)| diverges [53]. This behaviour is known as the Kohn
anomaly and is also related to the phonon anomalies that appear in materials which undergo
a martensitic transformation [54].
As a martensitic transformation is of first-order type, different characteristic temperatures
which are relevant for the transformation are obtained depending on weather the system is
heated or cooled. If the system is cooled from the high temperature phase (called austenite), it
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Figure 3.1: Schematic plot of the soft-mode behaviour after Delaey [51]. The squared phonon
frequencies w2 are plotted as a function of temperature T for (a) a second order
and (b) a first order transformation.
starts to transform to the low temperature phase (called martensite) at the so-called marten-
sitic start temperature MS. The transformation to the martensite structure is completed at
the martensitic finish temperature MF. When heating up the sample, the transformation from
the martensite to the austenite structure starts at the so-called austenitic start temperature
AS and finishes at the austenitic finish temperature AF [55], see also Fig. 3.2
In the example which is plotted in Fig. 3.2 the austenite phase is a cubic phase while the
martensite phase has a lower symmetry. The shear plane of a martensitic transformation is
called habit plane and separates the martensite from the austenite structure. The lowered
symmetry of the martensite introduces different orientations of the crystal structure in the
martensite phase with respect to the austenite phase which are called variants. As the macro-
scopic shape of the system does not change under a martensitic transformation, the different
types of variants are aligned in an order that satisfies this condition when the transition takes
place. The resulting alignment is called twinned martensite, whereas the boundaries between
regions of differently orientated variants are called twin boundaries. By applying mechani-
cal load to a shape memory material the twinned martensite may be transformed into the
detwinned martensite. In this structure only one type of martensitic variant (the one that
is energetically favoured when applying the mechanical load) is present. Fig. 3.2 contains a
schematic illustration of the martensitic transformation, the different types of variants and the
detwinning under mechanical load in a shape memory material.
Due to the existence of different variants many structural configurations (which differ in the
particular arrangement of the variants) of a system exist in the martensite structure which
all transform into the same austenite structure upon heating. This relationship is crucial for
the shape memory effect: Transformations that are applied on the martensite structure by
the movement of twin boundaries caused by mechanical load do not effect the shape of the
austenite that is restored when heating up the system. This type of shape memory behaviour
is sometimes also called one-way shape memory effect. The so-called two-way shape memory
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the martensitic transformation in a shape memory ma-
terial. When cooling below MS the austenite (upper middle) starts to transform
to the twinned martensite structure (lower left). At T =MF the transformation is
completed. The twinned martensite can be transformed to the detwinned marten-
site (lower right) by applying mechanical load. When cooling above AS the sample
starts to transform back to the austenite structure. The transformation is finished
at T = AF.
effect describes the phenomenon that after several cycles of heating and cooling the system
also remembers the shape of the martensite structure. The two-way SME appears due to
dislocations in the martensite that are also present in the austenite phase and stabilize a
specific configuration of martensitic variants [56].
Beside from the shape memory effect, also another phenomenon called superelasticity (some-
times also referred to as pseudoelasticity or hyperelasticity) is observed in materials showing
a martensitic transformation. The appearance of superelastic behaviour is related to the fact
that martensitic transformations can be induced even above MS by the application of external
stress [57]. If the stress-induced transformation takes place above AF the sample immediately
transforms back to the original austenite structure when the stress is removed which results in
a rubber-like elastic behaviour. Superelasticity as well as the magnetic shape memory effect
require highly mobile twin boundaries that allow for easy deformation within the martensite
phase [56].
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3.1.1 The magnetic shape memory effect
The magnetic shape memory effect appears in ferromagnetic materials that show shape memory
behaviour. Ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMAs) are shape memory materials which
are ferromagnetic which means that they undergo a ferromagnetic phase transition. While the
origin of the shape memory effect (the martensitic phase transformation) is the same in FSMAs
as in conventional SMAs, the apperance of magnetic domains bears additional functional
properties. In particular, the transformation temperature is shifted in some materials when
applying an external magnetic field. This makes it possible to drive the phase transformation
at a constant temperature [58].
However, an external magnetic field can also be used in a different way to interact with an
FSMA. In general, the application of a magnetic field leads to a reorientation of the magnetic
domains in a ferromagnetic material such that the easy axis and the magnetic field are parallel.
The deformation that is associated with this process is known as magnetostriction and is not
related to the process which appears in FSMAs that is discussed in the following.
In a martensitic material, the magnetic energy of a martensitic variant under the application
of a magnetic field depends on the orientation of the variant. The energy difference between
different crystallographic orientations is called magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MAE). If
the MAE of the martensite structure is large enough, the application of a magnetic field leads
to a rearrangement of twin boundaries in the martensite phase instead of reorientating the
magnetic domains like it is known from ordinary magnetostriction [59, 60]. This means that
one specific orientation of the variant (at which the easy axis is aligned parallel to the magnetic
field) is favoured over all other orientations and variants with this specific orientation will grow
at the expense of other variants if the energy that is associated with the movement of twin
boundaries is smaller than the MAE. If this is the case, large shape changes associated with
the reorientation of martensitic variants can be observed under the application of a magnetic
field.
The concept of rearrangement of martensitic variants by the movement of twin boundaries
using an external magnetic field is schematically plotted in Fig. 3.3. If the sample is in the
twinned martensite state without a magnetic field (H = 0), the favoured variant grows by
moving the twin boundaries when the magnetic field is turned on. At some critical value HC
the sample is saturated and only one variant (the one that is energetically favoured) is left so
that the sample is found to have a detwinned martensite structure.
The possibility to achieve a macroscopic strain (which is related to the rearrangement of
martensitic variants) using an external magnetic field draws attention to the magnetic shape
memory effect from an industrial point of view. Applications that are considered in this context
are, for example, actuation and sensor devices [62].
An FSMA has to fulfill certain conditions in order to be used for industrial applications. For
example, a high magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy and a high twin boundary mobility are
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Figure 3.3: Twin boundary movement in an external magnetic field after Ullakko et al. [61].
If the sample is in the twinned martensite state withouth any field (a), the ener-
getically favoured variant starts to grow when applying a magnetic field H (b). At
some critical value HC the sample is in the detwinned state where only the variant
with the preferred orientation is left.
needed. The twin boundary mobility is determined by several characteristics like composition,
sample preparation or training [63]. On the other hand, the transformation temperatures (for
the structural, as well as for the magnetic phase transition) also have to be high enough in
order to operate devices at room temperature or even above (which is necessary, for example,
in devices that are used in the automotive industry). The industrial potential in combination
with the widespread requirements that have to be fullfilled by a magnetic shape memory
material have lead to an intensive search for possible FSMAs in the past. Compounds that
have been studied are Heusler compounds like Ni2MnGa [64, 65], Fe-based compounds, like
the binary alloys Fe-Pt or Fe-Pd [66, 67], Co-Ni-(Al, Ga) [68, 69, 70, 71], Cu-Mn-Ga [72], and
quaternary alloys like Ni-Mn-In-Co [73] or Fe-Ni-Co-Ti [74], to mention a few. From these,
the ternary alloy Ni2MnGa, which will be introduced in section 3.2, is one of the most studied
compounds. Very recently, a ferrous alloy consisting of 6 constituents, namely Fe-Ni-Co-Al-
Ta-B, has been shown to reveal outstanding superelastic properties [75]. This shows that the
class of materials which may be used as conventional and magnetic shape memory alloys can
still be expanded by extensive investigations [76].
In order to model magnetic shape memory materials and their physical properties it is crucial
to make use of a description that properly takes into account the magnetic interaction. So
far the description of magnetic systems using model potentials, for example, within molecular
dynamics (MD), is very difficult and limited to particular cases. Therefore, the use of ab
initio techniques like density functional theory is necessary in order to model magnetic shape
memory systems on the atomistic scale [77]. In combination with the industrial potential of
the magnetic shape memory effect this demand for accurate theoretical calculations in this
field encourages the motivation behind the present work.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Schematic represenation of (a) the L21-structure and (b) the B2-structure of
Ni2MnGa. The Ni atoms are marked grey in both cases. In the L21-structure
the Mn atoms are coloured red while the Ga atoms are coloured blue. In the B2-
structure the two atom types are distributed randomly on a sublattice which is
denoted by the violet sphere.
3.2 Ni2MnGa
A reference material for the magnetic shape memory effect is the ternary alloy Ni2MnGa.
At about room temperature this material is found in the cubic L21-structure with a lattice
parameter of a = 5.825 A˚ [78]. A schematic plot of the L21-structure of Ni2MnGa is shown
in Fig. 3.4 (a). This structure is also known as the Heusler structure and is named after
Friedrich Heusler who reported on it as early as 1903 [79]. It consists of two simple cubic
sublattices which are shifted against each other so that the atomic sites of one sublattice are
in the center of the cubes that are built up from the atomic sites of the other sublattice. One
simple cubic sublattice is occupied by the nickel atoms while the other sublattice is occupied
by the manganese and gallium atoms. The ordering in this sublattice is equivalent to the
ordering in NaCl and is called B1-structure. The L21-structure can also be interpreted as four
interpenetrating fcc-lattices. In this description two of these lattices are occupied by Ni atoms
while the Mn atoms and the Ga atoms each occupy a separate fcc-lattice. The L21-structure
is a bcc-type structure as every atom has 8 nearest neighbours. It should be pointed out that
the nickel atoms are not nearest but next-nearest neighbours and the manganese atoms are
third nearest neighbours to each other.
When heated Ni2MnGa undergoes a phase transition from the ordered L21-structure to the
partially disordered B2-structure at 1071K before it melts at 1382K [80]. The B2-structure is
known from CsCl. While in the latter case the two simple cubic (sc) sublattices that form the
bcc-structure are each occupied by just one atomic species, one of these sublattices is occupied
by two different atomic species in a disordered manner in case of partially ordered Heusler
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compounds. In the case of Ni2MnGa this means that the sc-sublattice that is occupied in a
regular order by Mn and Ga in the L21-structure is occupied randomly by Mn and Ga in the
B2-structure while the other sc-sublattice is occupied completely by the nickel atoms. The
difference between the L21- and the B2-structure is also depicted in Fig. 3.4.
In 1984 Webster et al. discovered that stoichiometric Ni2MnGa undergoes a martensitic
phase transformation from the cubic L21-structure (associated with the parent austenite phase)
to a martensitic phase when cooling below 202K [78]. The martensite phase is found to be a
tetragonal structure with a c/a ratio of 0.94 which in addition to the tetragonality also shows
signs of a periodic superstructure. Besides the martensitic transformation a premartensitic
transformation is also observed at 260K in Ni2MnGa. The premartensitic phase as well as
the periodic superstructures in the martensitic phase have been related to so-called modulated
structures [81]. In these types of structures the atoms are displaced wavelike along the [110]
direction. Several wavelengths belonging to different types of structures like the 5M- or 7M-
structure have been observed [82, 83]. The specific name refers to the number of primitive cells
that are needed to construct the modulated structure, i.e. the wavelength. In addition to the
premartensitic phase and the modulated martensitic structures also a nonmodulated tetragonal
structure which evolves at low temperatures is found in experiments and confirmed by ab initio
calculations as being the ground state of Ni2MnGa [84, 85, 86]. However, the ground state as
well as the sequence of phase transformations that appear upon cooling strongly depend on
the composition of the crystal [87].
Stoichiometric Ni2MnGa is ferromagnetic with a ground state magnetization per formula
unit (f.u.) of M = 4.07µB/f.u. at T = 0K which is mainly built up by the magnetic moment
of the manganese atom (3.38µB) which is around one order of magnitude larger than the
magnetic moments of the nickel atoms (0.35µB each) [3]. The magnetic transition takes place
at TC ≈ 380K [88]. The fact that the magnetic transition temperature is larger than the
structural transition temperature gives rise to the appearance of a ferromagnetic martensite
phase.
In 1996 macroscopic strains of nearly 0.2% that appeared due to the motion of twin bound-
aries in a magnetic field of 8 kOe were observed in Ni2MnGa by Ullakko et al. [89]. In 2002
Sozinov et al. reported on a “giant magnetic-field-induced strain” in off-stoichiometric Ni-Mn-
Ga [65]. The strain of 9.5% in a magnetic field that was smaller than 1T was obtained in
a seven-layered martensite phase (7M-structure) at the composition Ni48.8Mn29.7Ga21.5. Re-
cent results suggest, that the modulated structures of the Ni-Mn-Ga alloy system, where the
magnetic field induced strains are observed, are closely related to the nonmodulated tetrag-
onal L10-structure. In particular, Kaufmann et al. showed, that the modulated structures
can be constructed from different variants of the nonmodulated structure [90]. In this case,
the different variants are connected by microscopic twin boundaries that appear periodically
in the crystal. The underlying idea is known as the concept of adaptive martensite and was
established in 1991 by Khachaturyan et al. [91].
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Figure 3.5: Fermi surface of the minority spin-channel of Ni2MnGa. The Γ-point is found at
the center and at each corner of the surrounding cube. The different colors denote
different bands. For a better understanding the nesting vector [ξξ0] with ξ ≈ 0.4
is also plotted. Figure adapted from Ref. [92]
In the temperature region where the structural transformation takes place, phonon soft-
ening is observed in Ni2MnGa as well as in off-stoichiometric compositions [93]. Already in
1995 neutron scattering measurements of the stoichiometric composition from Zheludev et al.
revealed a temperature dependent softening of one acoustic phonon branch along the [ξξ0]
direction in the austenite structure [94]. The wave vector ξ ≈ 0.33 where the softening ap-
peared corresponds to the three-times modulated premartensitic structure, into which the
crystal transformed upon cooling below 260K [81]. Because of this mathematical relation the
softening is often considered to be connected with the premartensitic transition rather than
with the martensitic tranformation. The experimental findings of phonon softening have been
successfully reproduced in the past using ab initio methods [95, 96]. In detail phonon calcula-
tions of the L21-structure reveal the softening of one acoustic phonon branch up to imaginary
frequencies. This means that the austenite structure is not stable at T = 0K. The wave vector
where the softening appears is in agreement with the one that is observed in the neutron scat-
tering measurements. The softening is therefore also theoretically interpreted as a precursor
phenomenon of the premartensitic transition.
It is known that the reasons for phonon anomalies often can be found in the electronic band
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Figure 3.6: Electronic density of states (DOS) of Ni2MnGa for (a) the cubic case and (b) the
tetragonal case. The c/a ratio which describes the ratio between the two different
crystal cell parameters is 1.26 in the tetragonal case. It is clearly visible that the
peak situated just below EF in (a), which can be related to the Ni atoms, splits up
and mainly is shifted above EF in (b). Figures adapted from Ref. [3].
structure near the Fermi level, more precisely in the shape of the Fermi surface [53, 97, 98]. In
particular nesting effects of the Fermi surface, associated with large values of the generalized
susceptibility χ(q), are related to such anomalies [99]. In Ni2MnGa nesting of the Fermi surface
is observed in the minority-spin channel in ab initio calculations [95, 92]. The corresponding
Fermi surface is plotted in Fig. 3.5. However, the nesting vector is found at ξ ≈ 0.4 and
therefore does not correspond to the modulation that is found in the premartensitic phase.
First-principles calculations by Lee et al. reveal that the generalized susceptibility which
considers the bands of the minority spin bands but also the generalized susceptibility which
considers the majority spin bands reveals a peak at this specific wave vector [100]. In the same
article the authors showed, that the position of the peak for the susceptibility which takes into
accounts the bands of the majority spin-channel is reduced to ξ ≈ 13 as the magnetic moment
is reduced. This indicates, that the different modulations, which appear at different temper-
atures in Ni2MnGa, may be explained by changes of the electronic structure caused by finite
temperature effects and that nesting effects of both, majority spin and minority spin Fermi
surface might be important regarding the appearance of the martensitic transformation.
Apart from the shape of the Fermi surface also another property of the electronic structure
is important for the description of the martensitic transformation in Ni2MnGa. In particular,
the band Jahn-Teller effect has been observed experimentally and theoretically [101, 64]. The
band Jahn-Teller appears in certain systems which are able to lower their energy by breaking
their symmetry. In the case of Ni2MnGa this means that the cubic symmetry is broken (which
leads to a tetragonal symmetry). By breaking the symmetry a peak situated just below the
Fermi level in the minority spin-channel of the electronic density of states (DOS) which is
associated with the Ni atoms is split up into two parts. While one part is shifted above
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Figure 3.7: Excerpt from the ternary phase diagram of Ni-Mn-Ga. The capital letter T refers
to non-modulated tetragonal structures whereas the yellow dot corresponds to the
stoichiometric composition Ni2MnGa. Figure adapted from Ref. [103].
the Fermi level (and therefore is not occupied any more) the other part is shifted to a lower
energy (see Fig. 3.6). Thereby the band energy of the tetragonal structure is lower than
the band energy of the austenite structure. As density functional theory calculations provide
the possibility to directly investigate the electronic DOS of a specific material, they may be
considered as an important tool to study the role of the band Jahn-Teller effect in the field of
martensitic transformation.
By systematically changing the composition, fundamental properties of Ni-Mn-Ga, like for
example the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MAE) [59], can be tuned. This is of interest
as the martensitic transformation temperature of Ni2MnGa is rather low and the material also
is rather brittle [102]. While the stoichiometric composition Ni2MnGa shows a premartensitic
transformation from the austenite structure into the 3M-phase upon cooling, this phase disap-
pears when adding Ni in favour of Mn to the system because the martensitic transformation
temperature increases while the premartensitic transformation temperature does not change
significantly as Ni is added to the system [103]. Another approach to increase the transforma-
tion temperature is the substitution of Gallium by Manganese. This type of substitution will
be discussed in detail in chapter 5. While excess Mn increases the transformation tempera-
ture, it has been observed experimentally that even small amounts of excess Ga in favour of Ni
decrease the martensitic transformation temperature below 4.2K in a polycrystalline sample
[104]. The search for optimal compositions is even more challenging as it has been observed
that the increase of the martensitic transformation temperature often goes hand in hand with
a reduction of the Curie temperature [105, 106].
The composition dependent properties of Ni-Mn-Ga can be extracted from the ternary
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Figure 3.8: Experimental phase diagram of Ni50Mn50−xZx (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb). The open
circles denote measurements ofMS while the closed circles denote measurements of
TC. In case of Ni-Mn-Ga the atomic concentration of the nickel atoms is not fixed
which results in rather scattered data points. Figure adapted from Ref. [105].
phase diagram [106, 103]. An excerpt of this phase diagram is plotted in Fig. 3.7. It shows
that non-modulated tetragonal structures become preferred with increasing valence electron
concentration e/a while modulated structures like the 5M or the 7M structure become preferred
as e/a is decreased (see also Ref. [107]).
By replacing Ga with In, Sn, or Sb further Heusler alloys are obtained which also reveal
magnetic shape memory properties for certain compositions [108]. The combination of the
different types of possible substitutions gives rise to several more or less rich phase diagrams
containing information on the compositional dependency of structural and magnetic trans-
formation temperatures of the investigated magnetic shape memory alloy systems [105]. An
example for such a series of phase diagrams is plotted in Fig. 3.8 which has been published
by Planes et al. based on experimental results [105]. One of the key features that can be ex-
tracted from Fig. 3.8 is the linear dependency of the transformation temperature MS (which
will be denoted as TM in the following unless it is mentioned in the context of experimental
measurements or with regard to the other martensitic transformation temperatures MF, AS,
and AF) on the valence electron concentation e/a. In the present work it will be shown that
ab initio methods, in particular density functional theory calculations, are able to model such
phase diagrams and predict phase diagrams for new magnetic shape memory materials.
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Chapter 4
Ab Initio investigation of the martensitic phase transformation in
Ni2MnGa
This chapter will describe the different methods that are available when trying to determine the
structural phase transition temperature TM. It will focus on the stoichiometric case Ni2MnGa
which is easy to handle in the calculations. In later parts of this work the methods which are
introduced here will also be applied to off-stoichiometric compositions.
It has recently been shown that correlation effects related to localized electrons significantly
influence the electronic and structural properties of Ni2MnGa [109]. The effect of such elec-
tronic correlations on the results which are presented here is briefly discussed in section 4.4.
The last section of the chapter focuses on the influence of Fermi surface nesting on the
martensitic transformation in Ni2MnGa. Here, special emphasis is devoted to the role of the
generalized susceptibility, thereby expanding previous works on this topic by other authors.
The two phases of Ni2MnGa that will be discussed here are the high temperature L21-
structure (austenite) and the nonmodulated tetragonal martensite structure (L10-structure)
which is found to be the ground state of the stoichiometric composition at very low tempera-
tures while modulated structures appear at other compositions or higher temperatures [103].
The tetragonality of the L10-structure is defined by the c/a ratio which describes the ratio of
the two different crystal cell parameters in a tetragonal symmetry (a = b 6= c). In the case of
Ni2MnGa the c/a ratio of the L10-structure is 1.26 [110, 103, 3].
In classical thermodynamics the phase transformation temperature is derived as the point
where the free energies of two different phases are equal. It is shown in equation (2.45) that the
free energy taking into account the vibrational entropy can be calculated when the vibrational
density of states g(ω) is known. Thus, the calculation of the phonon spectrum of the L21-
and L10-structure of Ni2MnGa will give rise to the transformation temperature within the
harmonic approximation.
4.1 The phonon dispersion curves of Ni2MnGa
Fig. 4.1 contains the calculated phonon dispersion curve of the L21-structure of stoichiometric
Ni2MnGa and the experimental results of neutron scattering measurements for a stoichiometric
sample of Ni2MnGa by Ener et al. [111]. A 4× 4× 4 supercell containing 256 atoms was used
to calculate the force constant matrices. The diagonalization of the dynamical matrices was
carried out using the PHON code [44]. In case of the cubic structure and the 4 × 4 × 4
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Figure 4.1: Phonon dispersion spectrum of stoichiometric Ni2MnGa. The lines refer to ab
initio calculations while the symbols denote results of neutron scattering measure-
ments. Figure adapted from Ref. [111].
supercell the forces needed to obtain the force constant matrices were calculated by M. E.
Gruner using VASP [37, 38], pseudopotentials based on the projector augmented wave (PAW)
method [35], Methfessel-Paxton smearing [112], and the generalized gradient approximation
in the formulation of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof as exchange-correlation functional [14].
A 2 × 2 × 2 k-point set, an energy cut-off of 500 eV and Methfessel-Paxtion smearing with a
smearing parameter of σ = 0.1 eV were used as the parameters of the calculation. The phonons
were calculated for the ground state lattice constant of the L21-structure (a0 = 5.815 A˚) and
the atoms were displaced by 0.02 A˚ in order to compute the force constant matrices. It is clearly
visible that the measurements and the calculations are in good agreement in most parts of the
Brillouin zone. A significant disagreement however appears along the [ξξ0] direction. Here
the frequencies of the lowest lying acoustical branch become imaginary in the calculations
which means that the structure is not stable. As the ab initio calculations are performed
at T = 0K while the measurements are carried out at 300K, the difference between the
calculations and the measurements already gives a clue that finite temperature effects are
needed to stabilize the L21-structure. It should be mentioned that the results obtained within
the density functional theory calculations are in good agreement with previously published
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theoretical results [95, 96, 113].
Besides the phonon dispersion of the cubic structure the phonon spectrum of the L10-
structure has also been calculated. For this structure, which has a lower symmetry, the k-
point grid was increased to 4× 4× 4 points in k-space. At the same time, the lattice constant
was reduced to the ground state lattice constant of the L10-structure (a0 = 5.805 A˚) and
also the energy cut-off was reduced to 450 eV. As can be seen in Fig. 4.2 (a) the imaginary
frequencies along the [ξξ0] direction disappear in the L10-structure which means that the
structure is stable. The results are furthermore in good agreement with previous calculations
of the phonon dispersion along the [ξξ0] direction of Zayak et al. [96, 114]. However, the
4× 4× 4 supercell that has been used here makes it possible to look at different directions of
the phonon spectrum or even sample the whole Brillouin zone while the calculations of Zayak
et al. focused on the [ξξ0] direction and used a special supercell where the unit cell only was
repeated along the direction of interest.
In order to obtain the vibrational density of states g(ω), it is necessary to not only look
at directions of high symmetry but to take into account all q-values by integrating over the
total Brillouin zone. For both cases, austenite and martensite structure, the Brillouin zone
integration was performed using 61 × 61 × 61 q-points. It should be noted here that the
calculation of the dynamical matrix as described in equation (2.38) is only correct for wave
vectors that are commensurate with the positions of the atoms in the supercell. In all other
cases the values of the frequencies are interpolated. This is also true for the dispersion curves.
The element-resolved vibrational density of states (VDOS) of the austenite and martensite
structure that are obtained using the Brillouin zone integration are plotted in Fig. 4.2 (b-c).
One of the main differences between the two VDOS-curves is located in the region of the lowest
optical branches around 4THz. In the L21-structure the frequency values near this point are
occupied mainly by the Ni atoms while the maximum of the contribution of the Ga atoms to
the VDOS is located at 6THz. This behaviour is unexpected as the Ga atoms have the largest
mass of all involved atoms and should therefore be oscillating at the lowest optical frequencies.
At these frequencies, however, the Ni atoms are found in the VDOS. In the past this anomalous
behaviour has already been observed in the vibrational density of states obtained by a phonon
calculation along the [ξξ0] direction [113] and is therefore related to oscillations along this
direction which also reveals the imaginary frequencies. In contrast to this, the L10-structure
shows a behaviour that is as expected. The maximum of the Ga contribution is now situated
at 4THz and is as large as the contribution of the Ni atoms at this point. It should be noted
in this context, that the Ni contribution is twice as high as the contribution of the other two
atom types as there are two Ni atoms in the primitive cell.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Phonon dispersion along the [ξξ0] direction of the L10-structure of stoichio-
metric Ni2MnGa. Vibrational density of states (VDOS) of (b) the L21-structure
and (c) the L10-structure.
4.2 Determination of TM within the harmonic approximation
After the determination of the vibrational densities of states by Brillouin zone integration the
free energy of the austenite and martensite structure has been calculated using equation (2.45).
The temperature dependent free energies of both structures are illustrated in Fig. 4.3. It should
be noted here that besides the free energy of the lattice vibrations also the ground state energy
obtained with the VASP code has to be taken into account when comparing the free energies of
the two phases. As the ground state energy of the L10-structure is 27.25meV/f.u. lower than
the ground state energy of the L21-structure [3], this value has been subtracted from the original
free energy curve of the martensite structure to obtain Fig. 4.3. The phase transformation
temperature, i.e. the crossing of the free energy curves of the two structures, is found at TM ≈
315K. This value overestimates the experimental value (202K [115, 78]) by more than 100K.
There are several reasons for this discrepancy. On the one hand the measured transformation
temperature depends on the quality of the sample, i.e. the amount of stacking faults and lattice
defects. On the other hand stoichiometric Ni2MnGa undergoes several phase transformations
when cooling from the austenite structure, including the premartensitic phase, whereas the
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Figure 4.3: Temperature dependent free energy F (T ) for the L21-structure (austenite) and
the L10-structure (nonmodulated martensite) of Ni2MnGa obtained within the
harmonic approximation.
calculations only take into account the austenite structure and the low temperature martensite
structure. However, the most important reason for the discrepancy is found in the method that
was used, i.e. the harmonic approximation. As it does not take into account finite temperature
effects like the phonon-phonon interaction (which can theoretically be described taking into
account anharmonic terms of the lattice Hamiltonian [116, 117, 118]) or the influence of finite
temperature on the magnetic properties of the system. Therefore, the obtained value of 315K
for the phase transformation temperature should be regarded as a first approximation. Another
problem that turns up in the specific case of Ni2MnGa is the question how to deal with
imaginary frequencies when calculating the free energy. In this work they have been neglected
as the values of g(ω) are only of interest for real frequency values in the calculation of F (T ).
However, it is clear that, as soon as the imaginary phonon branches become real with increasing
temperature, the values of g(ω) will also change in the frequency interval where the former
imaginary phonon branches appear.
4.3 Estimation of the transformation temperature using further methods
The results of the harmonic approximation can be increased when taking into account the
volume expansion that is related with an increase of the temperature. This approach is
called the quasi-harmonic approximation. In 2009, Uijttewaal et al. showed that the use
of the quasi-harmonic approximation leads to an estimated phase transition temperature be-
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low 300K (TM ≈ 270K) [119]. Thus, the use of the quasi-harmonic approximation enhances
the agreement between theory and experiment although a significant discrepancy still remains.
However, Uijttewaal et al. showed in the same paper, that this discrepancy and also the correct
order of phase transformations can be obtained by taking into account also magnetic excita-
tions besides the vibrational excitations. The magnetic vibrations were treated by reducing
the magnetic moment in the phonon calculations according to an M(T )-curve in this case.
Although this yields accurate results, the procedure is not completely ab initio anymore and,
more importantly, requires a lot of computational effort as the phonon calculations have to be
carried out for several magnetic moments.
Besides the calculation of free energies using the harmonic approximation other models also
allow the estimation of the phase transformation temperature. For example in 2002 Enkovaara
et al. used the Debye model and found a value for the transition temperature at around
175K [120]. In the following, a simple approach that is able to estimate the transformation
temperature based on the differences of the ground state energies of different structures will
be introduced and motivated.
As it has already been pointed out, the total energy obtained with DFT calculations is lower
for the L10-structure of Ni2MnGa than for the L21-structure. The value of the energy difference
between the two structures can be determined through the calculation of an E(c/a)-curve. In
such a calculation the degree of tetragonality that is described by the c/a ratio is varied in
order to find global and local minima of the total energy. In the interval between c/a = 1
(bcc) and c/a =
√
2 (fcc) the c/a-variation corresponds to the Bain path. The E(c/a)-curve
of stoichiometric Ni2MnGa has already been calculated in the past [121, 103, 3]. From the
E(c/a)-curve the degree of tetragonality of the L10-structure (if it exists) can be extracted as
well as the energy difference per atom between the L21- and L10-structure. The idea is now to
relate this energy difference ∆E to the temperature that is needed to overcome the potential
wall between the two structures in a first approximation. In other words,
∆E ≈ kBTM (4.1)
is assumed, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and TM the transition temperature between
austenite and martensite. Using this equation a phase transformation temperature of 79.1K
is obtained for Ni2MnGa which drastically underestimates the experimental value. Fig. 4.6
(a) exemplifies the described approach for the case of Ni2MnGa.
As already mentioned before, the magnetic excitations have to be taken into account in order
to correctly describe the martensitic phase transformation that is taking place in Ni2MnGa. A
possibility to include the magnetic excitations is the calculation of the magnon spectrum and
derive the free energy contribution of the magnetic excitations using the harmonic approxi-
mation in analogy to the case of the lattice contribution. The magnon dispersion of Ni2MnGa
is exemplary presented in Fig. 4.4. It is clearly visible that the magnon energies are by an
order of magnitude larger than the phonon energies, cf. Fig. 4.1. Furthermore, in agreement
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with neutron spectroscopy measurements no softening can be observed in the acoustic magnon
branch [122].
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Figure 4.4: The magnon dispersion of the L21-structure of Ni2MnGa. The solid curves have
been obtained using the method described in section 2.3 and a set of exchange
parameters calculated by Markus E. Gruner using the SPR-KKR code which makes
use of the KKR approach [123, 124, 125, 126]. The dashed curves refer to results
from Arthur Ernst which have been derived using the HUTSEPOT KKR code
[127, 128].
In order to reduce the computational effort, the approach described in equation (4.1) can also
be extended such that magnetic excitations can be taken into account without a calculation
of the magnon spectrum. In particular, in the investigations of the E(c/a)-curves the effect
of finite temperature on the magnetization can be treated by reducing the magnetic moment
in the DFT calculations. In these so-called fixed spin moment (FSM) calculations the total
magnetic moment of the investigated system is fixed to a specific value which actually becomes
a parameter of the calculation [129, 130]. This is realized by assuming that the Fermi energies
of the spin-up and spin-down channel are different [129].
The change of the magnetic moment, of course, influences the value of the total energy.
Thus, by calculating E(c/a)-curves with a fixed magnetization, the influence of the reduction
of the magnetization due to finite temperature on the energy difference between the different
structures can be investigated. The complete binding energy surface E(c/a,M) where M is
the total magnetization has already been calculated in the past [131]. It turned out in these
calculations, that a reduction of the magnetization leads to a decrease of the energy difference
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Figure 4.5: Lattice contribution to the free energy (Flat) as a function of c/a. The values for
each temperature are plotted relatively to the value of the cubic structure (c/a = 1)
of the specific temperature. Flat contains the phonon energy and the lattice entropy
but neglects the total energy obtained from the DFT calculations. The calculated
points are connected by a cubic spline interpolation function.
between the L21- and the L10-structure.
As the influence of the magnetic excitations on the E(c/a)-curves can be studied using
the method described above, the question arises, whether the influence of the vibrational
properties on the E(c/a)-curves can also be investigated. Fig. 4.5 contains the contribution
of the lattice to the free energy (marked as Flat) according to equation 2.45 for three different
temperatures and five different c/a-ratios. The values of Flat only contain the contribution of
the phonons to the free energy but neglect the contribution from the total energy obtained from
the DFT calculation. Due to the increased number of phonon spectra needed to calculate such
a Flat(c/a)-curve, the phonon spectra needed for the determination of the free energy curves
have been calculated using a 3× 3× 3 supercell containing 108 atoms. However, a comparison
of the results for the L21- and L10-structure (c/a = 1.26) revealed, that the smaller size of
the supercell does not influence the shape of the free energy curves significantly. Looking at
the values of Flat it is clearly visible that the cubic structure with c/a = 1 is preferred as the
temperature is increased. In other words the lattice entropy stabilizes the austenite structure.
If one now adds the DFT total energy curves given by E(c/a) to the curve fitted through the
values of Flat one obtains the free energy F as a function of tetragonality c/a which is plotted
in Fig. 4.6 (c). The phase transition temperature which is defined as the point where the
two minima in the F (c/a)-curve are equal is found to be around 315K and corresponds to the
intersection of the two curves free energy curves which are plotted in Fig. 4.3.
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The use of the F (c/a)-curves makes it possible to study the influence of lattice vibrations
and magnetic excitations independently which allows to estimate the influence of both effects
seperately. As it is shown in Fig. 4.6 different total energy curves EM (c/a) can be added
to the phonon contribution Flat to the free energy leading to different phase transformation
temperatures. Here, the index M denotes the magnetization per formula unit which has been
constrained using fixed spin moment calculations for values being smaller than the ground
state magnetization (M = 4.07µB/f.u.). While the use of the E(c/a)-curve which is obtained
for the ground state magnetization overestimates the transformation temperature, the value
of TM decreases when using an EM (c/a)-curve where M is smaller than the ground state mag-
netization. This is in agreement with the results from Uijttewaal et al. [119]. Moreover, the
method described above allows to understand the role of the different mechanisms involved
in the phase transformation more exactly. For example, the Flat(c/a)-curves reveal that the
lattice entropy stabilizes the austenite structure as the temperature is increased. On the other
hand the fixed spin moment calculations show that the energy difference between austenite and
martensite structure is maximized at the ground state magnetization. This allows to draw the
conclusion that the martensite structure is stabilized by the magnetic moment which increases
with decreasing temperature. This agrees with results from Gruner et al. who found that
the phonon spectrum of cubic Ni2MnGa becomes stable if the magnetization is reduced [131].
Nevertheless, the limitations of the described approach also should be pointed out. In partic-
ular, the different contributions from phonons and magnons are calculated seperately, thereby
neglecting the magnon-phonon interaction which has been investigated in the past and was
suggested to be the origin of the premartensitic transformation [132, 133, 134]. While it is in
principle possible to include the magnon-phonon interaction by calculating for example phonon
spectra for different magnetic moments the computational effort is significantly increased by
such considerations, especially when also taking into account other finite temperature effects
like volume expansion. The latter case requires that for each considered magnetization value
several phonon spectra at different volumes are calculated.
Neglecting the contribution of the lattice vibrations by taking into account only the energy
differences ∆E between austenite and martensite structure yields transition temperatures that
do not agree quantitatively with the experimental results in the case of Ni2MnGa. However,
it turns out that this approach is able to model basic trends of the transition temperature in
many alloy systems and also is in quantitative agrement with experimental results in some
cases. The benefit of estimating the transition temperature from structural energy differences
is the decreased computational effort compared to other methods. Especially the absence of
phonon calculations significantly reduces the computational demand. This makes the approach
also valuable for the investigation of off-stoichiometric compositions, as the computation of
phonon spectra for such compositions is still a challenging issue. The calculation of the phonon
spectrum for a primitive cell which contains four atoms in case of a Heusler alloy already
requires density functional theory calculations using supercells containing more than a hundred
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Figure 4.6: (a) Magnetization dependent total energy EM , (b) lattice contribution to the
free energy Flat, and (c) the sum of the different contributions for Ni2MnGa as
a function of c/a. The energy difference ∆E between austenite and martensite
structure (marked as red) is also included in (a) for the E(c/a)-curve which belongs
to the ground state magnetization. Figure partially adapted from [135].
atoms for a proper grid of phonon wave vectors. If the same method is used to calculate the
phonon spectrum of an off-stoichiometric composition the primitive cell of such a composition
already contains more than four atoms which even further increases the size of the supercell
that is needed in the phonon calculation if the resolution of the grid of phonon wave vectors
is not reduced.
4.4 Correlation effects and their impact on the martensitic transformation
As it has been pointed out in section 2.1.8 the effect of electronic correlations is often underes-
timated by density functional theory calculations in case of systems containing d-electrons in
the valence state. Very recently the effect of a Hubbard U term on the relative phase stabili-
ties of the austenite and tetragonal martensite structure of Ni2MnGa has been investigated by
Himmetoglu et al. [109]. The authors calculated the U values based on the method described
by Cococcioni et al. [136]. They found that the preference of the tetragonal structure vanishes
if U = 5.97 eV is applied to the Mn d-orbitals and no additional U term is introduced for the
orbitals of the other atoms of the structure.
Nevertheless, based on photoemission spectra a U value of about 6 eV has been theoretically
predicted for Ni [137]. Therefore, the influence of two different sets of the parameters U and J
on the E(c/a)-curve will be discussed briefly in the following. The investigation is motivated
by a constrained random-phase approximation (cRPA, see Refs. [27, 28]) calculation of U and
J values for Ni2MnGa by S¸as¸ıog˘lu et al. who predict U = 3.09 eV and J = 0.75 eV for Ni and
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Figure 4.7: Energy as a function of c/a for different parameters of Ueff = U − J in Ni2MnGa.
For each set of parameters the energy of the cubic structure (c/a = 1) is set to 0.
U = 2.93 eV and J = 0.57 eV for Mn [138].
Fig. 4.7 contains the E(c/a)-curves for two different sets of U and J which have been
obtained using the VASP code, the PBE (GGA) exchange-correlation functional and the im-
plementation of the GGA+U method by Dudarev et al. [25]. In addition, the curve which does
not take into account additional U and J values is also included. All calculations have been
performed at the corresponding ground state volumes of the cubic structures which means that
the volume was kept fixed during the tetragonal transformation. The corresponding lattice
constants as well as the partial magnetic moments of the cubic structures are contained in
table 4.1.
It is clearly visible that the preference of the tetragonal structure is decreased when the
additional terms which account for correlation are only considered for the Mn atoms. This is
in agreement with the previous results by Himmetoglu et al. who used an even higher value
for U in case of Mn [109].
A totally different E(c/a)-curve which corresponds rather to the case without taking into
account correlation effects by an additional U is obtained when using the values from S¸as¸ıog˘lu
et al. calculated within the cRPA. In this case the tetragonal L10-structure is clearly favoured
over the L21-structure. In fact, the energy difference between the two structures even increases
compared to the calculations without any U and a second minimum appears at c/a < 1.
The different sets of U and J values show that correlation effects significantly influence the
results that are obtained when calculating the E(c/a)-curve of Ni2MnGa. However, because of
the fact that even the qualitative behaviour of the E(c/a)-curve strongly depends on the chosen
values of U and J further investigations on the actual size of these quantities are required.
Since it has been shown by Uijttewaal et al. that very accurate results for the different
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Table 4.1: Effect of different values of U and J on the magnetic moments of the Mn and Ni
atoms and the lattice constant of cubic Ni2MnGa.
UMn(eV ) JMn(eV ) UNi(eV ) JNi(eV ) a(A˚) MMn(µB) MNi(µB)
0 0 0 0 5.81 3.386 0.356
3 1 0 0 5.86 3.89 0.314
2.93 0.57 3.09 0.75 5.87 3.986 0.478
transformation temperatures including the premartensitic transformation temperature can be
obtained for Ni2MnGa from first-principles calculations without considering correlation effects
seperately [119], no additional U values will be applied in the following.
4.5 Investigation of Fermi surface nesting effects in Ni2MnGa
As it was mentioned before the appearance of the martensitic transformation in Ni2MnGa is
often linked to nesting effects appearing in the Fermi surface of this material. This is due to the
appearance of modulated structures for certain compositions of the material. Velikokhatny˘ı et
al. proposed that these long-period structures have to arrange because of long-range inter-
actions caused by nesting effects of the Fermi surface [139]. Such behaviour is known from
nonmagnetic shape-memory materials like NiTi or NiAl [140, 141, 142, 143].
Periodic lattice distortions that appear in crystals are often related to the so-called Peierls
transition. The origin of this phenomenon which is named after Rudolf Peierls will be sketched
in the following. For a one-dimensional chain of atoms with an odd number of electrons per
ion it can be shown that a small distortion of every second atoms reduces the total energy
of the system. The reason for this behaviour is found in the splitting of an electronic band
crossing the Fermi level just between the zone boundary and the Γ-point. While the distortion
increases the size of the primitive unit cell the size of the Brillouin zone decreases and the band
structure becomes folded just at the Fermi wave vector. The splitting of the bands leads to an
effective gain of energy because the lower part of the band (which is fully occupied) is shifted to
lower energies while the upper part (which is not occupied) is shifted to higher energies [144].
Although the Peierls transition refers to a one-dimensional model system the idea behind it
is also imagined to be the reason for distortions like charge density waves that appear in
three-dimensional crystals although one has to keep in mind that the Peierls transition is very
sensititve with regard to the particular shape of the Fermi surface [145, 144]. Nevertheless it
is widely accepted that there is a close connection between phonon anomalies and the shape
of the Fermi surface in certain metals [53, 146] which is of particular interest with regard to
martensitic transformations [54] and motivates a detailed analysis of the Fermi surface in case
of Ni2MnGa.
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Figure 4.8: Generalized susceptibility χ(q) of Ni2MnGa in the (001) plane in arbitrary units.
In the evaluation of equation (4.2) all (a) spin-down, (b) spin-up, and (c) all bands
crossing EF have been considered. The color scale is not equal for the three different
contour plots but has been chosen such that a clear contrast of the features of χ(q)
is obtained for each contour plot. While blue corresponds to low values of the
generalized susceptibility, red colours denote high values of χ(q). The dashed lines
mark the [110] direction.
The Fermi surface of Ni2MnGa has been calculated several times using ab initio methods
[147, 92, 148, 95, 139]. In most of these calculations emphasis was put on the Fermi surface
of the minority (spin-down) channel which consists of several rather flat sheets which already
give a hint for the appearance of nesting (see Fig. 3.5). A quantitative description of the
nesting features is obtained by the generalized susceptibility χ(q) which is defined as
χ(q) =
∑
m,n,k
f [ǫm(k)] (1− f [ǫn(k+ q)])
ǫn(k+ q)− ǫm(k) (4.2)
with f being the Fermi distribution function, q a reciprocal wave vector and ǫn(k) the energy
of the n-th band at the electron wave vector k [100]. χ(q) describes the linear response of the
conduction electrons to a perturbation introduced by a wave vector q [149, 150] and reveals
peaks for such values of q which correspond to nesting vectors of the Fermi surface [99].
Different contributions of the generalized susceptibility χ(q) of Ni2MnGa in the (001) plane
are plotted in Fig. 4.8. Here, three different cases have been considered in the evaluation of
the summation over the bands in equation (4.2) which is denoted by the indices m and n. In
Fig. 4.8 (a) all bands in the spin-down channel which are crossing the Fermi level have been
considered while in Fig. 4.8 (b) all bands of the spin-up channel obeying this condition have
been considered. In Fig. 4.8 (c) bands from both spin-channels crossing the Fermi level have
been considered in the evaluation of the sum in equation (4.2).
The behaviour of χ(q) along the [ξξ0] direction is obtained when following the dashed lines in
Fig. 4.8. It is in agreement with previously published results of χ(q) along the [110] direction
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[100, 139]. In particular, peaks at ξ ≈ 0.4 and ξ ≈ 0.6 are observed for the summation
involving the minority bands. In case of the majority bands these peaks are shifted to ξ ≈ 0.3
and ξ ≈ 0.7. The fact that peaks of χ(q) also are observed when considering only the spin-up
bands indicates that also in the majority Fermi surface nesting effects play a role [100]. Recent
electronic structure calculations performed by Haynes et al. suggest that the peak positions
of χ(q) which appear in different spin-channels are merged upon a reduction of the magnetic
moment [147].
Looking at the whole (001) plane it is observed that for the calculations involving the spin-
down bands, additional pronounced peaks of χ(q) appear at q ≈ (0.55, 0.85, 0). Interestingly,
the phonon dispersion of Ni2MnGa does not reveal an anomalous behaviour of an acoustic
phonon branch at this point. Thus, the investigation of the generalized susceptibility does not
reveal a direct relation between the peaks of χ(q) which are associated with Fermi surface
nesting and the phonon softening that is observed in the austenite structure of Ni2MnGa.
This is in agreement with previously published results where it was argued that the size of the
electron-phonon matrix elements at the specific q-vectors is also important for the appearance
of the phonon anomaly, i.e. that the phase transition is driven by strong electron-phonon
coupling [151, 95, 152].
It should however be pointed out that the peaks of the susceptibility which appear at
q ≈ (0.55, 0.85, 0) in the spin-down channel are very sharp while the increase of χ(q) which
appears along the [110] direction is observed for a broad range of wave vectors. If the phonon
softening is caused by the latter observation it is likely so suggest that the nesting of the
Fermi surface of the majority spin-channel is as important or even more important than the
nesting that is found in the Fermi surface of the minority-spin channel. This is because the
values of χ(q) become more accentuated in the region of interest along the [110] direction
when considering also the spin-up bands in the evaluation of the susceptibility (cf. Fig. 4.8).
The observation that nesting of the majority spin Fermi surface might also be important
for the appearance of phonon softening in Ni2MnGa coincides with previous first-principles
investigations by Lee et al. [100].
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Chapter 5
The phase diagram of Ni-Mn-Z (Z=Ga, In, Sn, Sb)
As was pointed out already before, the magnetic shape memory reference material Ni2MnGa
still faces problems regarding its application in MSM devices that are operating at or above
room temperature. A major issue is the martensitic transformation temperature that is too
low for many industrial needs.
A common approach to overcome this problem and increase the transformation temperatures
is the substitution of atoms in the alloy. In this sense, one may either completely replace one
sort of atoms and consider, for example, Ni2MnIn instead of Ni2MnGa, or change the relative
occurence of the different atom types. The latter approach gives rise to off-stoichiometric
compositions. It is known, that the substitution of atoms can influence the value of TC [153] as
well as the value of TM [154]. The valence electron concentration, in other words the number
of valence electrons e per atom a (e/a) plays an important role regarding the occurence of
martensitic phase transformations and the value of TM. In 2002, Jin et al. showed that the
martensitic transformation temperature of Ni2MnGa increases nearly linear with e/a [155].
In accordance with these results, Zayak et al. discovered that the nearest neighbour force
constants of several Heusler families decrease with increasing e/a ratio, which means that
instabilities are introduced when increasing the valence electron concentration [156]. One
way to increase the e/a ratio is the substitution of the Z atoms in Ni2MnZ (Z =Ga, In,
Sn, Sb) by additional manganese atoms which gives rise to the alloy system Ni2Mn1+xZ1−x
with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. However, although the additional Mn atoms increase the valence electron
concentration which is beneficial for the martensitic transformation temperature they also
introduce antiferromagnetic interactions which give rise to antiferromagnetic alignments of
spins lowering the total magnetic moment [157, 158, 159, 160]. This is disadvantageous as the
magnetic energy that is required to move twin boundaries by applying a magnetic field in a
magnetic shape memory material depends on the size of the magnetic moment. Thus, a larger
magnetic moment reduces the magnetic field sizes that are needed to obtain a magnetic field
induced strain (MFIS).
In 2009 Planes et al. published a comprehensive review where they reconstructed the phase
diagram of the Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) alloy series [105]. The data points they considered
are illustrated in Fig. 3.8 and reveal two basic trends. First of all the martensitic transition
temperature TM increases linear in e/a independent from the atom type that is occupying the
Z site. The second remarkable finding is the decrease of TC with e/a. The critical magnetic
temperature of the austenite, denoted as TAC , as well as the critical magnetic temperature of
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Figure 5.1: The supercell of Ni-Mn-Z containing 16 atoms that was used in the calculations.
The Ni, Mn, and Z atoms are marked grey, purple, and green. (a) refers to the
stoichoimetric composition Ni2MnZ (Ni8Mn4Z4 supercell), (b) to Ni2Mn1.25Z0.75
(Ni8Mn5Z3 supercell), (c) to Ni2Mn1.5Z0.5 (Ni8Mn6Z2 supercell), and (d) to the
composition Ni2Mn1.75Z0.25 (Ni8Mn7Z supercell).
the martensite, denoted as TMC , decrease linear with e/a. However, the slope of the T
A
C -curve
is different from the slope of the TMC -curve. The scattering of the data points in the case
of Ni-Mn-Ga is explained by the fact that for this alloy system data points with different
concentrations of Ni were taken into account while for the other alloy systems the Ni-content
was fixed to 50%.
In this chapter it will be shown how the methods, that have been introduced before, allow the
modeling of phase diagrams based on the example of the Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) alloy
series for which comprehensive experimental data is available. By comparing the theoretical
and experimental results the reliability of the theoretical methods can be investigated before
they are applied to new materials, which have not been studied as extensive as Ni-Mn-Z, in
the next chapters. The modeling of concentration dependend phase diagrams requires the
calculation of off-stoichoimetric compositions. Here, off-stoichiometry will be treated using
the supercell approach. In this approach the primitive cell is repeated several times to obtain
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Figure 5.2: (left) Total energy E as a function of the lattice constant a of Ni2Mn1.25Sb0.75
(Ni8Mn5Sb3 supercell). (right) Schematic representation of the preferred magnetic
order (AFM I) of the atoms in the Ni8Mn5Sb3 supercell. All but the Ni atoms of
the 16-atom supercell are plotted. The original Mn atoms are marked green while
the additional Mn atom is marked red. The Sb atoms are marked as blue circles.
a larger supercell. By changing now the composition of the supercell, an off-stoichiometric
composition of the primitive cell is obtained if the number of atoms of at least one of the
atom types in the supercell is not a multiple of the number of primitive cells contained in the
supercell. In case of the Ni2MnZ Heusler alloys which have a primitive unit cell that consists
of 4 atoms a supercell consisting of 16 atoms was used to study off-stoichiometric compositions
in this work. By replacing one atom in the 16-atom supercell with an atom of another type the
composition can thereby be changed by 116 =ˆ 6.25 at.%. Different compositions of the 16-atom
supercell are plotted in Fig. 5.1.
While the supercell approach allows to calculate off-stoichiometric compositions without
introducing additional computational methods it also faces some problems. The most severe
one is the fact that the supercells itself are still considered to appear in perfect periodicity
in the crystal. Thus, a random distribution of the atoms over the lattice sites as it is the
case in disordered structures which might appear at off-stoichiometric compositions is not
considered by the supercell approach. However, by calculating different configurations of
the same composition and averaging the results the influence of disorder can in principle be
approximated. Another limitation of the supercell approach originates from the fact that the
number of atoms considered in the density functional theory calculation increases rapidly as
the size of the supercell is increased. This means that the investigation of small compositional
changes requires significant computational resources. It also arises the question how to deal
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Figure 5.3: (left) Total energy E as a function of the lattice constant a of Ni2Mn1.5Sb0.5
(Ni8Mn6Sb2 supercell). (right) Schematic representation of the preferred magnetic
order (AFM II) of the atoms in the Ni8Mn6Sb2 supercell. All but the Ni atoms of
the 16-atom supercell are plotted. The original Mn atoms are marked green while
the additional Mn atoms are marked red. The Sb atoms are marked as blue circles.
with relaxations of the atoms from their ideal lattice positions when using supercells. This
issue will be discussed in section 5.4.1.
5.1 Computational details
The supercell calculations were performed using VASP, PAW pseudopotentials and the PBE
exchange-correlation functional. The 3p electrons of Ni and Mn as well as the 3d electrons
of Ga and Sn were considered as valence electrons in the calculations and an energy cut-
off of 459.9 eV was used. For the Brillouin zone integration the tetrahedron method with
Blo¨chl corrections was applied [161]. A k-point grid containing 10 × 10 × 10 points in the
reciprocal space constructed using the method described by Monkhorst and Pack was used
in the calculations [162]. In case of the stoichiometric compositions which can be calculated
using a primitive cell containing 4 atoms the number of k-points was increased to 15×15×15.
The Fermi surface calculations were carried out using an even higher number of k-points. In
particular, grid sizes of 31× 31× 31 points centered around the Γ-point were used in this type
of calculations.
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5.2 Determination of the composition-dependent magnetic order
The 16-atom supercell allowed to consider three different Mn-rich compositions besides the
stoichiometric composition which are plotted in Fig. 5.1 (b-d). As a first step, the ground
state volume of the cubic structure was determined for all of these compositions. When adding
manganese in favour of the Z atoms in the supercell the question arises which atomic sites are
occupied by the additional Mn atoms. As is known that the nickel atoms occupy their cubic
sublattice already at high temperatures in the B2-structure [80] the Ni sites were not considered
when evaluating all possible configurations of the supercells. This significantly reduces the
number of possible configurations. However, as the manganese atoms have a magnetic moment
which is considered to be localized the magnetic spin introduces an additional degree of freedom
[163, 164]. Therefore, different alignments of the magnetic moments of the manganese atoms
(not only of the additional Mn atoms but also of the original Mn atoms) were considered
when searching for the ground state volume of the cubic structure. Fig. 5.2 contains the
E(a)-curve of Ni2Mn1.25Sb0.75 (Ni8Mn5Sb3 supercell) for three different types of magnetic
orderings that are possible in the supercell. The black curve denotes the magnetic order
where the magnetic moment of the additional Mn atom on the Sb site is aligned opposite
to the magnetic moments of the Mn atoms on the original Mn sites while the red curve
denotes a purely ferromagnetic alignment of the Mn moments. The blue curve contains results
for a layerwise antiferromagnetic order of the Mn moments. Fig. 5.2 also illustrates the
magnetic order that is favoured for the particular composition. It turns out that the spin of
the additional manganese atom on the Sb site is aligned antiferromagnetic with respect to the
magnetic moment of the manganese atoms on the original Mn sites in the ground state. A
completely ferromagnetic alignment of the Mn atoms and also a layerwise antiferromagnetic
order where the five Mn atoms of the supercell are seperated into layers of 2 and 3 atoms are
energetically not favoured compared to the antiferromagnetic ground state.
Fig. 5.3 contains the results of a ground state determination for a second composition,
namely Ni2Mn1.5Sb0.5 (Ni8Mn6Sb2 supercell). The black curve denotes the magnetic order
where the magnetic moment of both additional Mn atoms on the Sb site is aligned opposite
to the magnetic moments of the Mn atoms on the original Mn sites whereas the orange curve
refers to the magnetic order where only one moment of the additional Mn atoms is aligned
opposite to the moment of the Mn atoms on the original Mn sites. The red curve denotes a
purely ferromagnetic alignment of the Mn moments and the blue and turquoise curves denote
different types of layerwise antiferromagnetic orders where the numbers in the legend refer to
the number of atoms per layer within the supercell. For this composition the favoured magnetic
order is the one where the magnetic moments of the two additional manganese atoms on the Sb
sites are aligned antiferromagnetically with respect to the magnetic moments of the manganese
atoms on the Mn sites (see Fig. 5.3). For the particular composition Ni2Mn1.5Sb0.5 even further
configurations where the Sb atoms exchange their sites with Mn atoms were considered. The
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resulting total energies however did not give any clue for such a change of the site occupancy
at this composition.
It turns out that for all compositions where the magnetic order has been investigated the en-
ergetically favoured alignment of spins is always the configuration where the magnetic moments
of the manganese atoms on the Z sites are aligned in the opposite direction than the magnetic
moments of the manganese atoms on the original Mn sites. This observation is in agreement
with the results from La´zpita et al. who investigated the alignment of magnetic moments
in off-stoichiometric Ni-Mn-Ga alloys by a model which is based upon the results of neutron
diffraction measurements [159]. The reason for this antiferromagnetic tendencies originates
from the reduced distance between two manganese atoms in different sublattices compared
to two manganese atoms in the same sublattice. While the Mn-Mn nearest neighbour (nn)
distance is a√
2
in the L21-structure, where a is the lattice constant, the corresponding Mn-Z
nn distance is a2 . This means that the distance between excess manganese atoms that occupy
the Z site and manganese atoms that occupy the Mn site is reduced by the factor 1√
2
≈ 71%
compared to the distance between two nearest neighbour manganese atoms that occupy the
Mn sublattice. It is known that the alignment of spins in pure manganese strongly depends on
the interatomic distance and ferromagnetic alignments become favoured with increasing dis-
tance [165, 166]. According to Kasper and Roberts the preferred alignment of spins switches
from antiparallel to parallel order for distances larger than approximately 2.96 A˚ [165]. In the
case of Ni2MnGa (a = 5.825 A˚ [78]) the Mn-Mn distance is 4.119 A˚ while the Mn-Ga distance
is 2.913 A˚, which means that the threshold which divides ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
spin order given by Kasper and Roberts lies just between these two distances. Thus, the anti-
ferromagnetic spin alignment that is introduced when substituting Z atoms by Mn is related
to the fact that the behaviour of the Mn atoms in the Heusler structure is quite similar to the
behaviour in bulk Mn. The fact that the magnetic properties of Mn atoms in a Heusler struc-
ture depend on their local environment has recently also been investigated for Ni2MnAl where
an antiferromagnetic phase for certain degrees of disorder between the Mn and Al sublattices
has been observed [167]. Nevertheless it should be reminded that the addition of manganese
increases the valence electron e/a of the alloy. It is known from the Slater-Pauling curve that
the magnetization increases linear with e/a for small e/a ratios but decreases linear with e/a
for large e/a ratios [168]. Thus, the decreasing total magnetic moments which go hand in
hand with the antiferromagnetic alignments of the Mn spins that appear upon the addition
of Mn can also be viewed in the context of the e/a variation which is connected with the
substitution. This issue will be discussed in detail in section 5.3. It should also be mentioned
at this point that in case of Ni-Mn-In the ground state changes from an antiferromagnetic to a
ferromagnetic structure when allowing for relaxation of the atomic positions in the supercell.
This issue will be discussed in detail in section 5.4.1.
Beside the introduction of antiferromagnetic interactions it is observed that the addition
of manganese leads to a reduction of the lattice constant compared to the stoichiometric
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Table 5.1: Properties of the cubic structures with c/a = 1 of the considered compositions of
the Ni-based Heusler alloys. The values for the stoichiometric compositions have
been taken from Ref. [3].
System e/a a(A˚) M(µB/f.u.)
Ni2MnGa 7.5 5.813 4.07
Ni2Mn1.25Ga0.75 7.75 5.815 3.11
Ni2Mn1.5Ga0.5 8.0 5.81 2.05
Ni2Mn1.75Ga0.25 8.25 5.81 0.94
Ni2MnIn 7.5 6.07 4.21
Ni2Mn1.25In0.75 7.75 6.013 3.18
Ni2Mn1.5In0.5 8.0 5.95 2.11
Ni2Mn1.75In0.25 8.25 5.885 1.0
Ni2MnSn 7.75 6.06 4.08
Ni2Mn1.25Sn0.75 7.94 6.01 2.94
Ni2Mn1.5Sn0.5 8.13 5.95 1.93
Ni2Mn1.75Sn0.25 8.31 5.89 0.94
Ni2MnSb 8.0 6.07 3.99
Ni2Mn1.25Sb0.75 8.13 6.01 2.86
Ni2Mn1.5Sb0.5 8.25 5.95 1.76
Ni2Mn1.75Sb0.25 8.38 5.884 0.8
composition. This behaviour is expected, as the Mn atoms are smaller than the Z atoms and
it is also observed experimentally [105, 169]. Table 5.1 contains the e/a ratios, the lattice
constants and the magnetic moments for the cubic structures (c/a = 1) of the investigated
compositions.
5.3 Influence of e/a on the magnetic properties
As was pointed out before, the appearance of antiferromagnetic spin order that appears when
manganese is added to the system can also be related to the number valence electrons per
atom, e/a.
Fig 5.4 (a) contains the magnetic moment of the computed supercells as a function of e/a, i.e.
the Slater-Pauling curve for the antiferromagnetic alignments of additional Mn moments which
is in good agreement with experimental measurements except for the Ni-Mn-In system which
is found at higher magnetic moments in the experiment and also reveals a maximal magnetic
moment for an Mn-rich composition [170]. It is clearly visible that the total magnetization
which is about 4µB/f.u. is reduced in a linear manner as the valence electron concentration is
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Figure 5.4: (a) Magnetization per formula unit (4 atoms) and (b) number of spin-down man-
ganese atoms per supercell (16 atoms) of Ni-Mn-Z as a function of the valence
electron concentration e/a. Figure taken from [135].
increased. The linear behaviour is directly related to the antiferromagnetic alignment of Mn
moments that has been discussed above. While in the stoichiometric supercell 4 manganese
atoms are available whose moments are aligned parallel (spin-up) the net number of spin-up
Mn atoms decreases linear as more manganese atoms are added to the supercell because the
spins of these additional atoms are aligned antiferromagnetically. The linear increase of the
spin-down Mn atoms that goes hand in hand with the reduction of the magnetic moment is
also plotted in Fig. 5.4 (b). It should be pointed out that the shape of Fig. 5.4 (b) is very
similar to the behaviour of the structural phase transformation temperature as a function of
e/a for the alloy series Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb), when plotted within one graph (as in
Ref. [171]). This already gives a clue that the change of TM is related to the change of the
magnetic properties that appear when changing the valence electron concentration.
Fig 5.4 (a) also contains results for a composition of Ni-Mn-Ga with Ga excess, namely
Ni2Mn0.75Ga1.25. As the magnetic moment in Ni2MnGa is mainly contributed by the Mn
moments it is clear that the total magnetization is reduced if Mn atoms are removed from
the stoichiometric composition which has a ferromagnetic alignment of the manganese spins.
This explains the different slopes of the Slater-Pauling curve. At the same time the crossover
from ferro- to antiferromagnetism that takes place at the stoichoimetric composition clearly is
visible. The results for Ni-Mn-Ga match previously published theoretical results by Enkovaara
et al. [172]. In addition to the results for stoichiometric and off-stoichiometric compositions
of Ni-Mn-Z Fig. 5.4 also contains results for the binary alloy NiMn which is obtained when
substituting all Z atoms by Mn atoms. The results for this antiferromagnet fit well with the
other results. Further properties of NiMn are discussed in detail in section 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Total energy E as a function of tetragonality (c/a) for different compositions of
Ni-Mn-Sb. The data points for the stoichiometric composition have been taken
from Ref. [3]. Figure taken from Ref. [135].
5.4 Determination of phase transformation temperatures
The determination of the preferred magnetic alignment within the supercell of the considered
composition allows to calculate the ground state lattice constant of the respective cubic struc-
tures. Once the lattice constant and the magnetic order of the austenite structure (c/a = 1)
are known, the preference of a martensitic structure can be investigated by applying a volume-
conserving tetragonal distortion on the supercell. In particular, the ground state energy E is
calculated for several values of c/a, which allows to obtain an energy profile along the Bain
path in analogy to Fig. 4.6 (a).
It turns out that for all alloy systems Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) tetragonal structures
become preferred, as the valence electron concentration is increased by adding Mn in favour
of Z to the system. This is in agreement with results obtained by Bu¨sgen et al. for Ni-Mn-Al
[173]. For the case of Ni-Mn-Sb this behaviour is shown in Fig. 5.5, where it can be clearly
seen that for Mn-rich compositions a minimum of the total energy evolves at c/a > 1 while the
stoichiometric composition does not reveal such a pronounced minimum for a tetragonal struc-
ture. The two different curves that are plotted in Fig. 5.5 for the composition Ni2Mn1.5Sb0.5
(denoted as ”para” and ”ortho”) originate from the fact that two crystallographic inequiva-
lent directions appear in the supercell due to the limited size of the supercell for this specific
composition. This special situation becomes more trivial when looking at Fig. 5.1 (c), which
shows that one atomic layer withing the supercell completely consists of Mn atoms at the
respective composition. The tetragonal distortion can now be applied parallel or orthogonal
to this layer, which explains the two different curves for the respective composition in Fig.
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Figure 5.6: Theoretical phase diagram of Ni-Mn-Z. Figure taken from Ref. [175].
5.5. The situation is different for the other off-stoichiometric compositions where such atomic
layers, which completely consists of Mn atoms, either do not appear at all or appear within
all three planes that are defined by the cartesian unit vectors. It should be noted that the
E(c/a)-curves which have been obtained for the Ni-Mn-Sn system agree well with previously
published first-principles results by Ye et al. [174].
Since the transformation from the cubic to the tetragonal structure is accompanied by a
volume change in certain alloys [3], volume changes were also considered in the calculation
of the structural energy differences between the L21- and L10-structure. Therefore, after
determining the position of the minima in the E(c/a)-curves, the ground state volumes for the
corresponding c/a-ratios were calculated.
Once the total energy of the ground state volume of the cubic structure and the tetragonal
structure are known, the structural energy difference between these two structures can be cal-
culated. For each composition, the tetragonal structure with the lowest energy was considered
as the ground state. The so obtained structural energy differences per atom can be related
to a temperature scale as described in equation (4.1). This allows to establish the theoretical
phase diagram of the Ni-Mn-Z alloy series, which is plotted in Fig. 5.6. While the yellow
parts of the phase diagram refer to experimental measurements (open circles denote values of
MS, whereas closed circles denote values of TC), the filled blue circles denote the theoretical
values ofMS (TM), which have been obtained using the method that has been described above.
The open blue circles that are plotted within the phase diagram of Ni-Mn-Ga also denote the
theoretically predicted martensitic transformation temperatures. However, in this caseMS has
been obtained by using two different methods. While the values denoted as MS(∆Fph) have
been obtained using the harmonic approximation the values denoted as MS(∆F ) have been
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obtained by Uijttewaal et al. taking into account also magnetic excitations using experimental
magnetization curves and the quasiharmonic approximation [119, 176]. The filled black circles
refer to Monte Carlo calculations of the critical magnetic temperature of the austenite (TAC )
and martensite (TMC ) structure by A. Dannenberg [177].
5.4.1 Discussion of the results
Although the calculation of transformation temperatures based on structural energy differences
as described in equation (4.1) neglects magnetic excitations as well as the lattice entropy, the
obtained results are in good qualitative agreement with the measured transformation temper-
atures. This is not only true for the linear behaviour of TM, but also for the slope of the
TM(e/a)-curve, which increases as the mass of the Z atom increases. In case of Ni-Mn-Sn and
Ni-Mn-Sb the theoretical and experimental transformation temperatures even agree quantita-
tively. The harmonic approximation, which was discussed in section 4.2 clearly overestimates
the transformation temperatures, as depicted in Fig. 5.6 (a). However, even in this case the
trend with e/a, namely the slope of the TM(e/a)-curve, is in qualitative agreement with the
experiment. Fig. 5.6 (a) also shows, that the results from Uijttewaal et al. yield a nearly per-
fect qualitative, but also quantitative agreement between theory and experiment. However, it
should be mentioned in this context that calculations using the quasiharmonic approximation
and taking into account the magnetic excitations using experimentally obtained magnetization
curves are not only far more demanding than the estimation of the transformation temperatures
based on structural energy differences between the austenite and the martensite structure, but
also rely on additional experimental data and are therefore, in a sense, not truly ab initio.
Although the estimation of TM based on the energy difference between the L21- and L10-
structure is able to correctly describe the trends that appear in the alloy series Ni-Mn-Z, there
still appear more or less significant deviations from the experimentally obtained values. There
are several possible reasons that can be considered to be responsible for these deviations. At
first the calculations consider perfectly periodic systems, whereas in an experimental sample
lattice defects or impurities might appear. At the same time the treatment of disorder in
the calculation of off-stoichiometric compositions might also influence the results. Unlike the
situation in an experimental sample, where the excess atoms are expected to be randomly
distributed over the sublattice that is affected by the atom substitution the excess atoms
are assumed to always occupy the same lattice sites in a periodic manner when using the
supercell approach. Another reason for the discrepancy between theory and experiment might
be caused by atomic relaxations that appear in the supercell at off-stoichiometric compositions.
While no forces appear in the stoichiometric composition and the binary NiMn alloy, when
the atoms are placed at their ideal lattice positions, the situation changes as soon as one of
the sublattices of the Heusler structure is not occupied solely by one type of atoms. Since it
it known that local lattice distortions can significantly affect the shape of the binding energy
surfaces in the magnetic shape memory alloy Fe-Pd, such distortions need to be taken care of
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Table 5.2: Effect of atomic relaxations on the transformation temperature for compositions
containing small amounts and large amounts of Mn. ∆ describes the relative change
of TM between the value that has been derived considering volume changes and
the value that also takes into account atomic relaxations during the tetragonal
transformation. In the former case, the atomic positions are fixed to the ideal
lattice sites. The composition Ni2Mn1.25Sn0.75 is not listed as the L21-structure is
energetically favoured over the L10-structure for both types of relaxations.
System TM(K) TM(K) ∆
volume− relaxation full − relaxation
Ni2Mn1.25Ga0.75 247.6 238.6 3.6%
Ni2Mn1.75Ga0.25 714.6 693.7 2.9%
Ni2Mn1.25In0.75 16.7 17.8 6.6%
Ni2Mn1.75In0.25 546.9 546.5 0.1%
Ni2Mn1.75Sn0.25 575.4 592 2.9%
Ni2Mn1.25Sb0.75 0 44.6 -
Ni2Mn1.75Sb0.25 605.7 719.4 18.8%
also in the Ni-Mn-Z alloys [178]. Hence, the effect of relaxations has been studied using a Mn-
rich composition (Ni8Mn7Z supercell) and a composition with only small amounts of excess
Mn (Ni8Mn5Z3 supercell). For all systems the relaxed atomic positions of the respective
compositions were obtained using a conjugate gradient algorithm [179]. It turns out that
the effect of relaxations in both cases is small and does not change the theoretically obtained
transformation temperatures significantly. An exceptional case is Ni-Mn-Sb where the absolute
changes of TM caused by the relaxations become rather large. However, as the slope of the
TM(e/a)-curve has the highest value for the alloy system containing Sb, this behaviour is
somewhat expected. Table 5.2 relates the transformation temperatures obtained by atomic
relaxation to the transformation temperatures that have been used to derive the phase diagram
which is plotted in Fig. 5.6.
When considering atomic relaxations it turns out that Ni-Mn-In behaves different from
the other alloy systems. While the energy difference between the antiferromagnetic austenite
and martensite structures does not change significantly when the atoms are relaxed (see ta-
ble 5.2) the energy difference between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic orientation of
manganese moments changes significantly and even changes its sign for all off-stoichiometric
compositions of Ni-Mn-In that have been considered here. This means that the ferromagnetic
structure with c/a = 1 becomes energetically favoured over the antiferromagnetic structure.
However, as the energy difference between the two structures is less than 11meV/atom for
all considered compositions an antiferromagnetic tetragonal ground state still is expected for
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compositions where at least 50% of the In atoms have been replaced by Mn as the antiferro-
magnetic tetragonal structure still is lower in energy than the ferromagnetic cubic structure
for these compositions. The reasons for this somewhat unexpected behaviour of Ni-Mn-In can
be manifold. The preference of ferromagnetic structures in the cubic state might for example
originate from the already mentioned limited description of disorder within the supercell ap-
proach. It can however also be related to the fact that the valence electron concentration of the
off-stoichiometric compositions of Ni-Mn-In are smaller than for Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Sn, Sb) and
amount to the same values as in the case of Ni-Mn-Ga which has however a reduced volume.
Hence, the larger volume compared to Ni-Mn-Ga in connection with the smaller e/a ratio
compared to Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Sn, Sb) could lead to a stabilization of the ferromagnetic phase.
The experimental Slater-Pauling curve which is contained in Ref. [170] indeed shows that an
increase of the magnetic moment is observed for Ni-Mn-In up to some point which corresponds
to an Mn-rich composition.
From another point of view the treatment of the magnetic moments in the calculations
also gives rise to possible issues that could influence the results. In the calculations of the
structural energy differences only collinear alignments of the moments could be considered.
However, Kallmayer et al. pointed out that a more complex description of magnetism than
the linear alignment of constant spins is needed to explain their results which have been
obtained by investigating Ni-Mn-Ga films using x-ray absorbtion spectroscopy (XAS) and
x-ray circular magnetic dichroism (XMCD) [180]. From a theoretical point of view such a
description taking into account non-collinear alignments of magnetic moments so far requires
huge computational effort and therefore is not feasible for the complete range of compositions
that have been considered here for the near future.
5.5 The binary NiMn alloy
The end of the alloy series Ni2Mn1+xZ1−x (x = 1) corresponds to the binary NiMn alloy
where all Z atoms have been replaced by Mn. It turns out that for this composition the
antiferromagnetic order that was found for the Mn-rich compositions of Ni-Mn-Z is not the
ground state for the cubic bcc-phase. In fact, Fig. 5.7 shows that a purely ferromagnetic state
has the lowest energy at c/a = 1. Nevertheless, as the ferromagnetic order does not reveal a
second minimum, the same type of antiferromagnetic order as for the Mn-rich compositions was
considered in the evaluation of TM of NiMn. In this type of structure each Mn atom is aligned
antiferromagnetically with respect to the 6 Mn atoms which are the nearest Mn neighbours
in the cubic structure with c/a = 1. The corresponding E(c/a)-curve is denoted as AFM
II in Fig. 5.7. Experimental results, however, suggest a different type of antiferromagnetic
order [181, 182]. In this structure, the Mn atoms that become nearest neighbours are aligned
antiferromagnetically. However, as the crystal structure is tetragonal, the number of nearest
neighbours is reduced, giving rise to an additional type of next nearest-neighbours, which are
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Figure 5.7: Total energy as a function of c/a for different alignments of the magnetic spins
of the binary NiMn alloy. The orange curve denoted as FM corresponds to a
ferromagnetic alignment of the spins of the Mn atoms whereas the other curves
are associated with different types of antiferromagnetic alignments of the magnetic
moments of the Mn atoms (see text). The red curve denoted as AFM I denotes
the ground state, which has been reported by Kasper and Kouvel [181].
assumed to be aligned ferromagnetic in the ground state structure reported by Kasper and
Kouvel [181]. Fig. 5.7 shows that this structure, denoted as AFM I, indeed yields the lowest
energy. Besides the discussed ferro- and antiferromagnetic alignments of Mn moments a third
antiferromagnetic alignment of the Mn moments in NiMn which is denoted as AFM III is also
plotted in Fig. 5.7. In this type of structure the moments of Mn atoms which are located in
the same (110) plane are aligned ferromagnetically. However, this structure is energetically
only favoured for small values of c/a.
The martensitic transformation temperature that is obtained from the energy difference be-
tween the two structures assocotiated with austenite and martensite structure of the magnetic
ordering AFM II (1058.1K) is found to be in quantitative agreement with experimental results
(965.2K) [182]. Moreover, the obtained results for NiMn are in good qualitative agreement
with previous ab initio results by Godlevsky and Rabe [183]. The investigation of the binary
NiMn alloy nicely shows the importance of antiferromagnetism in the formation of martensitic
tendencies. While the ferromagnetic structure does not reveal a second minimum under a
variation of c/a two of the considered antiferromagnetic structures reveal two energy minima
along the Bain path.
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5.6 The effect of compositional changes on the electronic structure
So far, the supercell approach has been used to calculate structural properties of off-stoichiometric
compositions of Ni-Mn-Z in this chapter. It has turned out that a simple approach, which
relates the structural energy differences between the L21- and L10-structure to the phase trans-
formation temperatures of the structural transition yields good agreement with experimental
results. In the following, the origin of the martensitic transformation and the linear behaviour
of TM with e/a will be taken care of by investigating the effect of atomic substitutions on the
electronic structure. The discussion will focus in particular on the band Jahn-Teller effect, the
influence of the valence electron concentration on the tetragonal transformation and magnetic
properties as well as the role of Fermi surface nesting in the off-stoichiometric compositions.
5.6.1 Appearance of the band Jahn-Teller effect
As was already mentioned in section 3.2, the martensitic transformation in Ni2MnGa is ac-
companied by the appearance of the band Jahn-Teller effect [101, 64]. The calculations for
the off-stoichiometric compositions show that the band Jahn-Teller effect also can be observed
for the Mn-rich compositions of Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb). Nevertheless, the appearance
of the band Jahn-Teller effect is far less pronounced for these compositions compared to stoi-
chiometric Ni2MnGa. This relationship is depicted in Fig. 5.8, which contains a density plot
of the electronic density of states of the minority spin-channel as a function of the energy
and c/a for (a) Ni2MnGa and (b) Ni2Mn1.75Ga0.25. For the case of Ni2MnGa a clearly visible
peak can be recognized for c/a = 1, which is situated about 0.2 eV below the Fermi level. For
values of c/a which deviate from the cubic case with c/a = 1 this peak splits up and parts of
it are shifted above EF. For the Mn-rich composition Ni2Mn1.75Ga0.25 which is shown in Fig.
5.8 (b), the situation is a little bit different. The peak that is situated below the Fermi level
at c/a = 1 does not split up when applying a tetragonal distortion, but is just shifted above
EF. At the same time the peak is also not as pronounced as in Ni2MnGa and situated more
closely to the Fermi level in the cubic case, while becoming smeared out when being shifted
above EF. The latter behaviour is not found for Ni2MnGa and marks another difference be-
tween the two compositions. The fact that the peak position at c/a = 1 is shifted to EF with
increasing Mn-content is in agreement with experimental and theoretical results by Ye et al.
for Ni-Mn-Sn [174]. However, in this case the size of the peak also decreases with increasing
valence electron concentration. Hence, as the evidence of a band Jahn-Teller effect is smaller
for the Mn-rich composition, which at the same time show larger energy differences between
L21- and L10-structure compared to Ni2MnGa, these energy changes cannot be motivated by
the band Jahn-Teller effect. Instead, the band Jahn-Teller effect should only be regarded as
an accompanying feature of the martensitic transformation, but not as the dominant reason
for the increase of TM with e/a.
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Figure 5.8: Electronic density of states (DOS) of (a) Ni2MnGa and (b) Ni2Mn1.75Ga0.25
(Ni8Mn7Ga supercell) for different values of c/a. Here, only the contribution of
the minory spin-channel to the DOS is plotted. The black dots which are situated
at EF = 0 mark the positions of the total energy minima in the E(c/a)-curves of
the respective compositions. In the white region in (b) the values of the density of
states lie outside the plot range. Figure adapted from Ref. [135].
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Figure 5.9: Behaviour of the total energy E and the total magnetizationM of Ni2Mn1.25Sb0.75
as a function of c/a under a variation of e/a. The different e/a ratios have been
obtained by changing the number of electrons in the density functional theory
calculation. The volume was kept constant during the calculations and was fixed
to the ground state volume of the cubic structure without additional electrons.
Figure adapted from Ref. [135].
5.6.2 The influence of e/a on the tetragonal transformation
As the transformation temperature of Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) increases linearly with
the valence electron concentration, it seems nearby to investigate in how far the structural
changes are directly related to changes of e/a. In density functional theory this can be done
by changing the number of valence electrons that are being considered in a calculation. In this
case, the charge difference between the core charge and the electron charge is compensated
by a homogenous background charge that is imposed in order to keep the system electrically
neutral. It turns out that the variation of the number of electrons for a fixed concentration
indeed shows the same characteristic trend as is obtained when changing the e/a ratio by
substituting atoms. In particular, tetragonal distortions become favoured, as the valence
electron concentration e/a is increased. Fig. 5.9 demonstrates this finding for the case of
the Mn-rich composition Ni2Mn1.25Sb0.75. The natural valence electron concentration of this
composition is e/a = 8.125. At this e/a ratio the system reveals a very flat energy landscape
where the L21- and L10-structure are almost degenerate. If the number of electrons that are
treated within the calculation is increased to e/a = 8.625 the L10-structure clearly becomes
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Figure 5.10: Energy difference E(c/a, e/a) − E(1.0, e/a) as a function of c/a and e/a for
Ni2MnGa. The calculations were performed at constant volume for the ground
state lattice constant of the L21-structure (a0 = 5.81 A˚).
favoured at a c/a ≈ 1.43. On the other hand, a reduction of the number of electrons to
e/a = 7.625 leads to a stabilization of the L21-structure which means that the flatness of the
energy landscape vanishes in favour of a minimum at c/a = 1. Both findings are in agreement
with the results obtained in section 5.4 (note the similarities between Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.5).
The plot of the total magnetization M which is included in Fig. 5.9 also gives a hint that it is
indeed antiferromagnetism that is responsible for the tetragonal transformation. In particular,
the magnetization decreases as the number of electrons is increased in accordance with the
Slater-Pauling curve presented in Fig. 5.4.
It has to be mentioned at this point that a recent first-principles investigation of the influence
of e/a on the E(c/a)-curves in case of Ni2MnGa predicts that the increase of e/a leads to a
stabilization of the cubic structure [109]. These results seem to be in disagreement with the
results that are presented here. However, Fig. 5.10 shows that for e/a ratios which are larger
than 8.0 a similar behaviour as for Ni-Mn-Sb is observed for Ni-Mn-Ga. Ni2MnGa is the only
compound of Ni-Mn-Z which undergoes a martensitic transformation already in stoichiometric
composition. This observation is indicated by the shallow minimum at c/a = 1.26 for the
valence electron concentration of the stoichiometric composition (e/a = 7.5). While this
minimum vanishes at e/a ≈ 7.65 even more pronounced minima at c/a < 1 and c/a > 1
appear for e/a > 8.
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5.6.3 Composition-dependence of the Fermi surface
As was already pointed out in section 3.2 the appearance of the martensitic transformation
in Ni2MnGa is often related to nesting effects of the Fermi surface [95, 92]. This raises the
question whether such signs of Fermi surface nesting also appear in Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn,
Sb) in general, especially in the off-stoichiometric Mn-rich alloys. In the following two different
methods to calculate the Fermi surface of off-stoichiometric alloys will be presented. The first
method makes use of the rigid band approach which assumes that a change of the valence
electron concentration does not influence the band structure itself but only the band filling,
i.e. the position of the Fermi level. This means that the calculation of the band structure
of the stoichiometric composition gives rise to the Fermi surfaces of different e/a ratios by
shifting the Fermi energy EF. The change of e/a that is related with the shift can be obtained
by an integration over the electronic density of states D(E) defined by
∆e/a(E) =
1
4
∫ E
EF
D(E′)dE′ (5.1)
where the prefactor 14 arises from the fact that D(E) refers to a formula unit of the stoichio-
metric composition which contains four atoms. Using equation (5.1) the Fermi surfaces for
different energies E can be related to the e/a ratio of these energies which is obtained by the
sum of the e/a ratio of the respective stoichiometric composition and ∆e/a(E). Fig. 5.11
contains the Fermi surfaces of Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) for different e/a ratios that have
been obtained using the described approach. For the calculations a k-point grid consisting of
31 × 31 × 31 points was used. It is eye-catching that the four different alloy systems reveal
rather similar Fermi surfaces at the same e/a ratios. This applies especially for the case of
e/a = 7.5 which corresponds to stoichiometric Ni2MnGa and Ni2MnIn. The similarities can
be explained by the fact that the stoichiometric compositions of the four different materials
only differ in the number of p-type valence electrons. As this type of electrons is not that much
present as the d-electrons near the Fermi level, the density of states and thus also the Fermi
surfaces are not influenced significantly by the substitution of Ga by In, Sn or Sb. However,
there also appear some differences between the Fermi surfaces of the different alloy systems
for certain e/a ratios. For example the band which is marked blue only appears in the Fermi
surfaces of Ni2MnGa and Ni2Min at e/a = 7.75 and the appearance of the orange band within
the Fermi surface of Ni2MnGa clearly is different compared to the other Fermi surfaces at
e/a = 8.
The Fermi surfaces obtained using the rigid band approach seem to be reasonable in so far,
as the basic shape properties are obtained independently from the material and only depend on
e/a. Therefore, the rigid band approach in principle can be used to obtain the Fermi surfaces
of off-stoichiometric compositions. However, the approach misses one important feature which
is present in the off-stoichiometric compositions of Ni-Mn-Z, namely the antiferromagnetic
interactions. As a band structure calculated for the stoichiometric composition, where no
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Figure 5.11: Fermi surfaces of the minority spin-channel for different e/a values of Ni2MnGa,
Ni2MnIn, Ni2MnSn and Ni2MnSb within the rigid band approach. Here, different
colors are related to different bands and the Γ-point is situated in the center and
at each corner of the surrounding boxes. Adapted from Refs. [92, 135].
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antiferromagnetic tendencies appear, is used to obtain the Fermi surfaces for different e/a
ratios, these Fermi surfaces do not contain effects that are caused by the substituted Mn
atoms on the Z sites.
A possible way to study the influence of antiferromagnetic interactions on the Fermi sur-
faces is the calculation of the Fermi surfaces of the off-stoichiometric supercells with Mn excess.
While in principle this method should give feasible results, a problem arises from the fact that
the volume of the supercells is larger than the volume of the primitive cell of the stoichiomet-
ric compositions. This means that at the same time the Brillouin zone that belongs to the
supercells is smaller than the Brillouin zone that corresponds to the cell which consists of only
four atoms. The reduced size of the Brillouin zone goes hand in hand with a folding of the
band structure and therefore also with a folding of the Fermi surface sheets. This folding can
be seen when looking at the Fermi surface of a supercell with the same atomic concentration
as the stoichiometric composition. The Fermi surface of this supercell, namely Ni8Mn4Ga4, is
plotted in Fig. 5.12 (a). The green cubes that appear in the primitive cell are now folded into
each other, as well as the flat orange sheets. Fig. 5.12 (a) already illustrates the problems
that arise from the folding of the Fermi surfaces as it is not possible to identify all nesting
properties that are present in the primitive cell within the supercell.
Nevertheless, the investigation of the off-stoichiometric Fermi surfaces of Ni-Mn-Z allows
to look for certain trends that are introduced when increasing the Mn content. Fig. 5.12
contains the results for the Ni-Mn-Ga system. In contrast to the primitive cells, the Fermi
surfaces of the supercells have been calculated using a k-point grid containing 21 × 21 × 21
points. For off-stoichiometric compositions the supercells containing 16 atoms are already
the primitive cells which means that the Fermi surfaces cannot be folded back in case of
these compositions. The symmetry-breaking that is related with this property is for example
expressed in the splitting of the green bands (a) into four bands with different shapes (b-d) in
Fig. 5.12. This splitting leads to a reduction of the parallel sheets of the Fermi surface which
means that the nesting effects are reduced. This means, that the obtained results suggest that
the increased martensitic transformation temperatures that appear in Mn-rich compositions
cannot be related to Fermi surface nesting. Thus, nesting effects of the Fermi surface can
only be regarded as an accompanying feature of the martensitic transformation, in a similar
manner as the band Jahn-Teller effect. It should be reminded that due to the fact that the
binary NiMn is an antiferromagnet the addition of Mn leads to an adjustment of the spin-up
and spin-down Fermi surface until both quantities become equal in case of the binary alloy.
5.7 Conclusion
Within this chapter the results of the calculations for a broad range of compositions of the alloy
series Ni-Mn-Z (Z=Ga, In, Sn, Sb) have been presented. It turns out that the experimentally
known properties of this alloy series can be reproduced using ab initio methods. In particular, a
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Figure 5.12: Fermi surfaces of the stoichiometric and off-stoichiometric compositions (a)
Ni8Mn4Ga4, (b) Ni8Mn5Ga3, (c) Ni8Mn6Ga2, and (d) Ni8Mn7Ga. The Γ-point is
situated at the center of the surrounding boxes. Adapted from Ref. [135].
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linear increase of the martensitic transformation temperature with increasing valence electron
concentration e/a is obtained. The first-principles calculations allow to study the effect of
the martensitic transformation in detail. The investigation of the electronic structure reveals
that the addition of Mn on the one hand increases the martensitic transformation temperature
but on the other hand does not give evidence that the increased energy differences between
austenite and martensite structure are related to the band Jahn-Teller effect or the nesting
effects which can be observed in the Fermi surface. Although both effects are also present in the
off-stoichiometric compositions which have been studied here it is reasonable to assume that
the increase of TM with increasing e/a cannot be related to these effects. On the contrary, the
so far obtained results show clear evidence that the antiferromagnetic alignment of magnetic
moments which is preferred by the additional Mn atoms on the Z site is responsible for the
increase of TM. In particular, the linear increase of the transformation temperature can be
directly related to the linear decrease of the magnetization with e/a. These results are in
agreement with previous findings from Enkovaara et al. who showed that the martensite
structure in Mn-doped Ni2MnGa is stabilized by the antiferromagnetic interactions that are
present in the material [172]. The calculations of the phase diagrams show that this behaviour
is found for the whole alloy series Ni-Mn-Z (Z=Ga, In, Sn, Sb).
It is remarkable that for Ni-Mn-Sn and Ni-Mn-Sb a nearly quantitative agreement between
the calculated and measured transformation temperatures is found while deviations between
these two values appear in case of Ni-Mn-Ga and Ni-Mn-In. A possible explanation is the
occurence of Fermi surface nesting in the stoichiometric case of the latter compounds and
especially in the case of Ni2MnGa. For the case of Ni-Mn-In it turns out that the preference
for antiferromagnetic alignments is not so strong as it is the case in the Mn-rich compositions
of the other investigated alloys. This may be explained by the reduced e/a ratio for a given
amount of excess Mn compared to Ni-Mn-Sn and Ni-Mn-Sb and the enlarged volume compared
to the Ni-Mn-Ga system. The reduced preference for antiferromagnetic alignments in Ni-Mn-
In and the effects devoted to Fermi surface nesting in Ni2MnGa are however not considered in
the calculation of the energy difference between the austenite and martensite structure which
might explain the deviations from the experimental results.
For the compositions of Ni-Mn-Ga with Ni excess it is known that the increase of the marten-
sitic transformation temperature goes hand in hand with a reduction of the lattice constant
[184, 185]. In this context it was considered that the change of the structural transformation
temperature is directly related to the change of the volume. This is interesting as Ni2MnGa
has the smallest lattice constant and at the same time is the only martensitically transforming
system of the four stoichiometric compounds that have been considered here. In a systematic
investigation of the lattice constants for several compositions of Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn,
Sb) Planes et al. suggested a critical lattice constant of the cubic structure of ac ≈ 6 A˚ as
a threshold for the appearance of the martensitic transformation [105]. The results that are
presented here are basically in agreement with this suggestion.
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Chapter 6
The quaternary alloy system Ni-Pt-Mn-Z
In the last chapter the physical properties of the alloy series Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) have
been studied in detail with special emphasis on the martensitic transformation that appears for
certain compositions of this material class. It has been shown that the experimentally observed
properties like the transformation temperature or the magnetic moment are basically also found
when applying ab initio methods. However, the results of the first-principles calculations
that have been undertaken so far in this thesis confirm that the investigated materials still
face problems regarding their industrial relevance. This is mainly due to the fact that high
structural transformation temperatures which are needed for industrial applications can only
be achieved in Mn-rich samples which at the same time reveal rather smaller magnetic moments
due to the antiferromagnetic alignments of spins that appear upon the addition of excess Mn.
At the same time also the critical magnetic temperature TC decreases with increasing Mn
content. The opposite trends of TM and TC are still hindering the usage of the Ni-Mn-Z alloys
in a variety of applications and restrict it to only a few reference applications. 1
The aim of this chapter is to show that the ab initio methods which have been applied to an
experimentally classified material in the last chapter can also be used to predict new materials
which are expected to reveal better material properties with regard to the magnetic shape
memory effect. In particular, the effect of the addition of platinum to Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, Sn)
will be studied using ab initio methods. The investigation is motivated by the fact that certain
compositions of Ni-Pt-Mn-Ga reveal characteristic features of ferromagnetic shape memory
alloys [186]. In addition, Fe3Pt which is an Fe-based compound consisting of platinum is also
known to show magnetic shape memory behaviour [66, 187].
6.1 The influence of platinum addition in Ni-Mn-Ga
In the following the results of the substitution of Ni by Pt will be discussed. The idea behind
this type of substitution is the fact that the valence electron concentration remains constant
as Ni and Pt are situated in the same main group of the periodic table of the elements and
therefore have the same number of valence electrons. As the band Jahn-Teller effect and Fermi
surface nesting are most pronounced for the valence electron concentration of Ni2MnGa (e/a =
1Although the Ni-Mn-Ga alloy faces additional issues like its brittleness and the problems that arise from
sample preparation there are actually industrial devices available that are based upon this material (see
www.adaptamat.com).
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7.5) it is reasonable to assume that the isoelectronic substitution might retain these phenomena
of the electronic structure while at the same time changing other physical properties of the
system. Nevertheless it should be mentioned that although the number of valence electrons of
Ni and Pt is the same the electronic configurations are different as Pt has one d-type valence
electron more but one s-type valence electron less than Ni.
Several Heusler alloys based on Pt have been reported in the literature [188, 189]. Pt2MnGa
which is part of the Ni2−xPtxMnGa alloy series that will be discussed here was already men-
tioned in 1971 by Hames et al. [189]. In this context the compound was considered to be
antiferromagnetic with TN=75K (see also Ref. [190]). However, the density functional theory
calculations using VASP, PAW pseudopotentials and the generalized gradient approximation
(PBE) reveal that a ferromagnetic structure is energetically favoured over an antiferromag-
netic structure. The latter one which is 26.1meV/f.u. higher in energy than the ferromagnetic
alignment correponds to a structure with a layerwise arrangement of the magnetic moments
of the Mn atoms. The disagreement between the theoretical density functional theory calcu-
lations and the experimental observations suggests that either a ferromagnetic alignment or
a complex antiferromagnetic alignment that is not commensurate with the used supercell is
expected to be the ground state of Pt2MnGa. In 2004, Pt2MnGa but also Pt0.4Ni1.6MnGa
have been investigated with regard to the magnetic shape memory effect by Kishi et al. [186].
In this study a martensitic transformation of the materials into a tetragonal or orthorhombic
structure was observed.
In the following, the influence of a partial and total substitution of Ni by Pt in Ni2MnGa
shall be discussed. The behaviour of the total energy as a function of tetragonality for several
compositions of the alloy series Ni2−xPtxMnGa with 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 is plotted in Fig. 6.1. It
is clearly visible that the addition of platinum leads to an increase of the energy difference
between the L21- and L10-structure which is already present in Ni2MnGa at c/a > 1. A
second observation that can be made is the onset of a second pronounced minimum at c/a < 1
with increasing amount of platinum. In the last chapter the structural energy difference
between austenite (c/a = 1) and martensite (c/a > 1) structure that turned up in the E(c/a)-
curve have been associated with the martensitic transformation temperatures of the respective
compositions. As this simple approach yielded feasible results it seems likely to expect that the
increased structural energy differences which appear upon the addition of platinum go hand
in hand with an increase of the martensitic transformation temperature.
As the Pt atoms are larger than the Ni atoms the addition of platinum increases the ground
state lattice constant of the system. In particular, the lattice constant changes from a = 5.81 A˚
in the case of Ni2MnGa (L21-structure) to a = 6.05 A˚ for NiPtMnGa and a = 6.23 A˚ for
Pt2MnGa. Additionally the substitution also influences the magnetic properties of the alloy.
The magnetic moment of Pt2MnGa isM = 4.14µB/f.u. and therefore higher than in Ni2MnGa
(M = 4.07µB/f.u. [3]). The increase of the total magnetic moment can be explained by the
increased volume which raises the moments of the Mn atoms up to 3.75µB while at the
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Figure 6.1: Total energy as a function of tetragonality c/a for the alloy series Ni2−xPtxMnGa.
The yellow curve (x = 0) corresponds to stoichiometric Ni2MnGa. The dashed lines
are a guide to the eye and are situated at the energy values of the 14M structure
of NiPtMnGa (squares) and Pt2MnGa (diamonds). The curves for x = 0.25 and
x = 0.5 have been calculated within a supercell consisting of 16 atoms. The energy
scale has been chosen such that the L21-structure corresponds to the point of
vanishing energy. Figure adapted from Ref. [176].
same time the magnetic moments of the Pt atoms (0.12µB) are significantly smaller than the
magnetic moments of the Ni atoms in Ni2MnGa (0.35µB [3]). Thus, the addition of Pt leads
to two opposing trends in the material. On the one hand the increased volume increases the
magnetic moments of the individual elements while on the other hand the substitution of Ni
atoms by Pt atoms leads to a decrease of the sum of magnetic moments in the cell because the
magnetic moments of the Pt atoms are smaller than the magnetic moments of the Ni atoms.
From the compositions that have been investigated here, Ni1.5Pt0.5MnGa (a = 5.95 A˚) shows
the highest total magnetic moment (M=4.17µB).
Fig. 6.1 also contains energy values for the 14M-structures of NiPtMnGa and Pt2MnGa.
The energy values of these structures have been obtained by taking the coordinates and crystal
cell of the 14M structure of Ni2MnGa [191] as a starting point of a DFT calculation which
involved a full relaxation of the crystal structure, the volume and the atomic positions with
a conjugate gradient algorithm [179]. The calculations have been performed in a unit cell
consisting of 56 atoms making use of a different k-point grid (10 × 4 × 8 k-points) than the
calculations within the 4-atomic unit cells (15 × 15 × 15 k-points). Therfore, the comparison
of the different energies has to be done carefully. In order to approximate the error in the
energy comparison that is related to the cell size and number of k-points, the total energy of
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the L21-structure of Pt2MnGa has also been calculated in a 56 atom supercell with exactly the
same k-point grid as for the modulated structure. It turns out that the total energy per atom
between the two different setups changes by 0.3meV/atom in the case of the L21-structure. At
the same time the energy difference between the 14M-structure and the L21-structure changes
by 0.9% depending on the cell parameters. The result of these calculations allow to draw
the conclusion that the different cell geometries and k-points only have minor influence on
the total energy per atom and that it is reasonable to compare the E(c/a)-curves and the
14M-structures that have been calculated using different parameters.
Pt2MnGa (c/a = 1.27)
Mn
Ga
Pt
Figure 6.2: 14M structure of Pt2MnGa. The black square illustrates the appearance of the
L10-structure with c/a = 1.27 in the martensitic variants of the modulated struc-
ture. The c/a ratio of the 14M structure is 0.86. Figure adapted from Ref. [175].
The total energy calculations for the 14M structure show that the situation in the Pt-rich
alloys is similar to the situation in Ni2MnGa. In both cases the energy difference between
the monoclinic modulated structure with c/a < 1 and the nonmodulated tetragonal structure
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(NM) with c/a > 1 is rather small. The small energy difference is related to a small energy
of twin boundary formation as the L10-structure and the 14M structure only differ by the
additional twin boundaries that are introduced in the crystal cell of the modulated structure.
The resemblance between the two structures is illustrated in Fig. 6.2 where the L10-structure
is indicated as a black rectangle within one martensitic variant that appears in the 14M
structure. 2 The periodic appearance of twin boundaries in the 14M structure has recently been
investigated for Ni-Mn-Ga [193, 90]. In this context these twin boundaries on the nanoscale
have been associated with the concept of adaptive martensite [91]. Fig. 6.2 also illustrates that
the c/a ratio of the modulated structure is 0.86. As the c/a ratio of the modulated structures
with c/a < 1 corresponds to the maximum strain that may be achieved in the system under
the effect of an external magnetic field [194], magnetic field induced strains (MFIS) up to 14%
are expected in case of Pt2MnGa.
Besides a tetragonal structure an orthorhombic structure also was considered as the crystal
structure of the martensite in the past [186]. The preference for an orthorhombic structure can
easily be checked by calculating the total energy E as a function of c/a and b/a. The resulting
energy surface for Pt2MnGa is plotted in Fig. 6.3. It is clearly visible that the minima of
the energy surface turn up at tetragonal structures with either b/a = 1 or c/a = 1 which are
symmetrically equivalent (the third minimum that is starting to evolve along the diagonal with
b/a = c/a < 1 which is equal to a/b = a/c > 1 also corresponds to this tetragonal structure).
This means that in the case of Pt2MnGa the nonmodulated tetragonal structure is expected
to be the ground state just as it is the case in Ni2MnGa.
6.2 Phase stability and its relationship to magnetism
So far, the properties of the Ni-Pt-Mn-Ga alloys reveal many similarities to the Ni-Mn-Ga alloys
while at the same time higher martensitic transformation temperatures might be expected for
the Pt-rich alloys due to the energy differences between austenite and martensite structure
which appear in the E(c/a)-curves. In order to further investigate the influence of magnetism
on the stability of the nonmodulated martensite phase with respect to the austenite phase
but also with respect to the 14M phase, the change of the E(c/a)-curves upon a reduction
of the magnetic moment will be discussed within the following section. While a fixed spin
moment calculation with a reduced magnetization which corresponds to the magnetization
that is expected for a specific temperature is far away from an effective finite temperature
description of relevant material properties it still can be used to investigate certain trends that
appear at finite temperatures.
Fig. 6.4 contains the E(c/a)-curves and the energy of the respective 14M structure of
NiPtMnGa for the ground state magnetization M0 and three reduced magnetizations, namely
2The differences between the modulated and the tetragonal structure for the case of Ni-Mn-In have also been
highlighted by Khovaylo et al. in 2009 [192].
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Figure 6.3: Total energy E as a function of b/a and c/a for Pt2MnGa. The cubic structure
with b/a = c/a = 1 corresponds to the case E = 0. Areas which are not coloured
lie outside the plot range which means that the energy difference compared to the
cubic structure is larger that 700meV/f.u. for these regions.
5
6 M0,
2
3 M0 and
1
2 M0. The curves for the reduced magnetizations have been obtained using the
fixed spin moment method. From the results of the calculations basically two trends can be
extracted. First of all, the energy difference between the austenite structure (c/a = 1) and the
nonmodulated martensite structure (c/a > 1) changes under a variation of the total magnetic
moment. While it decreases upon reduction of the magnetic moment to two thirds of the
ground state magnetization the energy difference increases again upon further reduction of the
magnetic moment to half of the ground state magnetization. While a decrease of the energy
difference upon reduction of the magnetization is also found in Ni2MnGa [131] the increase
of the energy difference at rather low magnetic moments seems to be unusual at first glance.
However, as this unexpected behaviour appears at a magnetic moment which corresponds to
half of the ground state magnetization it seems reasonable to assume that the predictive power
of the fixed spin moment approach might already be decreased at such a significant reduction
of the magnetic moment.
A second observation that can be made when looking at the results which are presented
in Fig. 6.4 is the fact that the 14M structure always is lower in energy compared to the
nonmodulated structure for the calculations with reduced magnetic moments. As this is not
the case for the ground state magnetization where the nonmodulated structure is the global
energy minimum one may assume that at finite temperature, but still below the martensitic
transformation temperature the 14M structure is energetically favoured over the nonmodulated
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Figure 6.4: Total energy of NiPtMnGa as a function of tetragonality (c/a) for different values
of the magnetic moment. For each curve (and the corresponding 14M structure
which is marked as a dot in the same color coding) the total magnetic moment has
been constrained to the value that is enlisted in the legend. The calculations which
are coloured in black have been performed with no constraint for the magnetic
moment. Here, M = M0 = 4.16µB/f.u. refers to the magnetic moment of the
cubic structure (c/a = 1).
tetragonal martensite structure whereas only for very low temperatures the nonmodulated
structure is preferred. A similar behaviour is observed for a certain composition range of Ni-
Mn-Ga [195]. Thus, the results which have been presented here give rise to the assumption
that a similar sequence of phase transformations as in Ni2MnGa, namely Austenite → 14M
→ NM is also expected for NiPtMnGa. It should be noted here that the 5M structure has
not been considered in the fixed spin moment calculations. However, similar to the situation
in Ni2MnGa the 5M structure also has to be considered from an energetic point of view in
NiPtMnGa. In particular, the ground state energy of the 5M structure is only 1.7meV/atom
higher than the ground state energy of the 14M structure.
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Figure 6.5: Spin-down Fermi surface of (a) NiPtMnGa and (b) Pt2MnGa. The different colors
denote different bands.
6.3 The change of electronic properties under an isoelectronic substitution
It was already mentioned that the substitution of Ni by Pt is isoelectronic which means that
the alloy series Ni2−xPtxMnGa always has the valence electron density 7.5 independent from
the amount of platinum that is added to the system. As e/a = 7.5 has been identified as a
somewhat special number where all of the Fermi surfaces calculated for Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In,
Sn, Sb) within the rigid band approach reveal nesting features, the influence of the addition
of platinum on the Fermi surface of Ni2MnGa will be discussed in the following.
Fig. 6.5 shows the Fermi surfaces of the minority spin-channel of NiPtMnGa and Pt2MnGa
calculated for 31× 31× 31 k-points. At first glance the Fermi surfaces reveal many similarities
to the corresponding Fermi surface of Ni2MnGa (see Fig. 3.5). However, there are also slight
differences between the different surfaces. For example, the parallel sheets of the Fermi surface
seem to be bended a little in case of Pt2MnGa and even more in case of NiPtMnGa. In the latter
case this behaviour can be attributed to the reduced symmetry of the NiPtMnGa compound
where the simple cubic sublattice which consists of either Ni or Pt in case of X2MnGa (X =Ni,
Pt) is replaced by a NaCl-type structure consisting of Ni and Pt.
A more detailed description of the influence of the addition of Pt on the Fermi surface is
obtained by looking at the generalized susceptibility χ(q) as this quantity reveals peaks for
wave vectors which correspond to nesting vectors of the Fermi surface [99]. In Fig. 6.6 the
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Figure 6.6: Generalized susceptibility χ(q) relative to χ(q1) for Ni2MnGa, NiPtMnGa, and
Pt2MnGa along the [110] direction. For each compound the corresponding χ(q)-
curve has been divided by the value of χ(q1) where q1 is the first q-point near the
Γ point that was considered in the calculations (ξ = 245).
generalized susceptibilities along the [110] direction which have been obtained from electronic
structure calculations using 45 × 45 × 45 k-points taking into account the spin-down bands
according to equation (4.2) are plotted for Ni2MnGa, NiPtMnGa, and Pt2MnGa. For the
purpose of comparison the curves for the different compounds each have been divided by the
value of the respective susceptibility at the point q1 = (
2
45 ,
2
45 , 0). q1 is the q-point which is
situated nearest to the Γ point when considering all points that have been calculated along the
[110] direction. Thus, the scale of Fig. 6.6 gives rise to the relative change of the susceptibility
with regard to the wave vector q1 which is situated closely to the Γ point.
It is clearly visible that the most pronounced peaks of χ(q) relative to χ(q1) appear in the
case of Ni2MnGa. A second observation that can be made when looking at Fig. 6.6 is the
merging of the two peaks that are present in the generalized susceptibility of Ni2MnGa into one
more or less diffuse peak in case of the systems containing platinum. Interestingly the bending
of the parallel sheets of the Fermi surface in the Pt-rich alloys which was noticed especially
in the case of NiPtMnGa (see Fig. 6.5) also turns up in the generalized suceptibilities as
χ(q) reveals a rather smeared out peak in the case of this compound. Nevertheless it can be
concluded that the resemblance between Ni2MnGa and the Pt-rich alloys in general also is
present with respect to Fermi surface nesting and the shape of the generalized susceptibility.
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Figure 6.7: Electronic density of states of NiPtMnGa. The yellow curve refers to the total
density of states of the nonmodulated martensite (NM) structure while the black
curve refers to the total density of states of the 14M-structure. The elemental
contributions that are plotted belong to the density of states of the 14M-structure.
Figure adapted from Ref. [175].
However, the Fermi surface nesting and therefore also the peaks of χ(q) are not as pronounced
as in the case of Ni2MnGa.
It was pointed out in section 6.1 that the 14M-structure and the structure of the nonmodu-
lated martensite (NM) are closely connected in the spirit of the concept of adaptive martensite.
It is therefore not surprising that the resemblance between these two structures also appears in
the electronic density of states. The electronic density of states of both, the 14M-structure and
the NM-structure are plotted in Fig. 6.7. The similarities between the densities of states of
the two structures are clearly visible and can be explained by the fact that the two structures
only differ by the twin boundaries on the nanoscale that are introduced in order to obtain
the modulated structure. It should be noted at this point that besides Fermi surface nesting,
which is still present in the Pt-based alloys but weaker than in Ni2MnGa, the band Jahn-Teller
effect is also present in NiPtMnGa [175]. Thus, not only the structural but also the electronic
properties are not affected significantly by the addition of platinum with the exception that the
preference of tetragonal structures is increased as the amount of Pt in the alloy is increased.
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Figure adapted from Ref. [176].
6.4 The phase diagram of Ni-Pt-Mn-Z
It was already pointed out in section 6.1 that the martensitic transformation temperatures of
Ni2−xPtxMnGa are expected to increase with increasing Pt content. At this point the question
arises whether a further increase of TM can be expected when replacing Ga by Mn just as it is
known for the Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) compounds.
In the following the results of the calculation of the structural energy differences of two
compounds, namely Ni-Pt-Mn-Ga and Ni-Pt-Mn-Sn will be presented. In both cases the
ratio of Ni and Pt was fixed to 25 at.%. Thus, the alloy series NiPtMn1+xZ1−x (Z =Ga,
Sn) have been studied. The investigations have been undertaken using the same ab initio
methods and procedures that have already been discussed in chapter 5. It turns out that the
alloys containing platinum reveal a similar behaviour regarding the magnetic structure and the
change of the martensitic transformation temperature with valence electron concentration as
the alloys where Pt is absent. In particular, an antiferromagnetic alignment of the magnetic
moments of the additional Mn atoms on the Z sites is preferred over a purely ferromagnetic
alignment. The onset of antiferromagnetism results in increased structural energy differences
between the austenite and martensite structure, in analogy to the situation in Ni-Mn-Z.
The phase diagram that has been obtained for the two alloy series is plotted in Fig. 6.8. For
comparison, the experimental and theoretical results for the systems without Pt are also in-
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cluded in the figure. It is clearly visible that also for the Ni-Pt-Mn-Z alloys a linear dependency
of the martensitic transformation temperature TM (MS) on the valence electron concentration
e/a is obtained. However, due to the presence of the Pt atoms which result in an increased
preference of tetragonal structures, higher transformation temperatures than for the materials
without platinum are expected.
6.5 Conclusion
The ab initio investigation of Ni-Pt-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, Sn) reveals that the substitution of Ni
by Pt is expected to beneficially increase or at least retain the material properties which are
relevant for the magnetic shape memory effect. In particular, the calculation of the E(c/a)-
curves gives rise to the expectation of higher martensitic transformation temperatures because
the energy difference between austenite and martensite structure increases, as the amount
of platinum is increased. At the same time, the energy relation between the nonmodulated
martensite structure and the 14M-structure is similar to Ni2MnGa. The fixed spin moment
calculations for reduced magnetizations show, that a similar sequence of phase transitions as
in the magnetic shape memory reference material is also expected upon cooling in case of the
Ni-Pt-Mn-Ga. A detailed analysis of the electronic structure reveals that the peaks which
appear along the [110] direction in the generalized susceptibility are not as pronounced as in
Ni2MnGa. However, the general trends that appear in the Fermi surface of Ni2MnGa are
also present in the isoelectronic compounds with Pt excess. Finally, also the behaviour of the
martensitic transition temperature under an increase of the valence electron concentration has
been found to coincide with the situation that is present in the Ni-based Heusler alloys. Thus,
the Pt-based alloys seem to be rather promising candidates for the industrial application of
the magnetic shape memory effect. Nevertheless, there also remain some issues to be solved
regarding this material class. First of all platinum is a rather expensive material which hinders
the use of compositions with large amount of platinum in many application fields. However, as
only small amounts of Pt already significantly change the energy landscape (see Fig. 6.1) the
usage of quaternary alloys Ni-Pt-Mn-Z with only small amounts of Pt (around 10 at.%) could
still be useful from an economic point of view. Secondly, the proposed composition range also is
of particular interest from another point of view as the type of magnetic ordering in Pt2MnGa
is not clear and it is also not clear whether compositions like NiPtMnGa will order in the
crystal structure that has been assumed here. Compositions containing only small amounts of
platinum should avoid this problem as the stability of the Ni sublattice would most likely be
retained while also the influence of the doping on the magnetic ordering should be of minor
importance for such compositions. Last but not least compositions containing only small
amounts of Pt also reveal lattice constants which are below the critical value of ac ≈ 6 A˚ which
has been suggested by Planes et al. as a prerequisite for martensitically transforming Heusler
alloys in case of the Ni-Mn-Z compounds [105]. Interestingly, the here proposed addition of
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small amounts of Pt reveals analogies to the idea of Enkovaara et al. who proposed already
in 2003 that the replacement of small amounts of Ni by non-magnetic elements like Cu could
lead to an increase of TC in Ni2MnGa [196].
Very recently, some new experimental results on Pt-based magnetic shape memory al-
loys have been published. In particular, higher martensitic transformation temperatures
(MS=283K) than for Ni2MnGa have been reported for the composition Ni1.8Pt0.2MnGa [176].
Furthermore, the formation of the 7M structure in a sample of the same composition was ex-
perimentally demonstrated within neutron diffraction studies [197]. In the same article, higher
martensitic transformation temperatures (MS=285K) and a higher magnetic moment in the
martensite phase than for Ni2MnGa have also been reported for this composition. This means
that on the one hand the theoretical and experimental results both give evidence for the inter-
esting properties of the Pt-based alloys which require a further investigation in the future. On
the other hand the Ni-Pt-Mn-Z alloys are also interesting from a fundamental point of view
as they effectively demonstrate how new materials can be designed making use of an intense
interplay between theoretical and experimental methods.
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Chapter 7
Co-Ni-Ga
The Heusler alloys based on Ni and Mn that have been investigated in the previous chapters
still face problems regarding their use in industrial applications of the magnetic shape memory
effect. Besides the brittleness, the most important issue that has to be solved concerns the
transformation temperatures. For most applications both, TC and TM require to be above
room temperature. However, while the addition of Mn increases TM, the antiferromagnetic
interactions that are introduced by the excess Mn atoms reduce the magnetization (see chapter
5). While the addition of platinum in principle increases the transformation temperature
without reducing the magnetization (see chapter 6), such type of substitution is promising
at first glance. However, from an economic point of view the use of Pt does not seem to be
ideal regarding the material price while at the same time the use of quaternary alloys might
introduce additional issues in the production process.
Due to these circumstances, other materials which do not contain Mn have been considered
in the past, when searching for magnetic shape memory alloys with ideal material properties.
One of these materials is the alloy system Co-Ni-Ga which was considered as a magnetic
shape memory material already in 2001 by different groups [69, 70]. Meanwhile, magnetic field
induced strains (MFIS) of about 7.6% have been obtained for off-stoichiometric compositions
at room temperature under the application of external stress [198]. A major difference of
Co-Ni-Ga in comparison to Ni-Mn-Ga is the preference for disorder which however depends
on the composition and sample preparation [199, 71]. Furthermore it has been observed that
the sample preparation also may influence the transformation temperature [200].
The properties of Co-Ni-Ga that have been derived by making use of ab initio calcula-
tions and especially the differences compared to Ni2MnGa will be discussed in the following
chapter.
7.1 Co2NiGa
In this section the results for the stoichiometric composition Co2NiGa will be presented. The
stoichiometric composition is of interest as it allows a close comparison with the stoichiometric
composition Ni2MnGa and at the same time also can be handled with feasible computational
effort. While the absence of Mn in Co2NiGa avoids the appearance of antiferromagnetic inter-
actions it also leads to a reduced magnetization as the magnetic moment in Ni2MnGa is mainly
contributed by the Mn atoms. The replacement of Ni by Co partially compensates this loss
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as the magnetic moments of the Co atoms in Co2NiGa are significantly larger (1.15µB/atom)
than the magnetic moments of the Ni atoms in Ni2MnGa (0.35µB/atom [3]). However, the to-
tal magnetization of Co2NiGa (2.67µB/f.u.) still is about 34% reduced compared to Ni2MnGa.
At the same time, the lattice constant is also smaller than in Ni2MnGa. The calculated value
within the GGA (PBE) approximation is a = 5.695 A˚ [201].
A significant difference to the Ni2MnGa reference system becomes evident when comparing
the preference for different types of crystal structure. Here, basically the two structures known
as conventional (or regular) and inverse Heusler structure will be considered. In the literature
the conventional structure is sometimes also referred to as Cu2MnAl-type structure while the
inverse structure is denoted as Hg2CuTi-type structure in these cases [202]. The conventional
Heusler structure consists of two interpenetrating simple cubic sublattices of which one is com-
pletely occupied by one atom type while the other atom is occupied by two atom types in the
same way as is the case in the NaCl-structure (B1-structure). The inverse Heusler structure
is obtained from the conventional Heusler structure denoted as X2YZ by exchanging one of
the two X atoms in the one sublattice with either the Y or the Z atom from the other sublat-
tice. The notation of the inverse Heusler structure is (XY)XZ in analogy to the conventional
structure. Thus, both structures only differ in the site occupancy while the positions of the
lattice sites are equal for both structures. This means that the conventional as well as the
inverse structure both are L21-type structures [202]. Fig. 7.1 schematically shows the differ-
ences between the two structures in case of Co2NiGa. As a direct consequence of the atom
substitution the X atoms which all occupy the same sublattice in the conventional structure
become nearest neighbours in the inverse structure. The inverse structure was mentioned al-
ready in 1978 by Jaggi et al. in the context of Fe2CoGa [203]. While a recent ab initio study
of this material class revealed that the inverse structure indeed is of importance for this type
of alloys [204, 205] it also is found for Mn2NiGa [206, 207, 208]. In fact, a computational
study published by Gillessen and Dronskowski in 2009 predicts, that the inverse structure is
expected for many ternary compounds [209].
In Ni2MnGa, the inverse Heusler structure does not require further discussion because the
energy of this crystal structure is 116meV/atom higher than the energy of the conventional
Heusler structure at T=0K. The appearance of the partially ordered B2-structure at high
temperatures [80] gives an additional evidence that an intermixing of the Ni-sublattice and
the Mn/Ga-sublattice is not likely to appear within an experimental sample. In Co2NiGa, the
situation is completely different. In this case the energy difference between the two structures
amounts to 3.66meV/atom at c/a = 1 with the inverse Heusler structure having the lowest
energy and a slightly increased lattice constant of a = 5.711 A˚ compared to the conventional
structure. 1
1 It has been observed that the inverse Heusler structure often is preferred for alloys of the type X2Y Z where
the number of 3d electrons of the Y atoms is larger than that of the X atoms [210]. Interestingly the
Ni2MnGa alloy as well as Co2NiGa are both consistent with this observation.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of (a) the conventional (or regular) Heusler structure and
(b) the inverse Heusler structure of Co2NiGa. The Co atoms are marked yellow,
the Ni atoms are marked green, and the Ga atoms are colored in black. One of the
simple cubic lattices corresponding to a NaCl-structure is fully occupied by the Co
atoms in case of the conventional structure. By exchanging the Co atoms on one
of the two lattice sites of the NaCl-structure with either the Ni or the Ga atoms
of the other sublattice the inverse Heusler structure is obtained. In this structure,
the Co atoms become nearest neighbours. Adapted from Ref [201].
In contrast to Ni2MnGa which is found in the L21-structure it has been found experimentally
that the crystal structure of Co-Ni-Ga depends on the sample preparation and composition.
While an experimental study by Oikawa et al. revealed a B2-type structure which transforms
martensitically into the L10-structure for a wide range of compositions [69] neutron diffrac-
tion studies by Brown et al. did not reveal a B2-structure for a composition with Ga excess
(Co1.8Ni0.92Ga1.28) [71]. For a stoichiometric composition, Dai et al. observed an ordered
structure (Pt2FeCu-type) as well as a completely disordered structure [199]. However, the
theoretical methods which are applied here do not allow to simulate ideally disordered struc-
tures. Nevertheless, the investigation of the two different structures, namely the conventional
and the inverse structure, proves sufficient to reveal the essential physical trends. In this con-
text it should also be mentioned that an ab initio investigation of Arro´yave et al. revealed that
the B2-structure is not favoured over the conventional Heusler structure in Co2NiGa [211].
A more detailed insight to the energetic relationship between the different crystal structures
is obtained by calculating the E(c/a)-curves of the specific structure in a similar manner as
it has been done for the other investigated materials before. Fig. 7.2 (a) contains the results
of these calculations for the conventional Heusler structure and inverse Heusler structure of
Co2NiGa. As can be seen, the inverse structure is favoured over nearly the whole range of c/a-
ratios. However, as it has been pointed out before the difference between the two structures
becomes very small in case of c/a = 1. From the curvature of the E(c/a)-curve of the inverse
structure at this point it is already clear that the system will be dynamically unstable and
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Figure 7.2: (a) Total energy as a function of c/a for different crystal structures of stoichiometric
Co2NiGa. Besides the conventional Heusler structure, denoted as Co2NiGa, and
the inverse Heusler structure, denoted as (CoNi)CoGa, also results for the so-called
Pt2FeCu-type structure are presented. All calculations have been performed at the
ground state volume of the respective cubic structures. The energy scale has been
chosen such that the cubic cell of the conventional Heusler structure corresponds
to the point of vanishing energy. (b) Schematic representation of the Pt2FeCu-type
structure. The Ni atoms are marked green whereas the Ga atoms are marked black
and the Co atoms are marked yellow. Figure partially adapted from Ref. [212].
reveal imaginary phonon frequencies. While this issue will be discussed in detail later, Fig.
7.2 (a) already gives a hint that Co2NiGa should be further investigated with regard to the
magnetic shape memory effect as tetragonal distorted structures are favoured over the cubic
structure at very low temperatures. In particular, the E(c/a)-curve of the inverse structure
reveals a global energy minimum at c/a = 1.31 while the corresponding minimum of the
conventional structure is situated at c/a = 1.41. Thus, the conventional structure in fact
favours an fcc-type structure as a c/a ratio of
√
2 corresponds to a perfect fcc lattice within
the Bain transformation.
While the energy difference between conventional and inverse Heusler structure is small for
c/a = 1 it increases with increasing c/a until it reaches a maximum of 31.21meV/atom at c/a =
1.25. The energy difference between the cubic structure (c/a = 1) and the global energy mini-
mum amounts to 27.3meV/atom in case of the conventional structure and 37.98meV/atom in
case of the inverse Heusler structure. These values are by a factor of 4 (conventional) and 6.5
(inverse) higher than the energy difference that occurs for the conventional Heusler structure
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of Ni2MnGa (6.81meV/atom [3]).
Besides the two discussed crystal structures, namely the conventional and inverse structure,
Fig. 7.2 (a) also contains the results of Co2NiGa for the so-called Pt2FeCu-type structure
which is illustrated in 7.2 (b). This structure corresponds to a fcc-type structure where the
Ni atom is placed in the origin of the primitive unit cell and the faces of the cell are occupied
by the Ga atom and the two Co atoms. While this structure was found by Dai et al. in a
stoichiometric sample in 2007 [199], the density functional theory calculations reveal that this
structure is energetically not favoured at low temperatures. However, Dai et al. also observed
that the structure of the crystal depends significantly on the sample preparation and that
disordered structures are also observed in the stoichiometric composition [199]. Therefore, the
Pt2FeCu-type structure will not be considered in the further discussion.
7.1.1 The phonon spectrum of Co2NiGa
As the conventional Heusler structure of Co2NiGa reveals a similar E(c/a)-curve as Ni2MnGa,
it seems nearby to investigate the stability of the conventional structure by a calculation
of the phonon dispersion curve which is plotted in Fig. 7.3. It turns out that although
the cubic structure with c/a = 1 seems to be situated rather on a saddle point than on
a mininum, the phonon spectrum does not reveal instabilities caused by imaginary phonon
modes. Nevertheless, the phonon spectrum of the conventional structure reveals that also
in this material the TA2 branch is found at rather small phonon frequencies along the [110]
direction. Although no softening, but a regular, sinusoidal behaviour is observed the branch
does not reveal frequencies larger than 1.5THz. At the zone boundary, the value becomes
even smaller and is in the range of 1THz. The results that are represented here are in very
good agreement with ab initio results obtained by Arro´yave et al. [211].
Fig. 7.3 also contains the results of neutron scattering measurements of the TA2 branch along
the [110] direction which have been performed using an off-stoichiometric experimental sample
with the specific composition Co48Ni22Ga30 at T = 300K by S. M. Shapiro et al.. Also in this
case, no signs for phonon softening appear. It is remarkable that the stoichiometric calculations
and the off-stoichiometric measurements perfectly agree in the part of the Brillouin zone that is
situated near the Γ-point while significant deviations appear in the other part of the Brillouin
zone which is close to the zone boundary. The composition Co48Ni22Ga30 is of interest as
it transforms martensitically. The experimentally obtained transformation temperatures are
284.1K (MS), 269.4K (MF), 280.8K (AS), and 295.2K (AF) [201].
As was pointed out before, the phonon spectrum of the inverse structure has to be unstable in
case of the cubic structure due to the curvature of the E(c/a)-curve at c/a = 1. However, in the
neutron scattering measurements of Co48Ni22Ga30 no signs for phonon softening are observed.
Fig. 7.4 contains temperature dependent measurements for the specific composition which re-
veal that in contrast to Ni2MnGa no temperature dependent softening is observed. This means
that the driving forces of the martensitic transformation in the Co-Ni-Ga sample are different
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Figure 7.3: Phonon dispersion curve of the conventional Heusler structure of cubic Co2NiGa.
The black squares refer to neutron scattering measurements of Co48Ni22Ga30 [201].
The color coding represents the contribution of the different atoms to the respective
phonon modes. Adapted from Ref. [212].
compared to Ni2MnGa. As the crystal structure of the experimental sample is not clear and
also because of the appearance of deviations between the theoretical phonon dispersion for the
stoichiometric composition and the experimental phonon dispersion for an off-stoichiometric
composition further investigations taking into account off-stoichiometric compositions in the
calculations are required to understand the results which have been obtained in the neutron
scattering experiments. The first-principles investigation of off-stoichiometric compositions
will be part of the following section.
7.2 Off-stoichiometric compositions
The calculation of off-stoichiometric compositions is not only motivated by the attempt to
theoretically model the composition for which the neutron scattering measurements in Fig. 7.4
have been undertaken but also by the fact that it is known that the martensitic transformation
temperature in Co-Ni-Ga significantly depends on the composition of the sample [213]. The
experimental phase diagram of Co-Ni-Ga which is depicted in Fig. 7.5 consists of several
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Figure 7.4: Temperature dependence of the phonon frequencies of Co48Ni22Ga30 along the
[110] direction. For comparison, the experimental phonon dispersion of Ni2MnGa
which was taken from Ref. [81] is also plotted. Adapted from Ref. [201].
phases. The important phase with respect to the magnetic shape memory effect is the β′-
phase which corresponds to a tetragonal distorted bcc phase. The stoichiometric composition
Co2NiGa is denoted as a yellow circle in Fig. 7.5 and lies in between the bcc- and the fcc-region.
The E(c/a)-curve of the conventional Heusler structure of this composition which is plotted in
Fig. 7.2 (a) is in agreement with this attribute, as the global minimum at c/a = 1.41 already
corresponds to an fcc-type structure while still a local minimum at c/a = 1 is present.
The experimental sample with the atomic composition Co48Ni22Ga30, which undergoes a
martensitic transformation, is situated at the edge of the β′-phase in the phase diagram (de-
picted as a white square). In order to model off-stoichiometric alloys, just as for the Ni-Mn-Z
compounds, supercells consisting of 16 atoms were used. The two compositions that are closest
to the experimental sample (Co1.92Ni0.88Ga1.2) using this size of supercell are Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25
(Co8Ni4Ga5 supercell) and Co1.75NiGa1.25 (Co7Ni4Ga5 supercell). Both supercell composi-
tions are depicted as white circles in Fig. 7.5. The number of valence electrons per atom e/a,
which is 7.75 for the stoichiometric composition is decreased for the compositions in the region
of the β′-phase. In particular, the composition of the experimental sample has an e/a-ratio of
e/a = 7.42, while the two off-stoichiometric supercell compositions that have been considered
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Figure 7.5: Ternary phase diagram of the Co-Ni-Ga alloy reconstructed from experimental
data. The dashed triangles mark the extrapolated B2 phases which already give a
hint in which parts of the phase diagram L21-like structures that are relevant for
the magnetic shape memory effect are likely to be expected [214]. The red curve
represents the points where MS is found at room temperature (TR) [215]. The
thick blue dashed lines separate the regions where TC is larger or smaller than MS
[216]. The dashed lines mark the points of constant e/a (7.42 and 7.75). Adapted
from Ref. [201].
here have an e/a ratio of 7.31 (Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25) and 7.38 (Co1.75NiGa1.25). It should be men-
tioned that the first of these compositions is situated in a region of the phase diagram where
the magnetic shape memory effect (Co50Ni20Ga30) and pseudoelasticity (Co49Ni21Ga30) have
already been observed experimentally in the past [217, 218].
The calculations of the off-stoichiometric compositions of Co-Ni-Ga face some issues that
are not present in the Ni-Mn-Z alloys. Due to the fact that the conventional and inverse
structure do not differ significantly in energy, one cannot assume that particular sublattices
are not affected by the atomic substitution that is applied to end up in an off-stoichiometric
composition of the supercell. In particular, depending on the type of Heusler structure (con-
ventional or inverse) the density functional theory calculations suggest that the substituted
atom does not directly occupy the lattice site of the atom which it is replacing in some cases.
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Instead, for these cases a configuration where the substituted atom occupies the lattice sites
of a third atom which therefore moves to the lattice site of the atom that has been replaced
during the substitution is favoured. This behaviour is not only observed for the compositions
that are discussed here, but also for the Ni-rich composition Co2Ni1.25Ga0.75, which will be
discussed in section 7.3. In addition to the correct choice of the atomic configuration atomic
relaxations also have to be considered within the off-stoichiometric supercells in order to ob-
tain a proper description of the energy landscape for the respective compositions. This is in
contrast to Ni-Mn-Z where it turned out that atomic relaxations are of minor importance (see
Table 5.2).
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Figure 7.6: Total energy for different crystal structures as a function of tetragonality
c/a for Co2NiGa, Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25, and Co1.75NiGa1.25. The calculations for
Co1.75NiGa1.25 have been performed by M. E. Gruner [201]. Figure adapted from
Ref. [201].
The E(c/a)-curves for the conventional and inverse Heusler structure of the stoichiometric
as well as for the two off-stoichiometric compositions which have been considered here are
presented in Fig. 7.6. For each crystal structure the curve of the atomic arrangement with
the lowest energy is plotted, taking into account different types of configurations and atomic
relaxations, as described in the last paragraph. It is remarkable that the energy difference
between the conventional and inverse Heusler structure at c/a = 1 is in the range between
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3.65meV/atom (Co1.75NiGa1.25) and 3.86meV/atom (Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25) for all three composi-
tions. Thus, the energy difference between the two different crystal structures also is small for
the off-stoichiometric compositions. This means that a mixture of the structures, i.e. disorder,
is likely to be expected within an experimental sample in the complete region of the ternary
phase diagram that is defined by the investigated compositions. A second observation that can
be made when looking at Fig. 7.6 is that for the off-stoichiometric compositions the phonon
dispersion spectrum of the inverse structures should also be unstable at c/a = 1 because the
E(c/a)-curves reveal a maximum at this point. A third property which can be extracted from
Fig. 7.6 is the fact that the energy difference between the cubic and tetragonal distorted
structure with c/a > 1 decreases or even changes its sign in case of the off-stoichiometric
compositions. While the inverse structure still has a global minimum at c/a > 1 for both
off-stoichiometric compositions the energy landscape is rather degenerated for the conven-
tional structure of Co7NiGa1.25. In case of Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25 the global energy minimum of
the conventional structure even is situated at c/a = 1 while the energy curve only reveals a
saddle-point like shoulder for c/a > 1. This means, that for the Co-Ni-Ga system a similar
trend as for the Ni-Mn-Z compounds is observed, namely that tetragonal structures become
preferred with increasing valence electron concentration e/a. The phase diagram plotted in
Fig. 7.5 contains two dashed lines corresponding to constant e/a ratios of 7.42 and 7.75.
While e/a = 7.42 corresponds to the value of the experimental sample, the latter value corre-
sponds to the stoichiometric composition which favours tetragonally distorted structures. The
two off-stoichiometric compositions that have been considered here have an even smaller e/a
ratio as the experimental sample and lie therefore above the dashed line which corresponds
to e/a = 7.42. The fact that the cubic structure with c/a = 1 becomes more preferred for
these compositions is in agreement with the results for Ni-Mn-Z presented in chapter 5 where
tetragonal structures become preferred, as the valence electron concentration is increased.
7.2.1 The phonon dispersion of off-stoichiometric Co-Ni-Ga
As the off-stoichiometric sample with the composition Co48Ni22Ga30 which undergoes a marten-
sitic transformation reveals no phonon softening in neutron scattering measurements, the ques-
tion arises whether in the phonon dispersion curves of the off-stoichiometric compositions ob-
tained from ab initio calculations, phonon softening is also absent. As it was pointed out
before, imaginary phonons and thus an instability is expected for the inverse structures of
Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25 and Co1.75NiGa1.25 at c/a = 1 due to the curvature of the E(c/a)-curves at
this point. The phonon calculations for the inverse structure of Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25 verify this
expectation as they reveal imaginary phonon frequencies. The phonon dispersion along the
[110] direction that belongs to the inverse Heusler structure of Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25 is contained in
Fig. 7.7.
Due to the fact that the phonon dispersions for the off-stoichiometric composition have
been calculated using a supercell with the respective off-stoichiometric composition, two major
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differences turn up when comparing the so obtained phonon dispersion curves to the results
for the stoichiometric composition Co2NiGa. First of all the number of phonon branches is
increased because of the increased number of atoms that are contained in the unit cell. At the
same time the increased volume of the unit cell results in a decreased size of the Brillouin zone.
In fact, the original Brillouin zone as well as the phonon branches therein are folded in case
of the supercell calculations which explains the apperance of the additional phonon branches.
In case of the off-stoichiometric composition it is not possible to unfold the branches without
making further assumptions [219]. Instead, the measured dispersion of Co48Ni22Ga30 which is
depicted as squares in Fig. 7.7 has been folded in the same way as the phonon branches of the
ab initio calculations in order to allow a reasonable comparison.
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Figure 7.7: Phonon dispersion of Ni2MnGa, Co2NiGa, and the conventional and inverse
Heusler structure of Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25 (Co8Ni3Ga5 supercell). along the [110] di-
rection. The color coding represents the contribution of the different atoms to the
respective phonon modes. The squares refer to neutron scattering measurements
of Co48Ni22Ga30. The calculations for the inverse structure have been performed
by M. E. Gruner [201]. Figure adapted from Ref. [201].
In contrast to the inverse structure the conventional structure of Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25 does not
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reveal imaginary phonon frequencies as can be seen in Fig. 7.7. It is remarkable, that for
this composition phonon branches at about 2THz turn up near the point where the measured
dispersion reaches this value while this was not the case for the computed dispersion of the
stoichiometric composition. Since the phonon dispersion of the stoichiometric composition
did not contain any optical branches in the region around 2THz at the Γ point is is reason-
able to relate the branches which turn up at the Γ in case of the conventional structure of
Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25 (Co8Ni3Ga5 supercell) to branches which would have to be folded back in the
original representation of the Brillouin zone. Hence, the addition of Ga is expected to increase
the frequencies of the lowest lying acoustic branches at the zone boundary of the Brillouin
zone in the unfolded original representation to values which are observed experimentally at
this point. The differences that still remain between theory and experiment might on the one
hand be devoted to the fact that the theoretical and experimental compositions are not equal.
On the other hand it is also possible that the experimental sample is partially disorded and
therefore also contains local environments of the inverse structure. One should however also
keep in mind that the measurements are performed at around room temperature while the
calculations refer to T = 0K.
7.2.2 Electronic structure and Fermi surface of Co-Ni-Ga
It was pointed out in the previous section that, depending on the type of structure, the phonon
spectrum of Co-Ni-Ga is either unstable or completely stable without any signs for phonon
softening. This raises the question whether explanations for this behaviour are found when
investigating the electronic structure of the respective composition since it has been shown
that there is a strong correlation between the electronic and dynamical properties in other
magnetic shape memory materials such as Ni2MnGa (see chapter 4). In particular it is of
interest if physical phenomena like the band Jahn-Teller effect or Fermi surface nesting which
have been identified as accompanying features of the martensitic transition in other shape
memory materials are also present in the Co-Ni-Ga alloys.
It turns out that not only phonon softening but also Fermi surface nesting are absent in
the Co-Ni-Ga alloy system. Fig. 7.8 contains the Fermi surface for the spin-down channel
of the conventional and inverse structure of Co2NiGa. The Fermi surface of the conventional
structure is plotted for two different e/a ratios which have been obtained within the rigid band
approach making use of equation (5.1). It is remarkable that the area of the Fermi surface
which belongs to the inverse structure is rather small compared to the areas of the other Fermi
surfaces (for comparison the Fermi surface of the spin-down channel of Ni2MnGa is also plotted
in Fig. 7.8). The reduced area that belongs to the Fermi surface goes hand in hand with a
small value of the electronic density of states of the inverse structure at the Fermi level (see
Fig. 7.9 (c) for comparison).
The spin-down Fermi surface of the conventional structure of Co2NiGa does not reveal
planar sheets which are as pronounced as in the case of Ni2MnGa. In fact, for the e/a ratio
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Figure 7.8: Fermi surfaces of the spin-down channel of (a) Ni2MnGa and (b-d) Co2NiGa. The
Fermi surface of the conventional structure Co2NiGa is plotted for two different e/a
ratios within the rigid band approach, namely (b) e/a = 7.75 and (c) e/a = 7.42.
The Fermi surface of the inverse structure of Co2NiGa is plotted in (d). Adapted
from Refs. [201, 92].
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of the stoichiometric composition (e/a = 7.75) only one band is significantly contributing to
the Fermi surface. For the reduced e/a ratio of the experimental composition Co48Ni22Ga30
(e/a = 7.42) the overall area of the Fermi surface increases and is also not dominated as much
by one band as for the case e/a = 7.75. However, at the same time the rather flat portions
of the Fermi surface that still were present for e/a = 7.75 have totally vanished in the Fermi
surface of e/a = 7.42 . Thus, independently from the type of crystal structure or valence
electron density it can be concluded that Fermi surface nesting will be weak or even absent in
Co-Ni-Ga in contrast to Ni2MnGa which is in agreement with the phonon dispersions presented
previously within this chapter.
Besides Fermi surface nesting the band Jahn-Teller effect is another important phenomenon
which is considered to be responsible for the appearance of the martensitic transformation in
Ni2MnGa. It therefore seems reasonable to look for signs of the band Jahn-Teller effect also
in the Co-Ni-Ga alloy system. However, in contrast to Ni2MnGa and Ni-Mn-Z in general, the
densities of states of the considered compositions of Co-Ni-Ga do not reveal properties that
can be explicitly linked to a band Jahn-Teller effect. In particular, no peak that is situated just
below the Fermi level can be identified in the minority spin-channel of the electronic density
of states of the conventional structure of Co2NiGa which is plotted in Fig. 7.9 (a). Looking
at the density of states of the L10-structure with a c/a ratio of 1.41 the number of states that
can be found just below the Fermi level even has increased in the spin-down channel as is
depicted in Fig. 7.9 (b). While at the same time the changes in the majority spin-channel
between the two structures are small it can be concluded that at least for the conventional
structure of the stoichiometric composition no band Jahn-Teller effect is observed. The same
is true for the inverse structure of this composition whose density of states is plotted in Fig.
7.9 (c). Here a small pseudo-gap is found in the spin-down channel just at the Fermi level
which explains the small area of the Fermi surface in Fig. 7.8 (d). However, the width of the
gap is so small that it is likely to disappear at elevated temperature. Fig. 7.9 (d) contains the
electronic density of states for the conventional structure of the off-stoichiometric composition
Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25. Here, the situation around the Fermi level is rather similar to the situation
found for the stoichiometric composition. In particular, a pseudo-gap is situated just below
the Fermi level in the spin-down channel which means that also in this case no clear signs for
the band Jahn-Teller effect are present.
It should be noted that the changes that can be observed in the densities of states for the
different crystal structures, c/a ratios and compositions of Co-Ni-Ga are mainly restricted to
the spin-down channel in the region around the Fermi level. This can be explained by the fact
that while the d-bands of the majority spin-channel are situated below the Fermi level for this
type of Heusler compounds the d-bands of the minority channel are found at or even above
EF (see Fig. 7.9) due to the finite magnetic moment of the system. As the spin-up density of
states is therefore not very sensitive to changes of the system it is not that surprising that the
spin-up Fermi surfaces of different Heusler systems reveal a rather similar shape of the Fermi
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Figure 7.9: Electronic density of states of (a-c) Co2NiGa for different crystal orderings and
c/a ratios and (d) the conventional structure of Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25. Positive values
of DOS refer to the spin-up channel, negative values to the spin-down channel,
respectively. Figure adapted from Ref. [201].
surface [212].
7.3 The influence of e/a on the tetragonal transformation in Co-Ni-Ga
So far it has turned out that the Co-Ni-Ga alloy shows a different behaviour regarding the
phonon dispersion and the electronic structure as compared to the magnetic shape memory
reference system Ni2MnGa. These results suggest that the mechanism which is driving the
martensitic transformation in Co-Ni-Ga is different from the case of Ni2MnGa. In order
to clarify this point the influence of the valence electron concentration on the martensitic
transformation of Co-Ni-Ga will be investigated in the following as it has turned out that
the change of e/a and the antiferromagnetic tendencies that arise from these changes are
responsible for the change of TM with e/a in Ni-Mn-Z (see chapter 5).
In contrast to the Mn-rich Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) compounds nearly no antifer-
romagnetic interactions are present in Co-Ni-Ga according to ab initio investigations [220].
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Table 7.1: Selected properties of the three different compositions of Co-Ni-Ga that have been
considered in the evaluation of the influence of e/a on the tetragonal transformation.
Besides the e/a ratio the magnetic moments for c/a = 1 of the conventional and
inverse structure are listed. EOrder describes the energetic preference of the inverse
structure over the conventional structure in the respective composition. Adapted
from Ref. [135].
System e/a MConventional (µB/f.u.) MInverse (µB/f.u.) EOrder (meV/f.u.)
Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25 7.31 2.15 2.79 15.4
Co2NiGa 7.75 2.67 3.05 14.6
Co2Ni1.25Ga0.75 8.13 2.96 3.48 91.4
Nevertheless it is still reasonable to investigate the behaviour of the tetragonal transformation
as a function of e/a in a similar manner as it was done in case of the Ni-Mn-Z alloys. In
case of Co-Ni-Ga three different compositions, namely Co2Ni0.75Ga1.25 (Co8Ni3Ga5 supercell),
Co2NiGa and Co2Ni1.25Ga0.75 (Co8Ni5Ga3 supercell) have been considered. Thus, instead of
substituting Ga by Mn like in Ni-Mn-Ga the increase of the valence electron concentration in
Co-Ni-Ga is realized by a substitution of Ga by Ni. Both types of substitution have in com-
mon that the X atoms in the Heusler formula unit X2YZ are not affected by the substitution
and that high valence electron concentrations are obtained for systems containing less Ga in
both cases. This type of substitution is different from the substitution with constant Ga ratio
that has been studied by Sarma and Srinivasan [221]. As in the latter case an increase of MS
with e/a was observed experimentally, the question arises whether the same also is true for
compositions with constant Co ratio.
For both types of crystal structure the addition of Ni increases the total magnetic moment
M . The increase of M with e/a is in contrast to the behaviour which is observed in Ni-Mn-Z
and another indicator for the fact that antiferromagnetic tendencies are more or less absent
in Co-Ni-Ga. The magnetic moments for all considered compositions are also listed in table
7.1. Another interesting aspect that appears upon the addition of Ni is the strong preference
for the inverse structure at c/a = 1. Table 7.1 contains composition-dependent values of a
variable denoted as EOrder which is defined as
EOrder = EConventional(c/a = 1)− EInverse(c/a = 1). (7.1)
While EOrder is small and also does not change significantly in the e/a interval between 7.31
and 7.75 it significantly increases by a factor of about 6 for e/a = 8.13. This means that at
the respective composition a pronounced energetic preference of the inverse structure appears
at c/a = 1.
In agreement with the results obtained for Ni-Mn-Z and also for the Pt-rich systems the
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preference of tetragonal transformations at low temperatures increases with e/a in case of the
Co-Ni-Ga compound. The behaviour of the structural energy difference ∆E upon the variation
of the valence electron concentration e/a is plotted in Fig. 7.10. In particular ∆E refers to the
energy difference between the cubic structure with c/a = 1 and the tetragonal structure with
c/a > 1 which corresponds to the global minimum of the E(c/a)-curve (see Fig. 4.6 (a) for a
schematic representation of ∆E). For both, the regular Heusler as well as the inverse structure
an increase of ∆E with e/a is observed. However, while this increase is nearly linear for the
regular structure, a non-linear behaviour is found in case of the inverse structure. While at the
same time the energy differences are always larger for the inverse structure, the absolute value
of ∆E nearly becomes equal for both structures at e/a = 8.19. It should be noted here that
the structural energy differences have been obtained by taking into account different atomic
configurations as well as atomic relaxations as has been described in section 7.2.
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Figure 7.10: Evolution of the energy difference ∆E between the cubic structure (c/a = 1)
associated with the austenite structure and the tetragonal structure (c/a > 1)
which reveals a minimum in the E(c/a)-curve as a function of the valence elec-
tron concentration e/a for the alloy series Co2Ni1+xGa1−x (−0.25 ≤ x ≤ 0.25).
The calculations were carried out at constant volumes of the respective cubic
structures. Figure adapted from Ref. [135].
The results presented in Fig. 7.10 suggest that in the case of Co-Ni-Ga an increase of TM is
also expected for increasing e/a values from a theoretical point of view in agreement with the
observations for Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb). Although it seems to be remarkable that such a
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behaviour is observed in the Co-Ni-Ga compound where antiferromagnetic interactions, which
have been identified as a main driving force of the stabilization of the martensite structure
in the Ni-based alloys in chapter 5, are absent, such behaviour is also known from Ni-Fe-Ga
[222]. At the same time the observed behaviour also fits into the trend of decreasing lattice
constants with increasing martensitic transformation temperatures which has been observed
for Ni2+xMn1−xGa [184].
The fact that tetragonal transformations become energetically preferred with increasing
valence electron concentration however does not guarantee that Co-Ni-Ga is a candidate for
industrial applications of the magnetic shape memory effect. In fact, the structural energy
differences that are obtained for large e/a ratios are in the same range as the energy differences
which are obtained for compositions of Ni-Mn-Z with a similar e/a ratio. At the same time,
however, the E(c/a)-curves of Co-Ni-Ga reveal that the martensite structure at c/a > 1
appears at rather high c/a ratios which can be associated with a fct-phase. These results
can be related to the ternary phase diagram which is plotted in Fig. 7.5. Looking at the
phase diagram it becomes evident that an increase of the e/a ratio shifts the system towards
the γ-phase which has an fcc-type structure. Although this phase is not suitable for the
magnetic shape memory effect the results obtained using ab initio calculations suggest that
tetragonal structures which are of interest with regard to the magnetic shape memory effect
can nevertheless still be obtained for certain compositions of Co-Ni-Ga.
7.4 Conclusion
The investigation of the Co-Ni-Ga compound shows that the situation that is present in the Ni-
Mn-Z compounds and especially in Ni2MnGa is not a necessary prerequisite for the appearance
of the magnetic shape memory effect. While the E(c/a)-curves of different compositions of
Co-Ni-Ga look rather similar to the respective curves of the Ni-Mn-Z alloys which undergo
a martensitic transformation, phenomena like Fermi surface nesting or the band Jahn-Teller
effect are not observed in the Co-Ni-Ga system. A second difference between the two material
classes turns up when looking at the stability of different crystal structures. While at low
temperatures the conventional structure clearly is favoured in Ni2MnGa the situation is rather
diffuse in Co-Ni-Ga due to the competition between the conventional and inverse structure
which are found in the same energy region for a wide range of compositions. A recent theoretical
investigation on Co2NiGa taking into account the partially-ordered B2-structure (see Fig. 3.4
for a comparison of the B2- and L21-structure) revealed that this structure is not favoured
over the two other structures in Co2NiGa [211]. Therefore, a completely disordered structure
is likely to be expected in agreement with experimental results [199].
The results of the calculation of off-stoichiometric phonon dispersions which are presented
in section 7.2.1 give further evidence for the assumption of the preference of a totally dis-
ordered crystal structure. While no phonon softening and instabilities are found in case of
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the conventional structure in agreement with results from neutron scattering measurements
the E(c/a)-curves reveal that only the inverse structure should undergo a martensitic trans-
formation at the respective composition. However, the phonons of the inverse structure are
dynamically unstable and reveal imaginary phonon frequencies while no signs for phonon soft-
ening are observed in the experiment.
The investigation of the behaviour of the structural energy differences as a function of the
valence electron concentration reveals a rather similar behaviour as found in Ni-Mn-Z. The en-
ergy difference between the austenite and martensite structure increases for compositions with
increased e/a ratio. However, while the increase of the martensitic transformation temperature
was related to the appearance of antiferromagnetic tendencies in Ni-Mn-Z such tendencies are
absent in Co-Ni-Ga [220].
Thus, although the observed transformation temperatures are not as high as in Ni2MnGa
the Co-Ni-Ga system is at least of theoretical interest as it is a system which undergoes a
martensitic transformation while at the same time no signs for Fermi surface nesting or the
band Jahn-Teller effect are found and also the type of magnetic interaction is different from
the one that is present in the Ni2MnGa reference system. The absence of these effects might be
explained by the preference of disorder which itself may be related to the similarities between
Co and Ni. Both elements are not only ferromagnetic but differ only by one proton (and
accordingly by one valence electron) from each other and nearly have the same mass. 2
2Actually the atomic number of Co is smaller than that of Ni while the mass number of Co (58.9332) is larger
than that of Ni (58.6934).
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this work the electronic, magnetic, and thermodynamic properties of magnetic shape mem-
ory alloys have been investigated using first-principles calculations. The investigation focused
on Heusler alloys starting from the well known ferromagnetic shape memory alloy Ni2MnGa.
The martensitic phase transformation which is observed in this compound has been investi-
gated in detail by looking at the structural stability of the different phases and considering
magnetic excitations and lattice vibrations. In this context it has been shown that the lattice
entropy stabilizes the austenite structure at finite temperatures while the martensite structure
is stabilized by magnetism. The investigation of the influence of electronic correlations in
Ni2MnGa reveals that the onset of a Hubbard U strongly influences the results. As however
no definite trend is observed for different values of U the size of the Coulomb interaction needs
to be chosen very carefully. The investigation of Fermi surface nesting effects in Ni2MnGa
by the calculation of the generalized susceptibility χ(q) suggests that the phonon softening
which appears in the alloy is not solely driven by the Fermi surface nesting. Also, both Fermi
surfaces (spin-up and spin-down channel) contribute to the nesting.
A second part of this work concentrated on the alloy series Ni-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb)
and especially the Mn-rich site of the phase diagram. It is shown that a simple approach
which relates the structural energy difference between the cubic and tetragonal structure to
the structural transition temperature gives feasible results when compared to experimental
measurements. The increase of the transformation temperature with increasing e/a is devoted
to the appearance of antiferromagnetic alignments of Mn spins which are observed for Mn-
rich compositions. An increased preference for tetragonal transformations and a reduction of
the magnetic moment is also observed when increasing the valence electron concentration by
changing the number of electrons that are considered in the ab initio calculations.
In the third part of this thesis the influence of the isoelectronic substitution of Ni by Pt was
studied for Ni-Pt-Mn-Z (Z =Ga, Sn). It turned out that the addition of platinum increases the
energy difference between the cubic austenite and tetragonal martensite structure which means
that higher transformation temperatures are expected compared to the compounds without
Pt. Moreover, a similar relationship between the modulated 14M-structure and the tetragonal
L10-structure as in Ni2MnGa as well as signs of Fermi surface nesting are observed in the Pt-
rich alloys. A calculation of the transformation temperatures for different off-stoichiometric
compositions revealed that TM increases linearly with the valence electron concentration e/a
just as is the case in Ni-Mn-Z. Thus, it is expected that the addition of Pt may result
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in ferromagnetic shape memory alloys which are relevant for industrial applications. These
findings are underlined by recent experimental observations [197, 176].
The last part of this work focused on the ferromagnetic shape memory system Co-Ni-Ga
which is of interest as disordered structures are observed experimentally for a wide range of
compositions including the stoichiometric case Co2NiGa [69, 199]. In agreement with these ex-
perimental findings the ab initio calculations reveal a competition between two different kinds
of structures which are the conventional and inverse Heusler struture. As a neutron scattering
measurement on an off-stoichiometric composition which transformed martensitically did not
reveal any signs for phonon softening as observed in Ni2MnGa the phonons for stoichiomet-
ric and off-stoichiometric compositions near the composition of the experimental sample have
been calculated. It turns out that the stability of the phonon spectrum depends on the type
of crystal structure. As no clear signs of Fermi surface nesting and the band Jahn-Teller are
present in the material, the driving forces of the martensitic transformation are different com-
pared to Ni2MnGa. The basic trend that the energetic preference of the tetragonal martensite
structure increases with increasing valence electron concentration is however also present in
Co-Ni-Ga.
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Chapter 9
Outlook
In this thesis different types of alloy systems were investigated with regard to their electronic,
magnetic, and thermodynamic properties using first-principles calculations. The results that
have been obtained give rise to a better understanding of the different martensitic driving
forces. However, because of the complexity of the research field there still remain unsolved
problems like for example the formation of modulated structures or the size of the electron
phonon coupling matrix elements. Some of these problems have not been approached yet as
they require huge computational demand or methods which have not yet been implemented
in common density functional theory codes. The following chapter will contain a brief outlook
pointing out two specific issues which arise from the topic that has been discussed within this
thesis and which should be addressed in the future in order to further extend the understanding
of magnetic shape memory alloys.
9.1 Magnetic excitations
It was already pointed out in the discussion of the obtained transformation temperatures for
Mn-rich compositions of Ni2MnZ (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) that the considered collinear alignments
of the magnetic spins may be not sufficient for a realistic description of the physics within the
materials. In particular, the neglect of non-collinear alignments might explain the deviations
that are observed when comparing first-principles results to experimental measurements. The
complex magnetic order which arises from the onset of antiferromagnetism in Mn-rich compo-
sitions when considering collinear alignments gives rise to the assumption that by considering
non-collinear magnetic alignments an even more complex structure is found to be the ground
state. As non-collinear magnetic calculations are however computationally very demanding it
might be more effective to consider non-collinear alignment of spins by calculating magnon dis-
persion spectra. Fig. 9.1 shows the magnon dispersions of Ni2MnZ (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) which
have been calculated by A. Ernst within the KKR approach [125, 126, 127]. It is clearly visible
that the different Z atoms have an influence on the energy of the optical magnon branches but
also on the acoustic branch. As was already mentioned in chapter 4 the magnetic entropy can
be derived from the magnon spectrum in a similar manner as the lattice entropy is obtained
from the phonon spectrum of the system. A detailed investigation of the magnetic contribu-
tion to the free energy for different compositions of Ni2MnZ (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) would be
of particular interest especially as disordered compositions can be treated within the coherent
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Figure 9.1: Magnon dispersion spectra of Ni2MnZ (Z =Ga, In, Sn, Sb) calculated by A. Ernst
[127].
potential approximation (CPA) within the KKR approach [223].
9.2 Hexagonal transformations of Heusler compounds
While for Ni2MnGa the different crystallograpic structures that appear for different tempera-
tures and compositions are well known the situation is different in the alloys containing Pt and
also in Co-Ni-Ga. While the former one has not been studied as comprehensively as Ni2MnGa
in literature yet the latter one is known to reveal different types of ordering depending on
the sample preparation. A recent first-principles investigation revealed that for Pt2MnGa as
well as Co2NiGa another transformation path beside the Bain path is of interest. This path
which parametrizes the transformation from a bcc to a hcp structure using one parameter was
investigated in 2008 by Fria´k et al. for the case of iron [224].
Fig. 9.2 shows the results that have been obtained by applying the introduced path to
(a) Ni2MnGa, Pt2MnGa, and (b) the conventional and inverse structure of Co2NiGa. Here,
δ = 0 corresponds to the bcc-structure whereas δ = 1 corresponds to the hcp-structure and
an energy value of zero refers to the energy of the conventional structure of the respective
compound at δ = 0. It is clearly visible that the bcc-hcp transformation path which has been
considered here is not favoured by Ni2MnGa although a shallow local minimum appears at
δ ≈ 0.65. In case of Pt2MnGa the situation is different as a global minimum of the total
energy is obtained for δ ≈ 0.7, cf. Fig. 9.2 (a). It is remarkable that the transformation from
the bcc-structure with δ = 0 to the global minimum is not seperated by an energy barrier.
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Figure 9.2: The bcc-hcp transformation path defined by the parameter δ for (a) Ni2MnGa,
Pt2MnGa, and (b) the conventional and inverse structure of Co2NiGa. The filled
symbols denote points where the crystal cell vectors as well as the atomic positions
and the volume have been relaxed using a conjugate gradient algorithm [179].
Open symbols refer to crystal structures defined by the bcc-hcp transformation
path which is given in Ref. [224].
However, the energy difference between the bcc-structure and the energy minimum amounts
to 121meV/f.u. and is therefore not as large as the difference between the L21- and the L10-
structure in this compound (239meV/f.u.). Although a relaxation of the crystal cell vectors
and atomic positions at δ = 0.7 increases the energy difference compared to the bcc-structure
even further to 159meV/f.u. the L10-structure clearly still is predicted to be the ground state
from the calculations that have been performed within this thesis.
The effect of the bcc-hcp transformation on the total energy of the conventional and inverse
structure of Co2NiGa is plotted in Fig. 9.2 (b). Similar to the situation in Pt2MnGa the
energy for both crystal structures is lowered without passing an energy barrier. At the same
time the energy difference between the bcc-structure and the minimum on the hcp-side of
the curve is even higher than the energy difference between the L21-structure and the L10-
structure in case of the conventional structure (152meV/f.u.). In case of the inverse structure
this is not the fact for the energy minimum at the hcp-side without relaxations. If one allows
for relaxation of the atomic positions, the crystal cell vectors, and the volume one finds that
the energy difference is even further increased, especially in case of the conventional structure.
The energy difference between the conventional bcc and the relaxed near-hcp structure now
amounts to 186meV/f.u. (conventional) and 162meV/f.u. (inverse). Thus, the energy value
of the relaxed near-hcp structure which belongs to the conventional ordering is nearly as low
as the energy value of the inverse L10-structure which is expected to be the ground state
of Co2NiGa. The energy difference between the latter structure and the conventional bcc
structure is 192meV/f.u., cf. Fig. 7.2 (a). This means that hcp-like structures have to be
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considered in further investigations of this material.
The investigation of the bcc-hcp transformation of Heusler structures give rise to the idea
that the transformation which goes hand in hand with a shuﬄing of atomic layers within
the crystal may explain the mechanism that is responsible for the forming of the modulated
structures. However, maybe the preference for a bcc-hcp transformation in Pt2MnGa and
Co2NiGa also hinders the appearance of the magnetic shape memory effect as it is not clear
whether the change of structure can be associated with a martensitic transformation. In this
context it should be reminded that Ni2MnGa which shows feasible magnetic shape memory
properties does not favour a bcc-hcp transformation. Therefore, this issue requires further
investigation.
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